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Who we are

Neil Mohr Editor
 neil.mohr@futurenet.com 

Information wars

What we do
 We support the open source community 

by providing a resource of information, and
a forum for debate.

We help all readers get more from Linux with our 
tutorials section – we’ve something for everyone!

We license all the source code we print in our
tutorials section under the GNU GPL v3.

 We give you the most accurate, unbiased and  
up-to-date information on all things Linux.

We live in the information age – yes, I just used a silly bit 

of hyperbole – but with many of us now living with so 

much of our live stored online the threat of information 

loss through theft or vandalism grows greater each year. 

The year 2015 is an ebbing memory, so it’s a good time to 

remember that some big security flaws were found within key 

areas of the GNU/Linux ecosystem. It’s reassuring that steps 

were quickly taken to both plug the holes and put in place 

systems to help mitigate this from happening again. But on a 

personal level what can be done to help protect yourself and 

your own information from the hacking threat? 

One old-school method is to educate yourself, which is why 

this issue we’re looking into how you can learn to hack the web. 

By thinking like your enemy, you’ll more easily be able to 

vanquish your enemy.

We’ve unleashed our tamed in-house hacker Jonni onto the 

vulnerable internet to let him do his worst, and in the process 

teach you the vulnerabilities that exist in all our soft and flabby 

servers. We hope you find the process enlightening and 

possibly a little humbling.

We’ve also squeezed in some brand new technology for this 

issue. One comes from the evil empire… Apple and its Swift 

programming language. We’re offering a introduction this issue 

and will look at some projects in future issues, too. Another  

key technology is Hadoop, this is an ultra-cool distributed 

computing and storage solution from Google. It’s complex  

and it’s awesome.

For more normal mortals we’ve got features on multi-

booting everything, troubleshooting your startup, organising 

your desktop icons, tracking process environments and so 

much more. This year is already turning into a fantastic year for 

free and open source software, enjoy!

Get into Linux today!

Subscribe & save!
On digital and print, see p30

This issue we asked our experts: This issue 
we’re looking into hacking secrets, what’s your 
biggest or favourite Linux secret that you think 
everyone should know?

Jonni Bidwell
In the kernel’s menuconfig, if you search 
for a symbol then press the number 
corresponding to it in the results, you are 
taken straight to that option, rather than 
having to find your own way there. Almost 
exactly like you’d expect search to work, 
I know, but until recently this gem has 
eluded me.

Les Pounder
I love how you can search your Bash 
history. I frequently use the Ctrl+r 
keyboard shortcut  to interactively search 
for a command in my history without the 
need for piping history using grep. You can 
also repeat a command by finding its entry 
in history and then typing its number 
preceded by ‘!’.

Mayank Sharma
This isn’t really a secret but the magic of 
the SysRq key is probably lost on many 
new Linux users, more so because the key 
itself has disappeared from many laptops. 
The SysRq/PrtSc key can be used to send 
commands directly to the Linux kernel and 
is usually used to cleanly restart non-
responsive machines.

Nick Peers
A hack of a different sort is this one,  
which I discovered while I was building a 
Raspberry Pi Zero-powered AirPlay receiver 
for MacFormat magazine. I paired it with a 
£15 DAC from http://iqaudio.co.uk and 
the brilliant Pi MusicBox distro - result, 
stunning sound that’ll blow your socks off!
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Interview

Matthew Garrett on scary firmware exploits p40

A process that was 
running as a confined 

user is now running as root.

Roundup:
Video encoders p24

Acer Chromebook R11..... 17
Acer enters the bendy Chromebook market

with its version of a convertable model using

a fold-back screen. Is it worthy of your hard

earned bucks? Find out now!

Lenovo Chromebox Tiny.18
The world is going Chromebook crazy, but 

what about Chromeboxes? Here comes 

business experts Lenovo with a Chrome OS 

version of its popular Tiny range.

Da Vinci 1 Jr. 3D printer ..19 
A super affordable version of the excellent 

Da Vinci 3D printer, this one costs next to 

nothing and can keep up with the big boys 

in the 3D printing world.

Deepin 15 .......................... 20 
A Debian-based distro that has jumped ship 

from the slowly shuttering Ubuntu and it 

seems hasn’t suffered at all along the way 

with an easy to use Linux distro.

Solus 1.0.............................21
It looks like beginners are getting it easy this 

month, with yet another impressive starter 

distro, which has us impressed.

Football Manager 2016 ... 22
It’s jumpers for goalpost time as the 

management game gets a refresh.

Reviews

 Shifting away from Ubuntu certainly 

hasn’t hurt the Deepin desktop.

 Flipping ‘eck! This looks familar and 

yet it looks ace in its own way.

Contents
“It’s not me who can’t keep a secret. It’s the people I tell that can’t.” – Abraham Lincoln

Protect yourself online and 
discover how to defend your  
poor servers from attack. p32
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News............................. 6
Android N will use Oracle’s OpenJDK,

despite continued Google-Oracle

friction. Hackers have gotten Linux

onto the PS4, but don’t try it at home.

AMD announce a 64-bit ARM chip.

Mailserver................... 11
Your letters are like rays of sun on a

winter’s day. One man does not Lua

make and the Linux uprising cometh.

User groups................15
Les Pounder muses at maker fairs

all over northern England.

Roundup ....................24
Need your video files transcoded?

Mayank Sharma has the options.

Back issues ...............66
Escape Windows 10 with our

exclusive guide from LXF207.

Next month...............98
Linux, everywhere Linux. From

drones to phones and traffic cones

Find out some of the weird and

wonderful devices that run Linux.

Subscriptions ...........30
Subscribe and save. Let the postie

deliver it straight to your door and

never set foot in a newsagent again.

Sysadmin...................48
Jolly rancher Mr. Brown shows that

setting up container infrastructure

needn’t hurt. Also, another OpenSSH

bug and Let’s Encrypt in full effect.

HotPicks ....................52
Alexander Tolstoy isn’t sending

BlackEnergy malware hidden in Word

docs to Ukrainian power stations.

He does however heartily

recommend that they check out :

Qemu, Mixxx, Mp3fs, Boxes,

Supertux, Biniax, Zeal, and PeaZip,

 Our football team  

is waiting for your call.

Unity desktop
Manage icons ................... 68
Nick Peers doesn’t like a messy desktop, 

so he’s here to show us how to get our 

Ubuntu desktops in order.

Troubleshooting 
Ubuntu startup ................. 70
Nick Peers doesnt like startup problems, 

so he’s here to explain how to get a smooth 

booting Linux system.

Gentoo
Portage explained ............ 74
Neil Bothwick fends off accusations we 

only write Ubuntu tutorials with Gentoo.

Environment debugging 
Procenv .............................. 76
James Hunt has a very handy tool that’ll 

help debug development environments.

Cloud storage 
Hadoop .............................  80
Rafeeq Rehman explains how to push all 

your computations to the cloud and back.

Regulars at a glance

Coding Academy

MongoDB admin .................. 84
Mihalis Tsoukalos explains the basics of 

getting to grips with your own NoSQL server, 

from an admin’s point of view.

Swift primer .......................... 88
We hear this Apple company is going to go far… 

Mihalis Tsoukalos takes a look at how you can 

get started with its newly open-sourced PHP 

killing language Swift.

p96

On your FREE DVD
Fedora Security 32-bit, 
Kali 2.0 Light 64-bit, 
Manjaro 15 64-bit

 Only the best distros every month

PLUS: GParted and much more!

 Boot-Repair isn’t cobblers.

Tutorials

Subscribe
& save! p30

Multi-boot everything! ........44
Dual-booting is so 2015, we’re here to explain 

how you can power up to as many operating 

systems as you darn well like.

 Take two distros into the shower? Yes.

Subscribeb

Raspberry Pi User In-depth...

Pi news ................................... 58
Help children in Mali, discover the French Pi 

scene and the power of a Pi Zero cluster.

Explorer pHAT ....................... 59
We take the latest and greatest HAT for the new 

Pi Zero for a test run and it’s good!

Ruby and Sonic Pi ................60
Les Pounder knows there’s Ruby in them thar 

Sonic Pi and he’s here to show you where/whar.

OwnCloud 8.0 ....................... 62
Mayank Sharma explains all the new features in 

the latest release of the cloud-based server 

OwnCloud and how to make your own.
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increase speed. Files no longer

critical for operation can be put

in a separate compressed pool.

Remember pools are not

partitions, as partitions have

sizes pools do not.

Tia, Gjermund Gusland Thorsen

Neil says Looking back on that

Roundup, ZFS stands out as being

significantly slower than the other

options for two of the key tests.

That’s not to say ZFS is a bad

filesystem, it’s just obviously non-

optimal for low-end systems, ie

not workstations. While its lack of

SSD support (at the time) was

also offputting for desktop users.

The fact is ZFS was going up

against Ext4, XFS and Btrfs – all

big hitters and more importantly

well established, while ZFS has

only just been accepted by the

Debian development team. All of

that pooling technology will have a

performance impact and many

will be just as content with a

RAID5/6 configuration with very

little performance hit.

Failed credit
A friend of mine subscribes to

Linux Format and showed me

the tutorial titled Whatsapp:

Build a PiBot monitor [Pi

Letter of the month

The Lua team

Look, ZFS is great but it’s most

certainly not for everyone.

 The system from Carlo is a 

fantastic WhatsApp plugin.

 ZFS!?!
Being a user of ZFS and O3X I 

read your Roundup with huge 

interest [p24, LXF203]. I find 

your conclusion for ZFS and 

btrfs to be totally crazy and 

almost like you meant laptop 

and not desktop in this 

sentence: “The most advanced 

file system, but too heavy footed 

for desktop use”!?! What the 

frog!?! ZFS is the ideal FS for 

any workstation with four or 

more drives at least for Mac and 

SmartOS, are you saying that 

the Linux implementation is no 

good? The zpools will fully 

remove the need for partitioned 

drives, as the pools will span 

several drives, letting the pool 

stripe several physical drives to 

Tutorials, p66, LXF202] by 

Mr.Mayank Sharma.

The second part of the article 

is heavily based on my blog 

(http://rpihome.blogspot.com). 

This is absolutely not a problem 

as I’m writing the blog to spread 

my knowledge, but the script 

pitalk.py is almost line to line 

the same as the one I proposed 

in my blog and at least a 

reference should have been put 

about this (as it has been done 

with the other two scripts 

wasend.py and wareceive.py 

also made by me).

You can find the related post 

here: http://bit.ly/Whatsapp 

ForHomeAutomation and the 

previous post has all the 

instructions to install Yowsup 

Python library. Spreading guides

and informations is a really good

thing, but also giving all the right

credits should be done.

Leaving this I have to admit 

that the magazine is really 

awesome and I’m thinking about

getting a subscription myself!

Carlo Mascellani (Mascal), via 

email

Neil says Our apologies for not 

more clearly stating the source of 

the source for the tutorial code. 

As is often the case this was more 

through ineptitude than malice. 

Mayank did mention you by name 

within the article and link to the 

blog, but you’re correct at no point 

did we directly credit you or your 

originating blog, which is an 

oversight. We’ve altered the way 

we ask for articles to ensure 

proper credit is given in the future.

 Space cadets
As a retired electronics engineer 

not a programmer. I have 

enjoyed experimenting with my 

Raspberry Pi. Making up the 

AirPi and other tech bits. I have 

tried the Pi HAT by Les Pounder 

 Lua is an awesome team effort and 

don’t let us forget that!

W
e were very 

pleased with 

the article 

about Lua in 

the last edition of Linux 

Format [Code Academy, p84, 

LXF205]. However, we would 

like to make an important 

correction: Lua wasn’t 

created only by Roberto 

Ierusalimschy (me); it was 

created by a team formed by 

Luiz Henrique de Figueiredo, 

Waldemar Celes, and 

Roberto Ierusalimschy. 

Currently I am the chief 

designer, but all important 

decisions about the language 

are still made by this team.

Roberto

Neil says: Absolutely and for 

the second time in one letter’s 

page I apologise for not giving 

full credit where it’s due. 

Again, there’s a tendency to 

think that projects are headed 

up by a single person or even 

if that’s not the case to think 

that they are. Even Linux itself, 

which owes a lot to Linus 

Torvalds is a project that 

wouldn’t exist without 

thousands of developers. 
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but am unable to find what

import pygame means or do I

have to look in all of the

directories associated with the

article [Pi Tutorials, p62,

LXF204]? Currently, I’ve reached

an impasse.

The program runs but fails to

find pygame. It may be me but

not being a person interested in

playing games, I’m frustrated

with the lack of an explanation

for that part of the article.

Otherwise a really good article

which has made me think.

Dave Kemplen, via email

Neil says I think this is one of

those areas that’s so – basic isn’t

quite the right word – standard

that many developers, coders,

writers take it for granted. The line

you’re referring to import pygame

tells Python to, well, import the

external library called pygame.

You can find out more about

PyGame over on its website

www.pygame.org/wiki/

GettingStarted and for Ubuntu

system you can use sudo apt-get

install python-pygame to install it.

 Linux tablet
I’d been itching to install our 

favourite operating system on a 

tablet for quite some time but 

after some very unsatisfying 

attempts at installing on a 

couple of BayTrail type units 

(Asus Tranformer T100A) I gave 

up. However, on a recent trip to 

Melbourne I happened upon this 

Intel Core i5 equipped Samsung 

Slate 700T unit at a bargain 

price of $300, which used to sell 

for $1,450.

I was motivated by an article I 

read about the best distros for 

touch devices, listed as Ubuntu 

(Gnome Desktop), SUSE Linux 

(with Tablet Pattern) and Fedora. 

Fedora was for BayTrail so that 

was out immediately.

Ubuntu with Gnome proved 

to be a step too far UI-wise for 

me. SUSE installed beautifully 

but stubbornly refused to 

update, insisting that there was 

no connection.

I swapped out the stock 

60GB mSATA drive for a 250GB 

unit and then tried Linux Mint 

17.2 KDE, my distro of choice on 

my other devices. Voilà! A very 

satisfying experience for me: 

everything recognised and 

working including the S Pen, 

except screen rotation  (a non-

issue for me). I’ve installed 

Onboard as the touch keyboard 

and although it doesn’t present 

on tapping a dialogue box, as 

would happen in Android, a 

floating icon on the desktop 

makes access a simple affair.

Touchegg takes care of 

gestures for me, and xdotool has 

appear to have three boot 

options two regarding the hard 

drive and one regarding the DVD 

drive. However the BIOS tells me 

that the DVD cannot be changed 

– it is secure!

I therefore went to the 

Ubuntu website and downloaded 

Ubuntu 14.04,3. I ran this and 

got the message ‘Cannot 

download the metalink and 

therefore the ISO’. Is there any 

way I can get Ubuntu onto my 

computer?

Dave J, via email

Jonni says Sorry you’re having 

difficulties with our disc. It doesn’t 

work with Secure Boot and 

unfortunately I can’t give you a 

general recipe to disable that 

since every manufacturer has 

implemented it differently. Still, an 

Ubuntu disc ought to work. 

The error message you’re getting 

comes from you using the Wubi 

installer in Windows, which is no 

longer supported. The correct way 

to download Ubuntu is to (from 

Windows) go to www.ubuntu.

com/download/desktop and 

download an ISO image (which 

will be about 1GB). This you will 

need to burn (still from Windows) 

enabled me to use a simple icon 

in the taskbar that runs a 

keyboard combination that 

initiates the desktop cube effect 

– a must-have, you will agree! 

One negative – all these special 

effects (wobbly windows, 

transparencies, cube etc) have a 

huge impact on the battery. 

About 4hrs is all i get… but who 

cares? In short, loving my Linux 

Touch Tablet!

Peter Henderson, South 

Australia

Neil says That’s awesome work 

and we’re glad to hear you’ve had 

success with your bargain 

Samsung tablet and Linux Mint. 

Thanks for the pointers as well, 

with the extra tools that make 

your tablet life a little easier. 

We are planning on running a 

guide to running Linux on low-cost 

Linux tablets in LXF209, so keep 

your eyes peeled for that. Let us 

know what tablets you’ve had 

Linux luck with!

 Too secure boot
I contacted DVD Support and 

was given your name. I want to 

load Ubuntu onto my laptop. 

When I go into the BIOS system I 
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 A terrible logo for PyGame that powers lots of games on the internet.

 Unless it’s running Linux we leave our tablet in a pile of leaves.
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KDE version of Fedora will not

give you the latest edition.

Kdenlive is very popular and

is very stable (in the early days

the software was unusable, but it

has gone from being somewhat

useless to becoming something

that’s truly incredibly awesome!)

The one thing I would love to

see in your magazine would be

in-depth lessons on how to use

Kdenlive. It might be a good idea

to go from the basics – setting it

up correctly to all the advance

features. Thanks for being

awesome. December 2015

[LXF205] edition of Linux

Format was something else!

Don’t forget to check out my

eBook – The Next Step at

http://thenextstep.co.

Toby Whaymand, via email.

Neil says When I first started as

editor, I was scolded by Paul

Hudson for running a video editor

Roundup. There have been some

big strides in this area – and it’s an

area that’s suffered very badly in

the past – perhaps it’s time for a

revisit? What do people think? LXF

many areas, those being: internet

infrastructure, high-performance

computing, specialist industries

and embedded solutions. It also

powers the mostly widely used OS

in the world: Android. It powers

the most widely purchased

laptops in the US education

market: Chromebooks.

If your concern is Linux on the

desktop, as Linus has said in the

past that area will never be won

until systems are sold with Linux

installed by default. But there’s

also the problem of endemic use

of Windows in education too. So if

you’ve only known Windows

though your education, then that’s

all you’re going to want to use

later in life. As you might have

guessed, I don’t have an easy

answer, but things are changing.

 Video star
I’m a big fan of Kdenlive and I 

use it on my Fedora box. I know 

to get the latest version of the 

software you’re best to install a 

native KDE desktop, such as 

Kubuntu, as using a spin like the 

How can I get hold 

of Linux? Can you 

give me an 

installation disk 

which would suit 

me? And how can I 

actually install 

Linux? Where can I 

buy a computer 

with Linux already 

installed? If Linux is 

free, how can it 

possibly be any 

good? Is Linux 

safe? Do I have to 

learn coding? Will 

my printer, router, 

e-mail etc work in 

Linux? And finally, 

who funds Linux?

We all need to promote Linux 

but the worst thing would be to 

become a Linux bore. Have you 

got a good idea for spreading 

the word?

Maurice George, via email

Neil says Can you have a semi-

monopoly? That’s probably just a 

market. The Linux Foundation is 

actually a body tasked with 

promoting Linux, Wikipedia says 

it’s: “chartered to promote, protect 

and advance Linux and 

collaborative development” and 

does so via the various websites, 

social networks and international 

conferences it organises.

The truth you’re missing is 

GNU/Linux is highly successful in 

using a program such as Imgburn. 

Then you will have a disc, which 

should play nice with Secure Boot. 

Best of luck.

 Linux marketing
The IT mega-corporations can 

afford large advertising budgets 

to maintain their semi-

monopolies. Linux can’t 

compete with these dollar-

billionaires. But somehow we 

need to get our message over to 

Joe and Joanna Bloggs.

First, we have to decide what 

that message is. Obviously we 

need to mention that Linux is: 

cost-free, free as in ‘liberty’; 

useable by anyone; capable of 

doing everything we need; 

faster; safer; available in many 

different flavours etc. But that’s 

the easy bit. Linux has plenty of 

enemies who like nothing better 

than trashing this threat to their 

ownership of the computer 

industry. We need to dispel this 

F.U.D. So here’s a series of 

questions which we should 

anticipate being asked:

What is Linux? There’s 

nothing wrong with Windows so 

why should I bother with 

something different? What can 

Linux do for me? Can you show 

me Linux in action? Is my 

computer too old for Linux? 

Can I keep Windows on my 

machine alongside Linux? 

 Kdenlive has become a very powerful video editing system, without all the bugs.

 The Linux Foundation does a good job of promoting Linux 

throughout the industry, not so much with consumers.

Write to us

Do you have a burning Linux-

related issue you want to discuss? 

Want to let us know your madcap 

ideas for promoting Linux? Or 

have a suggestion for something 

that you think we should cover? 

Write to us at Linux Format, 

Future Publishing, Quay House, 

The Ambury, Bath, BA1 1UA or 

email lxf.letters@futurenet.com. 
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T
he Maker movement is in full

swing in the UK and we’re

seeing a rise in the number of

maker events: From Liverpool Make

Fest, to Mini Maker Faire in Manchester

and Derby. But the main event is Maker

Faire UK which takes place on April

23-24 in Newcastle Upon Tyne.

This two-day event sees an

astonishing number of visitors, some

ten thousand attended over the

weekend in 2015. It also attracts the

cream of the projects and there were

over one hundred makers from around

the world at the event last year.

Maker Faire UK has a vast range of

makers that traverse the spectrum of

abilities, skills and disciplines: from

simple hacks using LEDs

and buttons to huge fire-

breathing robotic dragons.

The UK’s Maker Faire

started in 2009 and

Newcastle has been it’s

home ever since, but the

Maker Faire format was

born in San Mateo,

California back in 2006

and launched with only 100

exhibiting makers. However,

the format proved so

The Greatest Show on Earth

The Maker movement sweeps across the UK.

 Maker Faires are a great place to meet skilled 

makers who are willing to share their knowledge.

Community events news

popular that it grew rapidly and went 

worldwide soon after.

What I love the most about these 

events is how hands on they are. 

Anyone can take part in workshops, 

talks and interact with passionate 

people who bring the projects to life. 

You can learn to solder, build robots and 

make music all under one roof. Of 

course, there are lots of Raspberry Pis, 

Arduinos and other boards powering 

projects for you to play with and inspire 

you to recreate the projects at home. 

Tickets are on sale and there are 

packages for families to attend at a 

reduced price, so head to this year’s 

faire and see what all the fuss is about.

www.makerfaireuk.com LXF

Find and join a LUG

  Blackpool Makerspace 10am every 

Saturday, 64 Tyldesley Road, Blackpool.  

https://blackpoolmakerspace.wordpress.com

  Bristol and Bath LUG Meet on the 4th 

Saturday of each month at the Knights Templar (near 

Temple Meads Station) at 12.30pm until 4pm.  

www.bristol.lug.org.uk

  Dundee Makerspace Open night is every 

Monday from 6.30pm, Unit 5, Vision Building, 20 

Greenmarket  Dundee, Angus DD1 4QB 

https://dundeemakerspace.co.uk

  Edinburgh LUG Meet on the 1st Thursday of 

the month at the Southsider pub, West Richmond St.  

www.edlug.org.uk

  Hull LUG 1st Tuesday every month at 8pm in 

Hartleys Bar, Newland Ave.  

http://hulllug.org

  Lincoln LUG Meet on the third Wednesday of 

the month at 7:00pm, Lincoln Bowl, Washingborough 

Road, Lincoln, LN4 1EF.  

www.lincoln.lug.org.uk

  Manchester Hackspace Open night is every 

Wednesday at 42 Edge St, in the Northern Quarter.  

http://hacman.org.uk

  Northern Ireland Raspberry Jam 2nd 

Saturday of the month from 1pm, Farset Labs, Belfast.  

www.farsetlabs.org.uk/events/raspberry_jam.html

  Surrey & Hampshire Hackspace  Every 

Thursday from 6.30pm at Games Galaxy, Farnborough. 

www.sh-hackspace.org.uk

OSCON 2016

O’Reilly has been part of the

Open Source community for

many years, in fact the first

OSCON took place in 1999!

For 2016 the popular event takes 

place in Austin, Texas between 

May 16-19. Known to be a melting 

pot of ideas for real-world 

problems in security, open 

hardware and much more.

OSCON provides something 

for everyone and covers every 

level of user and developer. 

http://bit.ly/OSCON2016

Liverpool Makefest 2016

The début event and surprise hit 

of 2015 is back and this year 

promises to be bigger and better! 

In 2015 Mark Feltham and 

Caroline Feltham-Keep organised 

a fantastic event that saw over 

2,000 people attend. 

The last Makefest had a 

diverse range of activities, 

including robotics, drones and 

knitting. There was even a guest 

appearance of a Dalek and 

Doctor Who makeup effects! The 

sheer diversity of this event is 

fabulous and the best maker 

centric event that we attended in 

2015. The provisional date for the 

next one is June 25 in Liverpool 

and you can keep up to date with 

the latest news via their website.

http://lpoolmakefest.org

Linux Presentation Day 2016

We’ve covered this in the last 

issue, but we’ve had bad news. 

There are no events happening in 

the UK! Surely not! The LPD is 

your LUGs chance to show off 

the best of Linux and open your 

doors to the public. The event is 

set for April 30 and it would be 

awesome to see and hear from 

UK LUGs that are taking part in 

this worldwide event. For more 

details on how you can organise 

an event can be found at

http://linux-presentation-day.org

The intrepid Les Pounder brings you the latest community and LUG news.

United Linux!
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All the latest software and hardware reviewed and rated by our experts

Specs

Processor:

1.6GHz quad-core
Intel Celeron
N3150

Graphics:

Integrated Intel HD
Graphics

RAM: 2GB, (4GB
option) DDR3L

Storage: 16GB
(32GBoption)

Screen: 11.6 HD,
1,366x768 LED-
IPS touchscreen

Camera: 720p
webcam

Wireless:

802.11ac (B/G/N)
dual-bandWi-Fi,
Bluetooth 4.0

Ports: 1x USB
2.0, 1x USB3.0, 1x
HDMIwith HDCP,
1x headphone jack,
1x SD card slot

Size: 29x20.3
x1.9cm, 1.25kg

Powering the machine is a 1.6GHz

quad-core Intel Celeron N3150

processor, along with either 2 or 4GB

of RAM. Inside, there’s only 16GB of

storage, but you’re unlikely to be

storing many files on the machine

itself. As with many

Chomebooks it

comes with

100GB of

storage on

Google Drive for

two years.

In testing, the Acer R11 performed

admirably, albeit with a few minor

hiccups. The combination of the Intel

Celeron N3150 processor and 4GB of

RAM kept things surprisingly fluid even

when typing in a Google Doc with a

couple of YouTube videos silently

streaming and pumping jams through

Google Play Music.

Flipping good
In the Octane test, the Acer’s score of

8,113 outperformed the Asus

Chromebook Flip, which came in at

6,795 (higher is better). Similarly,

Mozilla’s Kraken showed Acer’s R11

ahead of the Flip, with scores of 4,789

and 5,447. In editing documents and

doing some general web browsing,

we found the display to be up to the job.

Brightness wasn’t an issue in the

slightest and viewing angles are superb

thanks to the in-plane switching (IPS)

technology. Likewise, media looked

good and motion was fairly crisp in the

several movie trailers we tried. One

shining star of the media experience of

the R11 is its speaker output. Simply

put, audio on the R11 is crisp and clear,

and this baby can get loud.

Acer claims battery life of right

around ten hours for the R11, and we

found this to be pretty close to true.

S
tanding out from the pack,

Acer’s Chromebook R11 has the

distinction of being the

company’s first Chromebook that’s

convertible thanks to its 360-degree

hinge. With an attractive, if not overly-

flashy design, the R11 enters the

competitive arena of budget laptops.

The Acer is largely made up of a thin,

white plastic chassis with a matte finish.

Where that design differs, however, is

on the lid of the machine, which

features a textured white metal panel

that looks and feels great. Despite being

a largely plastic affair, the R11 feels

surprisingly sturdy in the hands, with

little to no give.

The 11.6-inch display has a

1,366x768 resolution and is touch-

enabled. On the base of the R11 sits a

slightly recessed keyboard with a set of

slightly-textured chiclet keys. Further

below that is a relatively wide trackpad

with ample palm rests.

As for ports, the R11 features one

USB 2.0 and one USB 3.0 port, each

occupying separate sides. There’s also a

full-size HDMI port, a headphone jack,

and an SD card slot for transferring files.

We did most of my testing with the

screen brightness set around 50-60%, 

and found the R11 lasted just over nine

hours between web browsing, watching 

the occasional video and some writing.

One major pain point with the R11 is 

the trackpad. We just can’t get over the 

mushy feeling and inconsistency in the 

required pressure to initiate a click.

Acer’s Chromebook R11 is a solid buy if 

you’re in the market for something that 

will perform adequately under pressure 

and otherwise serve up a great web

browsing experience. LXF

Acer R11

The trackpad is the R11’s weak spot.  

The combination

of IPS screen and

360-degree hinge

work well together.

Verdict

Features 7/10

Performance 7/10

Ease of use 9/10

Value 8/10

Acer Chromebook R11

A minimalist exterior that hides a
deceptively capable machine. Oh, and
it can flip 360-degrees into a tablet.

Rating 8/10

Developer: Acer
Web: www.acer.co.uk
Price: £230 (16GB/2GB)

Danny Thorp spends all day doing 360-degree flips 
with the latest sleek Chromebook.
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Reviews Chrome OS PC

Verdict

W
ith the release of its first

Chromebox micro-desktop

form factor, Lenovo is giving

business and education users the

option of creating a modular, all-in-one

(AIO) Chrome OS PC.

The device sports the same

compact, flattened desktop form-factor

as Lenovo’s Windows-based

ThinkCentre M Series Tiny, making it

easy for offices to swap out older Tiny-

in-One units for the new Chromebox

Tiny. Lenovo also sells a separate

23-inch ThinkVision Tiny-in-One

monitor, which comes with a 1080p

twisted nematic panel with a fast 5

millisecond (ms) refresh rate, with a slot

on the rear that the Chromebox Tiny

slips into. In this configuration, you

would have effectively created your own

modular, all-in-one desktop.

The ThinkCentre is a compact

desktop that’s even more compact than

Apple’s iconic Mac Mini. Encased in an

angular, black aluminum enclosure with

a plastic front panel. The unit comes

with rubber feet on the bottom for

horizontal use, but you could also

position the Chromebox Tiny upright in

a plastic stand.

The Tiny is available in two

configurations. The base configuration

ships with a 1.5GHz dual-core Intel

Celeron 3205U processor, while the

higher-end unit ships with Intel’s

mainstream Core i3 Broadwell

processor. You can choose either 2GB

or 4GB of RAM on either model. The

Tiny scored 1,683ms on Mozilla’s

ThinkVision display if you already have 

a screen you want to use.

With high-end hardware, the 

Chromebox Tiny delivers great 

performance. It’s one of the cheapest 

ways to get Intel’s Core i3 processor on 

a desktop, but going the Chromebox 

Tiny route means you’ll be limited to 

Google’s Chrome operating system.

Whether you’re streaming songs on 

Pandora or playing a Netflix movie, 

browsing the web or checking your 

emails, the Chromebox Tiny can handle 

multiple Chrome browser windows and 

tabs without slowing down. Multitasking 

business users who rely on the cloud 

will find a lot to love about the 

Chromebox Tiny. LXF

AmodularChromeOSPCthatChuong Nguyen thinks
businessandhomeusersaregoing to love.

Chromebox Tiny

 Thanks to the Intel Core i3 

processor, the Chromebox Tiny 

delivers great performance.

Features 8/10

Performance 9/10

Ease of use 9/10

Value 9/10

Lenovo Chromebox Tiny

Brings Chrome OS to desktops in a
compact form factor, allowing users to
create a modular all-in-one desktop.

Rating 9/10

Developer: Lenovo
Web: www.lenovo.co.uk
Price: from £160 (2GB)

Core i3
Intel’s Broadwell processor

feels very snappy when it’s

paired with stream-lined 

Chrome OS.

Features at a glance

Monitor dock
Lenovo offers an 

additional desktop display, 

which enables you to dock 

your Tiny in its back.

Specs

Processor:

1.5GHz dual-core
Intel Celeron
3205U (2GHz Intel
Core i3 5005U
dual-core)

Graphics: Intel
HD Graphics 5500

RAM: 2GB (4GB
option)

Storage: 16GB

Connectivity: 4x
USB 3.0, Ethernet,
HDMI, DisplayPort,
combo mic/
headphone jack,

Comms:

Wi-Fi 802.11n,
Bluetooth 4.0

Weight: 1kg

 Dimensions: 

17.78x3.56x 
18.29cm

Kraken benchmark test and 18,586 on 

Google’s Octane 2.0 test. This makes 

it one of the faster units available.

For comparison, the more powerful 

Intel Core i5 processor on Google’s 

Chromebook Pixel laptop helped it 

post slightly better scores of 

23,910 on Octane (higher score 

is better) and 1,430 on Kraken 

(lower score is better).

Performance on the Chromebox 

was great. We didn’t notice any lags 

when multitasking. 

Boot-up 

speeds were 

similarly fast, and the 

Tiny is ready to go within five to ten 

seconds of pressing the power button. 

Impressively the Tiny offers 4K support 

and when tested it worked flawlessly. 

There is a cooling fan inside but we 

never heard it in use.

Lenovo ships the Chromebox Tiny 

with a wired USB mouse and keyboard. 

We found the keyboard to be 

comfortable with excellent travel, and 

our only complaint is that it feels 

slightly mushy.

Modular design
Lenovo has made creating an AIO 

Chrome desktop easy by bringing 

Chrome OS to its Tiny-in-One 

ecosystem. The modular design brings 

several different benefits to users.

First, this makes the Chromebox 

Tiny easily upgradeable. In the future,

if you want to keep your ThinkVision 

display and want to upgrade the 

performance of the box, you can buy a 

new Chromebox from Lenovo and snap 

it into the rear of the monitor.

Second, if you want to migrate 

between another OS and Chrome OS, 

you can do that by switching out the 

Chromebox Tiny for a ThinkCentre M 

Series Tiny system. And finally, unlike a 

one-piece all-in-one desktop, if you 

damage your display or if Lenovo 

makes a higher resolution ThinkVision 

monitor in the future, you can just 

upgrade the screen and keep using the 

Chromebox. The space-saving design 

of the Chromebox makes it easy to use 

with your existing office or home setup, 

so you don’t need to invest in a 
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3D printer Reviews

Verdict

The Junior is only designed to

print PLA and this is supplied by

XYZprinting at a competitive

price, although at present the

range of colours and finish for

the filament is limited. Due to it

only needing to print PLA the

print bed is unheated and is the

impressive size of 15x15x15cm.

Once the machine is taken

out of the box, all that’s required

prior to the first print is the

removal of the packaging and

the installation of the filament

reel. In all, it only takes about five

minutes to complete the

commissioning process.

Easy 3D
The Junior features a cold print bed

which limits the material that the

printer can use to PLA. The print base

requires preparation in order to make

sure that the base layers of the model

stick during the print process. In the

box we found several sheets of textured

bed tape – this is stuck to the glass

plate and then for extra stickiness an

application of stick glue further helps

the PLA to adhere to the platform

during the build process.

Sample models can be downloaded

from the XYZprinting website and

loaded onto the SD card by means of

the XYZprinting software, and the XYZ

Printing software is required in order to

enable printing.

The controls for the software are

incredibly easy to use with simple

sliders enabling you to move the model

around the build area, before you save 

the model to the SD card, or print direct

if you’ve connected the USB cable 

between the printer and computer.

The control pad can be used to 

navigate the printer menu for SD card 

printing. Once that’s done a list of 3D 

models will appear on the small LCD 

screen ready for you to select the one 

you want.

After a five minute warm-up needed

in order for the hot-end to get up to the 

right temperature, the selected test 

print begins. It took just under an hour 

to print and the resulting model showed

that this is a very capable printer.

T
he Da Vinci range of printers

aims to give the less tech-savvy

user an inexpensive way to get

into 3D printing. XYZprinting printers

have always been exceptionally well-

designed featuring fully enclosed cases

and a professional finish that is in stark

contrast to more expensive 3D printers,

such as the Lulzbot Mini [see Reviews,

p18, LXF201] which still looks like it’s

been built in a garage.

XYZprinting has a very clear mission

to build the best machine possible for

the cheapest price to reach the greatest

number of people. This means that

components, such as bearings will be

made in brass or nylon rather than ball

or polymer.

The Jr. is the smallest and lightest of

the XYZ printers, but as XYZ don’t build

anything small it can really only be

called ‘junior’ when compared with the

rest of the XYZ range. Up against an

Ultimaker 2 it looks big, and against the

Ultimaker 2 Go it looks huge.

Although not small, it has a footprint

of 42x43x38cm which is much more

manageable than the original

XYZprinting Da Vinci which had a

colossal footprint of 46.8x51x55.8cm.

Build quality is a major factor for

XYZ, despite the printer being in the

budget price range. The plastic-formed

shell and T-Slot tubed interior creates

an ultra-solid platform for the moving

parts. The entire printer is covered with

a solid top, sides and base so during

print, as long as the door is closed, stray

fingers can’t get burnt.

The printer’s low resolution does

mean that ridges from the layers are 

pronounced, but overlook this and the 

actual extrusion is precise resulting in 

good clean models with little signs of 

common issues (such as under-

extrusion, stringing or warping). We also

found the factory calibration for the 

Junior was spot on with no adjustment 

or fiddling required.

If you’re looking for a budget no-fuss 

3D printer that produces good accurate 

prints, albeit at a low resolution, then 

you really can’t do better at present 

than the Da Vinci 1.0 Jr. The printer’s 

ease of use and enclosed case design 

make it an ideal and cheap choice for 

educational use, but if you want more 

refined prints, then you’ll need to keep 

saving your pennies. LXF

An unbelievably cheap 3D printer that has got Alastair Jennings very 
excited and printing a low-res version of himself.

Da Vinci 1.0 Jr.

 We’re not sure this is what a Da Vinci 

3D printer would look like.

Features 7/10

Performance 6/10

Ease of use 9/10

Value 9/10

XYZprinting Da Vinci 1.0 Jr.

Its design and ease of use mean that
it’s one of the most solid introductions
to 3D printing on the market.

Rating 8/10

Developer: XYZprinting
Web: http://us.xyzprinting.com
Price: £300

Easy controls
Choice of direct SD card or

tethered printing and easy

to use software make it an

ideal first printer.

Features at a glance

Filament
The Junior is limited in 

the materials it’s capable 

of printing and the range 

of PLA filament is small.

Specs

 Technology: 
Fused Filament
Fabrication

 Max Build 
Volume (WxDxH):
15x15x15cm

Resolution:
Fine 0.1mm, 
Standard 0.2mm, 
Speed 0.3mm,
Ultra Fast 0.4mm

Print head:
Single nozzle

Filament
material: PLA

Display panel:
2.6-inch FSTN LCM

 Hardware 
requirements: 
X86 32/64-bit 
compatible PC
with 4GB+ DRAM

Software:
XYZware

File types: STL,
XYZ (3w)

Connectivity:
USB 2.0, SD card

Weight: 15kg

 Dimensions 
(WxDxH): 
42x43x38cm
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Reviews Linux distribution

Verdict

In brief...

The distro has

switched to

Debian as its base

with the latest

release.Deepin

features several

custom-built

applications

including what

can only be

described as the

simplest installer

of all time.The

distro places a

heavy focus on

ease of use and

offers several

unique features.

See also: Ubuntu,

Netrunner.

similar to its peers, such as Unity and

Gnome Shell, in design it’s clutter-free

and blazingly fast. To search for an

application you need to only start typing

the letters and Launcher will offer all

matching results.

Labour of love
Apart from the installer, the distro also

boasts several custom-built

applications, such as Deepin Music and

Deepin Store etc. The App Store

appears to be a clone of Ubuntu

Software Center at first glance but

offers a much neater experience. It also

offers several web apps, such as Google 

Drive, for installation courtesy of the 

distro’s collaboration with the Intel 

Crosswalk Project. The distro uses 

Ubuntu’s repositories (repos) to 

complement its own and is home to 

thousands of useful packages.

With the latest release, the uninstall 

function has been merged with the 

launcher which means that you don’t 

need to launch the store, or a terminal 

to uninstall apps. You can just right-click

an application and click ‘Uninstall’.

The entire distro is designed with 

ease of use in mind, and is well-suited 

for touch devices as well. In another 

O
riginally based on Ubuntu,

Deepin has shifted to Debian

as its base with the latest

release. Despite its lineage, what sets

the distro apart from other Ubuntu/

Debian derivatives is its home-grown

desktop called Deepin Desktop

Environment and the simplest

installation we’ve ever seen in any Linux

distro. As if that wasn’t enough, the

distro goes a step further in establishing

itself as a contrarian distro by

presenting itself as an install-only

solution for 32- and 64-bit machines.

It also insists that you not run it in a

virtual environment so as to fully enjoy

its many visually pleasing offerings.

Developed in China, the distro

focuses heavily on internationalisation

and so the installation begins with you

being asked to select your language,

followed by the usual details and then

the installer will automatically detect

your timezone/keymap but you can

define these as well. The next step is to

select the destination drive. By default

the distro will take up all the space on

the selected disk, but you can manually

configure the partitioning by clicking

Expert Mode. This is the extent of user

involvement during install. While the

installer enables you to perform all the

usual partitioning operations, Deepin

doesn’t support LVM and you can’t

create an encrypted home folder,

something that most distros support.

The Dock, Launcher and the Control

Center are the three core components

of the distro. The Launcher, although

departure from convention, the Control 

Center is integrated into the desktop 

itself, instead of being offered as a 

distinct application.

Deepin 15 boasts excellent hardware 

support that includes Bluetooth, 

graphics card and printer drivers. The 

Control Center allows you to access 

Deepin Manual and Remote Assistance, 

which makes it possible to directly seek 

help from the team. Thanks to its focus 

on design and aesthetics, Deepin is 

easily the new benchmark for newbie-

friendly distros. LXF

Wedon’t oftenencounter Linuxdistributions that excite andamaze, but
Shashank SharmadiscoversDeepinand finds it refreshinglydifferent.

Deepin 15

 Deepin’s content first approach mandates a highly sophisticated design and the 

distro doesn’t disappoint, offering a stunning visual treat.

Features 8/10

Performance 9/10

Ease of use 10/10

Documentation 7/10

Deepin 15

Designed to be user friendly, the
distro is ideal for beginners but doesn’t
offer much for advanced users.

Rating 8/10

Developer: Wuhan Deepin Technology
Web: www.deepin.org
Licence: GPL and others

Custom apps
Features custom apps, 

such as the App Store, 

which further the distro’s 

user friendly credentials.

Features at a glance

Clever features
Integrates the uninstall 

function with Launcher and 

offers the Control Center as 

part of the desktop.
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Linux distribution Reviews

Verdict

In brief...

Anew addition

to the growing list

of distros that are

designed to ease

inexperienced

users into using

desktop Linux.

The distro uses a

customised

desktop and

utilities written

from scratch to

deliver a familiar

and easy to use

operating system

for new users. See

also: Pinguy OS,

elementary OS.

Gnome look and feel while offering

several conveniences of the modern

Gnome desktop. Its application menu

displays a categorised list of apps and

has a search box for finding apps

without navigating the menus. The one

strange aspect of the menu is that it

keeps reorganising the apps within the

categories depending on how often

they are used. While this ensures the

frequently used ones are always at the

top of each menu, it does take some

getting used to. There’s also no option

to ‘pin’ applications directly from the

application menu. That said, you can

pin open applications and windows to

the panel.

Curious customisations
Another unique aspect of the distro is 

the all-in-one applet, notification and 

customisation centre called Raven. This

houses all the information in two tabs: 

All the notifications are tracked in one 

tab while the Applets tab displays the 

calendar, sound volume and sound 

devices. You can easily customise the 

desktop with a new theme and 

customise all aspects of the panel. All 

items on the panel including the 

application menu and clock etc are 

applets and you can place and 

reposition them. In fact, the 

R
egular readers of Linux Format

will have read about beginner-

friendly distros from the team

that has now released Solus 1.0. The

lead developer of the project is Ikey

Doherty who previously worked on

Linux Mint Debian Edition. He’s also

attempted to build beginner-friendly

desktop distros in the past. Like his

previous attempts, the focus of Solus is

on the desktop and ease of use. Solus is

also not based on another distro which

gives its developers manoeuvrability to

mould all aspects of the distro to their

vision including the user experience.

Solus is available only for 64-bit

machines and boots into a live session.

As with most of the core components,

the installer is custom built. While it’s

fairly intuitive and easy on the eyes, the

lack of an automated installer is

something that the developers will have

to correct sooner rather than later, as

we feel that asking first timers to fire up

GParted and manually craft partitions

without help won’t impress them much.

Creating a user is undertaken by a

first boot wizard which helps you setup

other aspects of the install including

language, keyboard settings and the

network. The wizard also helps you

connect to your online accounts; If this

sounds eerily similar to the gnome-

initial-setup application, it’s because

various aspects of the distro’s desktop

are based on Gnome technologies,

including the Budgie desktop.

The GTK-based Budgie desktop

tries its best to replicate a Classic

customisation aspects of Solus brings a

KDE-esque feel to the desktop.

Solus is chockful of applications and

besides the lack of an office suite the

distro mostly covers all bases. If any are

missing, Solus’ custom graphical

package and update manager enables

you flesh out the installation.

Solus is by no means just another

newbie friendly distro. It’s a project with

solid foundations and leadership that

has a clear vision and experience to

realise it. The first release makes a nice

pitch and we think the distro should be

ready to compete with the established

players in a couple of releases. LXF

Shashank Sharma tests another first release of the distro that refuses to die 
and finds a project with solid foundations for the future.

Solus 1.0

 Although Solus is currently based on Gnome, the project plans to move away 

from the desktop environment in the near future.

Features 8/10

Performance 8/10

Ease of use 8/10

Documentation 8/10

Solus 1.0

Designed from the ground up, Solus
works hard to impress not just new
users but everyone.

Rating 8/10

Developer: Solus Project
Web: https://solus-project.com
Licence: GPL and others

Budgie desktop
The distro’s Gnome-

powered custom desktop is

a nice attempt to blend old

and new functionality.

Features at a glance

Custom core utilities
Everything from the 

package manager to the 

driver management utility 

is written from scratch.
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Reviews Linux game

Verdict

In brief...

The latest

edition of the

popular football

management

simulation swings

intomicro

management

territory this time.

The 3D engine is

still not good

enoughwhile the

main interface is

overwhelming for

new players. FM
now includes a

dodgy build-your-

ownmanager

avatar but an

excellent new

analysis tool, yet

still lacks the

ability to carry

over saves from

previous releases.

days it’s more like Football Micro-

Manager. And while handling the

minutiae of training ground life is a

relatively new, and impressive, feature,

developer Sports Interactive has by no

means lost track of what got it this far.

Transfer negotiations are devilishly

fun. Agree a fee for a player and you’re

invited to sit down with his agent to

negotiate not only a wage, but clauses

such as promotion pay rises and even

his fee for being an unused sub. Match

days, too, are wonderfully elaborate,

with press conferences, team talks and

intricate tactical options creating the

sense that each is a unique occasion.

Football Micro-manager
Seven years since its introduction, the

3D engine still doesn’t feel like a true

representation of top-level football. It’s

passable, sure, but in a series known for

excellence in everything it does,

‘passable’ equals disappointing. No one 

expects it to look like FIFA; the issue is 

that at least once per game a player will

do something completely absurd that 

shatters the illusion of reality.

We present our tipping point: a 

home fixture vs MK Dons. At 0-1 down 

my team has been instructed to stick to

a narrow 3-1-3-1-2 formation and pump 

balls into the box. With seconds left, 

central defender Jonathan Woodgate 

pops up on the right wing, level with the

edge of the penalty area. He has time to

cross, yet decides to backtrack. All the 

way to the halfway line. Where he’s 

tackled. From there, MK breakaway for 

S
ports Interactive’s legendary

dugout sim has endured some

polarising seasons. Critics say

its modern form is too complex and

sprawling. Fans argue it appears that

way because it offers all the depth of

being a real manager. Boo-boys decry

its UI as impenetrable. Converts insist

that everything you need is to hand if

you only know where to look. At least

until everyone concurs that Robbie

Savage is a plum.

Let’s kick off with those repeated

criticisms. The main interface is

certainly overwhelming for new or

lapsed players. Where once player

searches, team selection and vital stats

were a cursor-click away, now every

screen is a spaghetti junction of words

and digits and pie charts, constructed

upon a foundation of assumed

knowledge, from which all roads seem

to reach dead ends. The only way for

novices to bed in is by initially palming

key tasks, such as training and

scouting, off to AI-controlled staff.

With older versions, transfers and

matches were the big time sink; now it’s

the tiny decisions made every few

seconds which tax the grey matter and

cause whole weekends to disappear. Do

you start a star player returning from

injury, despite your physio warning he’ll

only last 30 minutes? Do you bench an

underperforming full-back at half-time?

At a press conference, do you fancy

QPR or Cardiff to win at the weekend—

and if you choose one, will the other use

that as dressing room bulletin-board

material next time you meet?

Football Manager is actually 

something of a misleading title; these 

a match-sealing second goal. Swears 

uttered. Walls kicked. Mouse flung 

across the room.

What’s in FM 2016 for returning 

players? First, the option to create your 

own avatar, in order to roam the 

touchlines of those 3D stadia. It’s awful. 

Much better is the seamless integration 

of analysis tool Prozone. Its inclusion 

enhances proceedings on both a 

superficial level – delivering reams of 

stats from elsewhere in the world via a 

loading-screen ticker – and hands-on 

level, enabling you to study any 

performance in surgical detail.

Yet the game suffers from the 

continuing absence of two innovations 

made by a contemporary. Out Of  

The Park Baseball has long enabled 

users to both play classic leagues, and  

– crucially – carry over saves from one 

release to the next. LXF

Donning his sheepskin coat Ben Wilson prepares to throw expletives and 
football boots at overpaid prima donnas pretending to be sportsmen.

FM 2016

 The 3D game engine has a habit of shattering the illusion of FM reality.

 The main interface is overwhelming for new and returning 

players, unless you work for NASA control.

Gameplay 9/10

Graphics 6/10

Longevity 10/10

Value 7/10

Football Manager 2016

It’s hardly small boys in the park
with jumpers for goalposts and still
has depth for old-hands to enjoy.

Rating 8/10

Developer: Sports Interactive
Web: www.footballmanager.com
Price: £35

Specs

Minimum:

OS:SteamOS,

Ubuntu 12.04 LTS,

CPU: Intel

Pentium4,AMD

Athlon 1.8GHz

RAM: 2GB

GPU:Nvidia

GeForce 7300GT,

AMDRadeonHD

2400, Intel HD

3000,OpenGL2.0,

256MBVRAM

HDD: 3GB
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A
ll of us carry a multimedia 

device in our pockets. Yours

might be in the form of a 

smartphone, a tablet or 

even a Psion 3. The fact is that an 

increasing number of portable devices 

are now equipped with a decent display,

both in terms of size and quality, and 

can easily be used as a portable 

entertainment device while you’re on 

the move. However there’s a catch. 

While you can copy your favourite 

music files directly into your handheld 

device without much effort, transferring

high definition videos is a little harder. 

That’s primarily because these portable

Everymonthwe compare tons
of stuff so you don’t have to!

ndup

devices have relatively small displays. 

Also, despite an increasing number of 

devices supporting multi-core 

processors most portable devices lack 

the processing power required for 

rendering the hi-def videos flawlessly.

For situations such as these you 

need to transcode the video from its 

original form into a format and 

resolution that can be adequately 

handled by the portable device. Another 

popular use for transcoding utilities is to 

convert videos into formats that are 

suitable for particular use cases, such 

as for streaming over the network or for 

long-term storage on the NAS. In this 

Roundup we’ll look at some of the most 

popular video transcoding utilities and 

help you pick one that offers a lot of 

functionality in an easy to use interface.

“we’ll look at some of the most 
popular video transcoding 
utilities and help you pick one.”

Our 
selection

FF Multi
Converter

Handbrake

IFME

QWinFF

VLC Media 
Player

How we tested...
Video transcoders pack in a lot of 

functionality; typically they can 

convert videos between various 

formats using a variety of 

permutable options. We’ll track 

these and rate them for the flexibility 

they offer. While power users might 

appreciate loads of tweakable 

parameters, most applications offer 

a number of preset options for 

quickly shuttling videos between 

popular formats and devices, such 

as Android tablets and iPods etc.

These utilities are based on 

powerful command-line multimedia 

libraries, such as FFmpeg and 

Mencoder, so we’ll be looking to see 

how each utility exposes the many 

features of the back-end in the 

graphical front-end and if they do it 

without inundating the user will play.  

Those transcoders that can handle 

other video sources, such as DVDs 

will also be rated higher.

Video transcoders
A loopy eyed Mayank Sharma is on the hunt for the best transcoding utility 
that will allow him to watch his media across all his devices.
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T
his is one of the few areas where

none of the applications on test 

will disappoint. All the selected 

applications are flush with configurable 

options and offer enough flexibility to 

influence the video being transcoded.  

For instance, all of them allow you to 

select any of the supported containers, 

video codecs and audio codecs for the 

transcoded video. Furthermore, using 

any of the transcoders you can easily 

influence the aspect ratio and specify a

custom video frame rate and bitrate 

and even embed a subtitle file. 

Besides these features, FF Multi 

Converter also helps you quickly set up 

the transcoding task by giving the 

option to save the transcoded file in the

same folder as the input file and to 

delete the original after transcoding. 

You can also ask the application to split 

the output video by a specified length.

Like FF Multi Converter, Handbrake 

has different tabs for specifying 

settings for the Picture, Video and 

A
ll the applications offer several 

predefined settings that are 

optimised for particular devices

or use case that come in handy 

especially when you want to quickly 

transcode a video.

 IFME has six presets to save 

encoded videos for playback on 

Android, Windows and internet with 

Config options

Predefined profiles

How much flexibility do they offer?

Transcoding for the newbies.

Audio. Handbrake also has a pull-down 

list of optimised settings for common 

types of source materials, such as film, 

animation and still images. Just as with 

video, you can also use Handbrake to 

influence the bitrate and samplerate for

the audio encoder as well. 

QWinFF offers even more options for

influencing the audio. You can manually

adjust the volume and even influence 

its pitch (speed). The transcoder can 

convert all video and audio formats 

supported by FFmpeg. Furthermore, 

QWinFF enables you to transcode only 

a portion of the video by specifying the 

beginning and end times. The utility can 

also convert multiple files into the same 

output format simultaneously and also 

enables you to elect different output 

formats for each input file.

Even VLC which isn’t a dedicated 

transcoder like the others in this 

Roundup offers an impressive number 

of configurable parameters. You can 

use the media player to add an 

different frame rates along with five 

user-defined presets. However, the 

application offers no option to save 

custom presets.

Similarly QWinFF doesn’t allow 

users to create and save custom 

presets. The application borrows its set 

of presets from the WinFF project and 

these are displayed depending on the 

additional audio track to the video as

well. VLC ‘s standout feature is that it 

can apply all kinds of filters to the video, 

eg you can give your videos an old 

movie effect; a warmer tone with the 

sepia effect; augment contrast by 

sharpening the video and over a dozen 

other effects. 

Similarly you can use VLC to tweak 

the encoding parameters for the audio 

and choose from one of the dozen 

effects, such as the sound delay, 

volume normaliser etc. The one 

transcoder that has the least number of 

option is IFME. This only supports the 

H.265 codec and can output videos to 

either MKV or MP4.

selected container format. So if you 

want to convert a video to AVI, QWinFF 

will list presets for creating video that 

will play on a Nokia N810 or a Creative 

Zen among other platforms, while 

selecting MP4 will show presets for 

different devices such as iPod, SanDisk 

Sansa etc.

The FF Multi Converter application 

also borrows presets from the WinFF 

project, but also has quite a few of its 

own while enabling you to edit and 

create new ones. Similarly, Handbrake 

and VLC also enable you to edit and 

create new custom presets. With 

Handbrake though you can’t define 

subtitle settings when using a preset.

VLC has over a dozen presets, 

including a bunch of presets for popular 

audio and video codecs for different 

containers, such as H.264+MP3 in MP4 

file or a Theora+Vorbis in Ogg or 

VP80+Vorbis in WebM. In addition, it 

also has presets for several devices such 

as Android, iPhone, HD-Ready TVs and 

even SD and HD versions for YouTube.

 VLC’s selection of video filters will allow you to transcode 

your videos in novel ways.

 FF Multi Converter lets you review and edit the command line parameters of 

all its presets.

Verdict
FF Multi 
Converter
+++++

Handbrake
+++++

IFME
+++++

QWinFF
+++++

VLC
+++++

 Handbrake’s 
list of presets 
though vast isn’t 
as expansive as 
offered by FF 
Multi Converter.

Verdict
FF Multi 
Converter
+++++

Handbrake
+++++

IFME
+++++

QWinFF
+++++

VLC
+++++

 IFME was 
docked a point 
for its limited 
format support.
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At the helm
What does it take to operate each video transcoder?

T
hese graphical tools derive their power

and functions from feature-rich and

expansive command line utilities, but

their developers need to make sure that they

don’t just bolt on additional functionality for

the sake of scoring over the competition.

This tactic might allow them to score higher 

on some of the individually tested parameters 

but will eventually lose out to their better 

organised competition.

Given the nature of the task, we don’t 

expect to find a transcoder with a minimal 

interface, but we’ll try to find one with a 

straightforward one. We’ll keep our eyes 

peeled for intuitive apps that offer just enough 

controls to make sense to first timers while 

still tucking advanced controls under the folds 

for the experienced campaigners.

FF Multi Converter ++++
The application has a simple interface with a large area at the top to add 

the files to transcode. The bottom part of the interface is made of three 

tabs: Audio/Video, Images and Documents, each of which provides 

distinct options for each task. The transcoding process involves 

selecting a video file and then choosing a new file format. This 

automatically picks the default video and audio codec for the select file 

format, but you do have the option to pick any of the other available 

ones as well. New users can click on the ‘Preset’ button and choose one 

of the listed options to transcode the video. But FF Multi Converter is 

essentially a graphical front-end for FFmpeg which means advanced 

users can do a lot more. Experienced users can click on the button 

labelled ‘More’ for options like resize, bitrate and embedded subtitles etc.

Handbrake +++
Compared to some of its peers, Handbrake has a very busy interface 

that might appear confusing to some at first glance. Although the 

interface presents lots of buttons and lists several settings, the ones that 

aren’t currently required are greyed out. As with other applications, the 

transcoding process begins by pointing Handbrake to the video you wish 

to convert. However, unlike its peers you could also pop in the DVD or a 

Blu-ray disk and transcode its contents. After you’ve selected a source 

video, you can choose to convert the video for a particular device by 

selecting one of the presets. If you aren’t using a preset, you can also 

manually pick the video and audio codecs. Experienced users can 

optionally tweak advanced settings. Handbrake’s interface offers helpful 

tooltips on mouseover, which makes its advanced settings more 

approachable even for inexperienced users.

W
hile all the video transcoders 

in the Roundup are more or 

less straightforward to use, 

you will likely want to refer to their 

documentation before trying some of 

their advanced functionality. VLC has a 

skeleton interface for the transcoding 

function and its documentation is no 

different. The project has a single page 

dedicated to the topic on its wiki and 

that tends to cover transcoding using 

the command line more than navigating 

the graphical interface. VLC often refers 

Documentation and support
Hand holding for the newbies.

users to its streaming function which is 

very similar to the transcoding one and 

this trend continues on the official 

forum boards as well.

FF Multi Converter doesn’t fare 

much better, it has a minimal wiki which 

lists the available presets and has brief 

guides for installing the application 

from source and on Ubuntu. Similarly, 

the IFME supplies the bare minimum 

information on its wiki with seven pages 

covering installation, creating plugins 

and an introduction to AAC encoders. 

This pattern continues with QWinFF, 

its documentation section provides a 

quick intro to a tool with brief details on 

usage and is available in multiple 

formats for online and offline 

consumption. However, QWinFF has no 

forums, wiki, IRC or mailing-list.

Handbrake’s support infrastructure, 

in stark contrast to its peers, includes 

very active community forums, an IRC 

channel and a wiki with a very useful 

FAQ. There’s also a detailed user guide 

that explains every aspect of the app.

Verdict
FF Multi 
Converter
+++++

Handbrake
+++++

IFME
+++++

QWinFF
+++++

VLC
+++++

 Handbrake 
benefits from the 
most engaged 
community.
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IFME +++
IFME is one of the more resource intensive applications and requires 

Mono. It has a simple interface but it isn’t intuitively laid out, so you 

begin by adding video in the top part of the application, but are then 

supposed to the skip to the middle part of the interface and then head 

to the bottom to select a preset which influences the settings in the 

middle part. You can either begin transcoding the files from within the 

interface or save the queue and invoke IFME from the command line to 

allow maximum resources for the encoding process. Experienced users 

can avoid using the presets and instead use the various tabs to make 

changes to the different aspects of the transcoding process, such as 

audio and video. Unlike some of the other apps, IFME has no provision to 

preview the video before transcoding it with the dialled in settings.

VLC +++
The popular player, like QWinFF, uses a wizard of sorts for the 

transcoding bit. However, its approach isn’t as neat or logically arranged 

as QWinFF’s. You start the transcoding process by pooling in the files you 

wish to convert and then throwing in a subtitle file if you wish. Using the 

‘More’ button allows you to view options for adding an additional audio 

track to the transcoded video. You can then click on the ‘Convert/Save’ 

button to head to the next menu. However, unlike a traditional wizard 

you can’t navigate backwards, so if you haven’t added an additional 

music track and want to do so later, you’ll have to exit the wizard and 

restart the process. In the next screen you can select from one of the 

preset profiles. Here advanced users can use the ‘Edit’ button to pick 

different audio and video codecs and change encoding parameters.

QWinFF +++++
QWinFF has a minimal interface that’s also intuitively arranged and is a 

pleasure to operate. Instead of exposing all the available options, QWinFF 

makes use of a two-step wizard. You start by adding files and selecting 

the file format, which will display the relevant list of presets. To make 

further refinements you can hit the ‘Edit’ button. This brings up another 

window from where you can make changes to the various conversion 

parameters. Besides the obvious Audio and Video tab, there’s the Time 

tab which enables you to graphically select and preview a portion of the 

video you wish to transcode. Finally, there’s the Advanced tab which lists 

the FFmpeg command-line options being used based on the settings 

you’ve selected. Advanced users can change these manually and pass 

them on to the actual command that does the transcoding.

A
s expected, since IFME can only 

transcode videos using the 

H.265 codec it brings up the 

rear in this test. The application also 

has a limited container support with 

the only two options being MKV 

(default) and MP4. 

QWinff and VLC both support a wide 

number of formats because of using 

FFmpeg as their back-end, This 

supports a large quantity of codecs as 

well as a wide variety of video formats 

(MPEG1/2/4, DivX, WMV, Theora, etc) 

Supported formats
What can they transcode?

and audio (AC3, AAC, FLAC, MP2/3, 

etc). However, both QWinFF and VLC 

are limited to converting videos.

Then there’s Handbrake which 

supports the H.264, MPEG-4, MPEG-2, 

VP8 and Theora video codecs. Unlike 

some of the other applications, 

Handbrake can transcode media from 

several sources of multimedia, such as 

DVDs and Blu-ray disks that don’t have 

copy protection.

In contrast to the other tools in this 

Roundup, FF Multi Converter, true to its 

name, can also be used to convert 

documents. Besides audio and video, 

you can use it to convert various 

popular document formats [is that 

really relevant? – Ed], including DOC to 

.ODT, XLS to ODS, .ODT to PDF and a lot 

more. Furthermore, you can also use 

the FF Multi Converter for converting 

images. The application can also 

perform limited image-editing tasks, 

such as crop, rotate, flip and supports 

many formats out of the box such as 

BMP, PNG, JPG and many more.

Verdict
FF Multi 
Converter
+++++

Handbrake
+++++

IFME
+++++

QWinFF
+++++

VLC
+++++

 FF Multi 
Converter can 
also convert 
images and docs.
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line. Virtually all of the transcoding 

tasks that you can do using the 

graphical interface can be carried out 

from the VLC’s command-line interface. 

For instance, you can change the audio 

and video codecs, change the bitrate, 

alter the video’s resolution, crop videos 

from either side and apply filters from 

the CLI as well. Use the  -H  option for 

extensive usage details.

Handbrake helpfully provides a fully 

functional command-line tool that’s 

called HandBrakeCLI, which can be 

used to accomplish everything you can 

do with the graphical interface. It can be 

used for all sorts of encoding tasks 

from implementing presets to 

advanced transcoding tasks, such as 

enabling two-pass encoding. The 

project’s wiki hosts a detailed guide to 

help familiarise you with the various 

options of the command-line utility.

A
s with all tasks, once you’ve got

a fair amount of mileage under

your belt using a transcoding

process, you’ll probably want to chip off

some time from the method and

convert video via the command line. In

W
hile all the applications can

be used without any prior

video encoding experience,

virtually all of them offer some controls

for veteran transcoders. Since some of

the applications are based on powerful

command-line libraries, advanced users

get the option to fiddle around with

extra controls that can sometimes

extend the functionality offered by the

graphical interface.

QWinFF doesn’t offer as many

avenues for specifying advanced

options as some of the others. However,

it does allow users to pass additional

parameters to all the command-line

tools that are involved in the

transcoding process, including FFmpeg,

ffplay and SoX etc.

VLC also doesn’t offer the same

amount of control over resource

utilisation as some of the others. Its

advanced options are restricted to a

checkbox to de-interlace the video and

the ability to create your own custom

profiles by selecting a container format

appropriate audio and video codecs.

These two are in stark contrast to

IFME which offers several options for

Command line support

Advanced controls

fact, some applications, such as

QWinFF and FF Multi Converter are only

graphical front-ends to powerful

command-line libraries that don’t offer

an interface of their own.

IFME calls itself a ‘GUI-CLI hybrid’,

and you can use the graphical interface

to set up encoding tasks and save the

queue in an XML file. You can then quit

the application and ask it to process the

saved queue from the command-line

without invoking the graphical front-

end and thus save valuable system

resources. Note that, however, there’s

virtually no information about this on

the project’s website and the --help

option on the command-line interface

also gives little information.

VLC, in contrast to the other

applications, has loads of information

on its wiki regarding how to execute a

transcoding task from the command-

advanced users as well as

impressive control over

resource usage. By default it

uses all available CPU cores

during the transcoding

process but you can

optionally ask it to use

particular ones only and

leave the rest for other tasks.

In addition to letting you

influence the video in a

variety of ways, the IFME

can encode the video using

multiple passes to keep the

best quality. IFME can also

encode and compress

lossless audio by using

OpenCL acceleration but there are no

details on how to get this to work.

It’s also one of the few applications that

lets you pick audio encoders and tweak

their related settings such as bit rate,

frequency and the number of channels

to encode.

Then there’s FF Multi Converter

which enables you to enter additional

command line parameters when

performing video editing functions and

even lets you define custom FFmpeg

For the grey beards.

What’s in it for the seasoned users?

 Handbrake’s CLI is a separate utility 

from the graphical application.

 You can control IFME’s CPU use by selecting 

one of the six predefined CPU Priority levels from 

Real-time, High to Normal and Low.

commands. Handbrake has separate 

tabs for performing image and audio 

editing and lets you append metadata 

tags to video files such as Title, Actors, 

Directors, Plot, Release Date and Genre 

etc. Handbrake’s interface includes 

some settings that will make sense to 

advanced users, such as the option to 

enable variable frame rate and perform 

two-pass encoding. You can also use 

the Video tab to pass additional 

settings to the encoder.

Verdict
FF Multi 
Converter
+++++

Handbrake
+++++

IFME
+++++

QWinFF
+++++

VLC
+++++

If you want
to work in the
CLI, spend
some time and 
master FFmpeg.

Verdict
FF Multi 
Converter
+++++

Handbrake
+++++

IFME
+++++

QWinFF
+++++

VLC
+++++

 Handbrake’s 
strategy of 
listing advanced 
options in the 
main interface 
itself might 
confuse first-
time users.
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QWinFF is the more aesthetically pleasing Qt draped

cousin of WinFF from which it gets its list of presets.

visually. That said, if you wish to convert

more than video, the application does a

wonderful job of converting images and

documents between formats that are

commonly passed around.

We were tempted to award this

Roundup to VLC. After all it’s one of the

best multimedia players around and the

VLC’s transcoding abilities don’t really

fall short of the competition in any

department. We are also impressed by

the application’s use of video and audio

filters that allow you to add a novel

touch to the transcoded videos.

But while we can’t argue its use as an all 

purpose media player, it lacks some of 

the features you get with the dedicated 

transcoders, such as the ability to 

preview files and make tweaks visually.

The only reason Handbrake isn’t the

winner is because of its limited support

for containers and codecs. If you’re

looking to transcode videos for offline

playback across your devices, you

might as well give Handbrake a try and

T
his is one of those Roundups 

where selecting a winner is 

rather challenging. That’s 

because we can find a use case for all of 

them. Our winner, however, will be the 

one that will be of use to the most 

people. That doesn’t mean you can’t 

find a use case that suits one of the 

other applications, though. For instance 

IFME which supports the least number 

of codecs is perhaps the best option for 

creating optimised videos for streaming 

on the web. Its hybrid use of the GUI 

and command line mean it can be used 

to transcode a bunch of videos with 

similar settings faster than a number of 

the other applications.

Similarly, FF Multi Converter is a 

good graphical front-end for FFmpeg.

The application exposes loads of

controls and supports a large number

of formats. But it has no option to allow

you to preview files before transcoding

and while it can split files it offers no

mechanism to make these alterations

its helpful tooltips will help you navigate 

its rather loaded interface.

But if you’re looking for an video 

transcoder that’s simple and 

straightforward and does the job with 

ease, then grab QWinFF. It’s based on a 

solid core and has nice add-ons, like 

previews and the option to visually trim 

videos, to help you with the job at hand.

Top of the transcoders

The verdict

Not satisfied with our list? Your distribution’s

repository are flush with various other options.

One of the first ones you should look at is

WinFF which has a straightforward interface as.

Another FFmpeg-powered transcoder is

FFmpeg YAG. This project is still marked as

alpha and its solitary release doesn’t seem to

offer anything unique over the competition, but

it’s worth a look. The Curlew transcoder is also

based on FFmpeg and is quite popular.

However, its last stable release was in 2014 and

the latest 2.0 version has been in beta since

the middle of last year. There’s also MakeMKV

which is primarily a Windows application but

its community of users have ported it and 

created a Linux version as well. If you’re looking 

to rip DVDs, you can also try OGMRip as an 

alternative to Handbrake. Last, there are some 

applications like Avidemux which can also 

transcode videos in addition to their primary 

task as a video editor. LXF 

Also consider...

Do you transcode regularly? Think we got the rankings right or think

Handbrake deserved to win? Or may you use something entirely

different? Email your opinions to lxf.letters@futurenet.com

Over to you...

1st
QWinFF +++++

Web: http://qwinff.github.io Licence: GPL v3 Version: 0.2.1

Convenient for new users and has ample options for experienced users.

4th
FF Multi Converter +++++

Web: http://bit.ly/FFMultiConverter Licence: GPL v3 Version: 1.7.2

True to its name the application can also convert images and documents.

2nd
Handbrake +++++

Web: https://handbrake.fr Licence: GPL v2 Version: 0.10.2

The best option to transcode videos for all kinds of offline use.

5th
IFME +++++

Web: https://x265.github.io Licence: GPL v2 Version: 5.1

One of the best options for optimised videos for online streaming.

3rd
VLC +++++

Web: www.videolan.org/vlc Licence: GPL v2 Version: 2.2.1

 Perfect for anyone looking to cut down the number of apps they use.

“QWinFF is simple and 
straightforward and 
does the job with ease.”
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M
uch as we’d wish the 

opposite were true, the 

Internet is not all rainbows 

and unicorns. It’s not that the 

rainbow and unicorn communities aren’t 

thriving online – they are, but what’s 

equally alive and well are the nefarious 

hackers who aspire to steal, extort, deface, 

infect or corrupt whatever 

digital assets they can lay their 

grubby paws on.

Your computing power, 

websites, passwords, contacts 

lists and, of course, your credit 

card details are all sought after 

by internet scoundrels, who will use all 

manner of techniques to access them. 

Sometimes these might be simple social 

engineering tricks – sending phishing 

emails that look like they’re from your bank 

– or they could be something more subtle, 

such as a malicious bit of JavaScript 

injected into a third-party advert displayed 

on your favourite website. The results can 

be anything from the inconvenient (eg 

having to go through some awkwardly 

long password-reset procedure) to the 

upsetting (losing personal data such as 

photographs) to the disastrous (having 

your bank accounts drained or your 

identity stolen). But attacks are rarely 

launched against individual users directly, 

which is to say they are generally not 

personal, rather they are directed against 

particular websites or other infrastructure. 

Again the motivation is largely financial, 

but sometimes there are other goals, such 

as corporate espionage or website 

defacement. When it really gets messy is 

when nation states  – allegedly – get 

involved. In this scenario potential marks 

may find that their hardware has been 

tampered with before it left the factory, or 

that many Tor nodes have 

been set up so that a 

de-anonimisation attack can 

take place, or that they are 

redirected to a fake version of 

their favourite high profile 

website which harvests their 

credentials. Employees of Belgacom found 

themselves victims of the latter – a 

so-called Watering Hole attack – as part of 

GCHQ’s Quantum Insert program, which 

rerouted them to malware-foisting 

versions of LinkedIn and Slashdot.

“Attacks are rarely launched 
against individuals, which is to 
say they are not personal.”

Join Jonni Bidwell on a tour  

of the ever-growing online 

threatscape and learn how 

they attack so you can defend.
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Desktop security

The Internet of (bad) Things
Apparently the future is coming and apparently 

it involves connecting your fridge to the 

internet. We don’t doubt it’s very convenient to 

have your fridge ordering more milk when it 

decides you’ve run out, or being able to turn 

your heating on just as you’re leaving work, or 

automating tasks like watering the dog and 

feeding the plants. Unfortunately, the 

technology that’s going to enable a lot of this is 

a disaster waiting to happen. 

It’s all going to be based around network-

facing embedded systems that for the most 

part offer no means of being patched: Yes, 

most of these will run ARM or MIPS-based 

Linux but much of the hardware will rely on 

binary drivers. As such when security flaws are 

found (and they will be found), there will be no 

way to securely patch these devices. Users 

wishing to avoid infection will have to 

disconnect them (de-smartening their home) 

or purchase a newer model. To an extent the 

Raspberry Pi is something of a saving grace 

here. It has the GPIO goodness to connect to all 

the Things (sensors, cameras, your heart), 

but it’s also a device over which you have 

complete control. Raspberry Pi add-ons 

generally come with open source drivers and 

the open nature of the community means that 

drivers ought to be kept shipshape until well 

into the future.

Follow these tips at home and avoid becoming a statistic.

 Flash, ah aah… Even Adobe are trying to distance themselves from its cross-

platform plug-in with a cunning rebranding exercise.

T
here certainly are Linux viruses, and there certainly 

is Linux antivirus software, but in general there’s 

still no need for any but the most paranoid home 

users to use it. This is mostly due to the fact that 

downloading unsolicited programs from the web is 

frowned upon in the Linux world. Using your package 

manager to download  software is the preferred way to do 

things--it verifies the integrity and authenticity of 

everything it downloads, and you’ll never have to worry 

about it installing the Ask Toolbar [yet! – Ed]. In fact, the 

package manager, or rather frequent use of it (with a good 

backup policy), is the best way to keep your Linux healthy.

The major distros are quick to patch against newly 

discovered security flaws and you should be too. Unless 

you’re using a source-based distro, such as Gentoo, 

upgrading packages will take a matter of seconds (maybe a 

few of them if you haven’t done so for a while), so there’s 

really no reason not too. The more user-oriented distros will 

even remind you to do this from their respective graphical 

interfaces. If you or your Auntie Ethel have an old install that’s 

passed End of Life then do yourself a favour and upgrade it. 

The chances are if the hardware worked with an old Ubuntu it 

will work just as well, if not better, on a new one. Also if Auntie 

Ethel owns one of the millions of machines still running 

Windows XP then do the right thing and install Linux.

Thanks to internet standards (and in the case of Flash, 

people ignoring them), many attacks are cross platform. So a 

vulnerability in Chrome (or Chromium) could be discovered 

and exploited so that users on Windows, OS X and Linux are 

all affected equally. Likewise the next Flash vulnerability 

(there’ll probably be one within a week of you reading this) 

could affect all users equally. It’s easy to mock Flash and 

deride poor programming choices by its authors, but the 

truth is that its negative press coverage is largely due to its 

erstwhile popularity. Mercifully, the internet has grown up a 

bit and we’ve realised that proprietary plugins weren’t that 

much of a neat idea after all. Even Adobe and Microsoft are in 

agreement, recommending users move away from Flash and 

Silverlight. And who are we to disagree? There are still a few 

oddball websites that rely on Flash, but most (including 

YouTube) have now adopted HTML5 for all their widgetry. 

So why not see if you can live without Flash? Start by 

disabling it in the browser and if after a few days of browsing 

you haven’t noticed anything (besides a lack of annoying ads) 

then you may as well uninstall the wretch. On the other hand, 

if you find yourself visiting sites that still require it, consider 

using a plugin such as flashblock so that Flash applets are 

made click to play.

There’s plenty of malicious JavaScript out there too, so 

when you stray into darker corners of the web be sure to use 

a plugin such as NoScript to stop this. You’ll probably have to 

whitelist some trusted sites because much of the web doesn’t 

work without JavaScript. More and more sites are being very 

vocal in their criticism of adblockers. We say that as long as 

advert networks continue to be hijacked and as long as 

websites use invasive and obnoxious advertising, users 

should be free to browse in peace.

Finally, remember to keep your routers firmware up to 

date, a poisoned router can easily undermine the well-

configured machine connected to it, and many web-based 

attacks target these devices. In some cases this will be taken 

care of by your ISP, but you may prefer to replace your 

provider’s hardware with a router running the awesome 

DD-WRT [see p80, LXF198).
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Hacking techniques

B
efore we start prattling on about all the esoteric

and wonderful ways in which data can be

compromised let’s start with the most common:

social engineering. By far the easiest way for an attacker

to get hold of one of your passwords is to ask you for it,

or to trick you into typing it into a website they control.

So the lesson here is exercise caution – just because a

message looks like it comes from someone you know, it

may not. It might even have originated from their account,

but as a result of that person being compromised.

If it just consists of a link to some obscure looking domain,

possibly with some incoherent text above it, then it’s almost

certainly not genuine and you should not click that link.

Similarly, fraudsters will send emails imitating your bank.

They often invite you to ‘update your security’ details, linking

to a website that looks remarkably similar to your bank’s.

Often they will have registered similar-looking domain names

DDoS – the blunt instrument of network attacks
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) is 

probably the least classy method out there for 

knocking a service offline. It’s also one of the 

most popular. Ultimately it involves bombarding 

a site with traffic from lots of different hosts 

(hence distributed) so that it’s no longer able to 

serve legitimate requests or just plain falls over. 

There are tools, such as Slow Loris and the 

Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC), that you can use 

to direct the full force of your bandwidth at 

hosts of your choosing, possibly joining in an 

effort by like-minded individuals, but we really 

wouldn’t recommend doing that because it’s 

against the law. Most DDoS attacks now are 

carried out by hordes of compromised 

machines known as a botnet. 

There is some simple mathematics involved 

in DDoS attacks: one wants to use requests 

that are short (so we can send more of them) 

but also requests that will have a large impact 

on the server, either because they are costly to 

process (overwhelming the target’s CPU and 

memory, eg), or because their responses 

require a lot of bandwidth (overwhelming the 

host’s upstream network). Just before 

Christmas 2015, the BBC found themselves 

knocked offline by a record breaking 602Gbps 

attack. Worryingly the group that stepped 

forward to claim responsibility said they were 

only “testing their capabilities”.

Knowing the tricks bad actors use to plan your defences.

 If you don’t believe DDoS attacks are real www.digitalattackmap.com will prove you wrong in realtime

too, for example substituting 1s for ls (see how well that works 

with LXF’s font). Fortunately the past two years have seen 

increased adoption of so-called Extended Validation (EV) SSL 

certificates. These are subject to extensive Certificate 

Authority scrutiny and when verified by your browser will 

display, besides the friendly green padlock, the name of the 

company in a friendly green bar. Your bank will almost 

certainly use EV certificates, so be sure to check the 

certificate info from your browser before handing over any 

details. Also check your bank’s policy on how they 

communicate with you over email, many will only do so 

providing, eg, the last four digits of your account number, so if 

you receiving an email purporting to be from your bank 

without this information, then you should be wary.

SQL injection attacks have been around since the late 

nineties, and like many things from that era [Ed – our 

technical editor’s fashion sense for example] they inexplicably 
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“SQL injection attacks are
attempted daily, but they are the 
most simple to mitigate against”

continue to hang around, showing no interest in moving on.

That’s actually not quite true, there are a few variations on the

theme, but the central idea is that SQL code is somehow

shoehorned onto a machine which either discloses 

information about the database or manipulates said database 

to the attackers whim. The classic examples are concerned 

with carefully crafted user input from a web form, eg it’s 

common to use PHP as a front-end to a database. Suppose 

we have a simple form which asks for a username and 

password, and uses the following PHP fragment to check 

those credentials (via a standard HTTP POST request) in a 

MySQL database. 

$query = “SELECT * FROM users WHERE username = ‘” + 

$username + “’ AND password = ‘” + $password + ‘”;

That might seem reasonable, we have carefully nested 

single quotes so that the PHP variables are passed 

appropriately to the database. And reasonable it would be, 

were it not for the fact we haven’t sanitised the user input. 

(Assume the variables $username and $password are 

passed unadulterated from our form). The problem is that we 

have assumed our users aren’t going to pass outlandish input 

through our form, eg suppose we entered  zelda’ OR 1=1  into 

the password field. Note the stray quote, it has the effect of 

confusing the SQL query so that everything after it will be 

treated as part of the query itself. So even if we enter an 

invalid username, or a valid username whose password is not  

 zelda  the query will still match all users thanks to the 

tautology  1=1 . Depending on the underlying SQL engine this 

might result in the first user in the table being logged in, and 

that user is usually the administrative user. In some cases 

more effort is required to get this trick to work – the resultant 

query isn’t valid SQL thanks to the mismatched quotes, but 

this can be worked around by, eg, adding comments to the 

end of our malicious input.

SQL injection can be more advanced/destructive than 

this, eg we could inject a command ( DROP TABLES ) that 

would summarily delete everything from the active database, 

or we could also add our own user to a database, effectively 

providing our own back door into the website. We don’t even 

need to rely on forms to provide our malformed input, we can 

do this by manipulating the URL, or even generating our own 

HTTP POST request. The overarching theme is the sly 

promotion from the data context (which we as a user can 

control) to the query context (where we’re not really 

supposed to be). 

SQL injection attacks are attempted daily, but they are 

among the most simple to mitigate against, as we’ll see later. 

It is therefore surprising that TalkTalk (a UK telecoms 

company) fell victim to exactly such an attack in 2015. Its 

initial press release spoke of something called a “sequential 

attack”, but eventually commentators figured out that they 

had fallen victim to this most trivial class of attacks. 

Hundreds of thousands of people’s personal details were 

leaked and to date five teenagers have been arrested and 

bailed. Troy Hunt’s post ‘Everything you wanted to know 

about SQL injection (but were afraid to ask)’ (http://bit.ly/

TroyHuntUOnSQLInjections) is well worth reading if you 

want to know more about SQLI.

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) is the name given to a class of 

flaws which are characterised by the user being able to inject 

their own code fragments or scripts to a server without the 

server properly validating them. The injected code is usually 

JavaScript, so is executed client-side. Thus this isn’t really an 

attack on the server directly, but rather an attack on other 

users of it. 

INXS(S)
These types of attacks leverage the trust that users place on 

the XSS’d website, as people are less likely to be suspicious of

a domain name that they recognise, and may have (if they’re 

using NoScript or Adblock or somesuch) already granted 

such a website permission to execute scripts. Code could be 

injected into a URL, or via a comment or a forum post. An 

early example is the Samy worm which proliferated across 

Myspace (at the time the leading social network) in 2005. 

The worm itself was fairly benign, it merely added some text 

to people’s profiles, and caused victims to befriend author, 

Samy Kamkar. Unfortunately, every profile that it touched 

was also infected, so that in a matter of hours Samy had 

acquired over a million friends. Myspace were quick to 

shutdown his account and clean up the mess, but it’s still 

possible to find evidence of it among the relics of Myspace. 

Things initially looked grim for Samy, who was raided by 

secret service agents and slapped with an order prohibiting 

him from using a computer for three years, but he has gone 

on to become a leading security researcher (check out his 

website: http://samy.pl).

We hear much in the press about stolen databases as a 

result of server compromises. An attacker that has somehow 

managed to exfiltrate a database still may have work to do in 

order to make that data useful. Aside from credit card details 

(which hopefully aren’t ever stored in their entirety) one thing 

attackers are interested in is getting passwords. Fortunately, 

any web application worth its, er, salt will keep salted hashes 

rather than the plain text password themselves. The salt 

ensures that even if two users have the same password, the 

stored hash will be different. Finding hash collisions (for 

secure hashing functions like SHA256) is hard, but brute force 

tools such as John the Ripper can automate the process.

e

 The sqlmap 

Python script 

can scan for 

all manner of 

SQL injection 

vulnerabilities, 

but do read 

and obey the 

disclaimer.
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Defend and protect

M
ost distributions (distros) come with reasonable

security settings out of the box, but there’s

always room for improvement. Furthermore, as

more services are enabled so too are new attack vectors,

thus you need to check which services you are running,

either through top or by running $ systemctl status on a

Systemd-based system. Disable anything you don’t need,

and investigate anything you don’t understand.

The most popular configuration is the LAMP stack (or

equivalent), which requires only Apache and MySQL to be

running. Of course, you will also want SSH to be running

too otherwise there would be no way for you to do any kind

of administering.

We mentioned this before but it’s even more pertinent for

sysadmins: Keep your packages up to date! People jump on

new vulnerabilities as soon as they’re announced and there

are no awards for being the first victim of a new exploit. If you

really want to be secure then you’d keep an eye out for new

vulnerabilities (eg on the Common Vulnerabilities and

Exposures details site at http://www.cvedetails.com).

If something that affects you turns up, and your distro hasn’t

yet upgraded to the patched version, then you may want to

disable the relevant service until new packages are ready.

It shouldn’t happen to a vet
Unfortunately, no matter how meticulously you 

plan your defenses there’s still the possibility 

that you’ll end up becoming a hacking victim. 

You might be alerted because your website is 

defaced, or because you can no longer log in 

(via SSH or any web control panel). You might 

get an angry phone call from your server host 

saying that you’re participating in DDoS 

attacks. If you explain the situation to them 

they’ll probably understand and be able to 

provide help. If you are able to log in then you 

should, as a precaution disable any services. 

Next you’ll want to download your system, 

webserver and database logs and spend 

several cups of tea trawling through them. 

If you’re lucky you’ll be able to pinpoint the 

exact moment the breach took place. You may 

have backups, but unless you’re sure they were 

made before the attack you should hold off 

restoring from them. If you’re running a VPS 

then re-installation is trivial, so consider 

rebuilding your site that way. Old databases 

and configuration files can be safely restored, 

but inspect them first. Finally, alert any users of 

your site or services to the breach. It may not 

be the news that they wanted to hear, but they 

deserve to know. If you’re holding sensitive data 

then under UK law you also have a 

responsibility to report the breach to the 

Information Commissioners Office.

A network-facing Linux box comes with a responsibilities.

[metasploit.png] Pg. 5 Metasploit Framework (on the disc) is a valueable 

resource for pen testers, even this ascii cow agrees

Often this isn’t necessary – the vulnerabiliity report may 

contain some temporary workaround (such as a 

configuration change) that you can deploy so that service can 

continue to be provided.

Securing Secure Shell
There are a few things that can very easily be set up that will 

vastly improve your security. Lets start by locking down the 

SSH service. Preventing the root account from logging 

remotely is a good idea – if root access is needed, then you 

should log in as an unprivileged user first and use  sudo  or 

 su . Make sure your user is allowed to use these commands, 

otherwise when you add the line

PermitRootLogin no

to /etc/ssh/sshd_config and restart the service you 

won’t be able to get root access. But neither will anyone else. 

It’s also worth disabling password logins altogether, instead 

using SSH keys to authenticate. You can generate a keypair 

on your local machine, and then upload the public key to your 

server by doing (replacing  user  and  host  appropriately, and 

pressing enter to accept the default key location):

$ ssh-keygen

$ ssh-copy-id user@host

The first command will generate a 2048-bit RSA keypair 

and the second will append the public key to the file ~/.ssh/

authorized_keys on your server. You should now be able to 

SSH in by pointing to your private key instead:

$ ssh -i ~/.ssh/id_rsa user@host

You need to take care of the file containing your private 

key, some people like to back it up on a USB stick. You 

certainly don’t want to lose it, and you certainly don’t want to 

leave it lying around somewhere public. Once you’re sure it 

works and are confident of your key managing abilities we 

can disable password logins altogether by adding

PasswordAuthenticaion no

to /etc/ssh/sshd_config on the server. Password logins 

are inherently insecure, people recycle them, they’re too short 

and all to often based on dictionary words. Any user accounts 

on your server that have superuser access ought to be 

protected by a key. It’s worth setting up fail2Ban so that 

clients that repeatedly attempt and fail to login are 
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Hardening your web server
Serving static web pages from, eg, an Apache 

installation in Debian with the default settings 

isn’t likely to cause you any grief. But there’s 

always room for improvement. Let’s Encrypt 

(https://letsencrypt.org) now provides free 

and easy to use SSL certificates so that users 

can browse your site safely in the knowledge 

that it’s indeed your website, and that the 

traffic is encrypted. If you’re handling sensitive

data on your site, (eg personal or financial 

details) then you’ll probably want to pay for at 

least a domain-validated certificate. 

But we don’t really solve problems by 

slapping certificates on them, we can also 

tweak the cipher configuration so that

vulnerable or obselete encryption isn’t used.

Adding following lines to the configuration will

do this for Apache:

SSLCompression off

SSLProtocol All -SSLv2 -SSLv3

SSLCipherSuite EECDH+AESGCM:EDH+AES

GCM:AES256+EECDH:AES256+EDH

This will prevent such attacks as BEAST,

LOGJAM and CRIME, and also disables the

obselete SSL v2 and 3. This means that anyone

using the antiquated Internet Explorer 6 won’t

be able to view your secure site, but that’s

probably not a great concern. For more

background to the configuration, see  

http://bit.ly/StrongSSLSecurityOnApache.

There are also some security headers that 

modern browsers will respect and which can 

mitigate for various attacks against your 

website, eg you can set:

Header set X-Frame-Options: sameorigin

Header set X-XSS-Protection: 1;mode=block

Header set X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

This will prevent clickjacking and XSS 

attacks against your site, as well as preventing 

the browser from trying to determine the MIME 

type of downloaded files, instead trusting the 

information supplied by the server.

“Another popular way for
servers to be owned is
through misconfiguration.”

Use a monitoring tool, such as Munin, on your servers to detect spikes in

resource usage – or to make colourful graphs.

One is to download the very vulnerable Mutillidae web 

application from the OWASP project. You can find it at  

http://sourceforge.net/mutillidae where you’ll also find 

links to instructional videos. Another option is to have a play 

with the Acutenix sandbox(http://testphp.vulnweb.com) 

eg to see what happens if you browse to the following 

doctored URL (spaces are intentional):

http://testphp.vulnweb.com/artists.php?artist=-1 UNION 

SELECT 1,pass,cc FROM users

We shouldn’t have been able to do that, and this is why it’s 

important to sanitise any kind of user input as soon as it hits 

your application. You need to use techniques such as

var_dump(filter_var($artist,FILTER_SANITIZE_SPECIAL_

CHARS));

and things will be a whole lot better.

temporarily banned. You’ll find a great guide to doing this at

http://bit.ly/Fail2BanOnDebian7 , this was written for 

Debian 7, but it applies to pretty much any Linux.

Fail2Ban can protect not just to SSH, but any service at all, 

eg, you can use it to stop bots hammering your web server. 

You just need to tell it which log files to look at, how much is 

too much, and how much ban time to award to hosts that do 

too much. Fail2Ban uses iptables under the hood and traffic 

from banned hosts is silently dropped, so their plentiful 

requests won’t incur any overhead on your machine. Check 

the box (see Hardening your Web Server, above) for some tips 

on how to protect your web server.

Penetration testing with Kali
Hardening your server becomes a whole different ball game 

when you’re running databases and web applications. Such 

facilities will greatly increase the available attack surface, and 

ensuring your set up is secure becomes increasingly 

challenging. Besides social engineering, another popular way 

for servers to be owned is through misconfiguration. It can be 

very tempting to enable a too permissive access policy on a 

directory in order to get some fancy PHP work, but allowing 

the web server user (eg www-data on Debian) write access 

to the wrong files can set a sysadmin up for a Very Bad Day.

On the LXFDVD you’ll find Kali Linux – a distro designed 

for penetration testing and security assessments. All of the 

tools that it provides can be added to your own distro, but it’s 

nice to have them all in one place. You’ll find the ubiquitous 

nmap (and its graphical client zenmap) for seeing what 

services a machine is running, Aircrack-ng for cracking 

wireless networks, Burp Suite for testing the mettle of web 

applications, the Metasploit Framework for testing, um, pretty 

much every known exploit there is and so much more. All the 

tools have been categorised in Kali’s menu and there’s not 

enough room on the page to give them the treatment they 

deserve, so be sure to check out http://kalitutorials.net for 

a series of tutorials all about Kali.

It might seem fun to start penetration testing your 

favourite (or maybe least favourite) websites, but unless you 

have explicit permission from the server operator – don’t do 

it. Seriously, you could end up in a lot of trouble, even if you 

don’t damage anything. By all means test your own servers, 

but if they’re located on other people’s hardware then make 

sure your hosts know what you’re up to. If you just want to 

play with vulnerable systems then there are a few options. 



Hacks and stats – the biggest exploits
Anthem
The US healthcare giant was infected with 

Mivast malware from the Black Vine group in 

May 2014, but the breach was not discovered 

until February 2015. A record-breaking 80 

million healthcare records were exfiltrated in 

this attack, though analysts suggest the group 

had only a secondary interest in that data. 

Rather, according to Symantec, the group have 

shown considerable interest in Defence and 

Energy contractors, and likely sought to find 

further information on these individuals from 

their health records. Given the volume of 

personally-identifiable data involved though, it’s 

plausible that at least some of it will find its way 

onto the black market and hugely 

inconvenience those victims.

OPM
The Office of Personnel Management in the US 

is responsible for the record keeping of all 

government employees. In June 2015 it 

announced that a data breach had occurred, 

starting not later than March the previous year. 

Estimates put the total number of individuals at 

risk at around 21.5 million. The exfiltrated 

tranche included data on military staff, foreign 

operatives and their families as well as 5 million 

sets of fingerprints. The clean up costs (which 

involves providing affected parties with 

appropriate insurance and potentially recalling 

compromised secret agents) are expected to 

run to billions of dollars. 

US Officials reported that the attacks had 

originated in China, though were careful to 

point out that there was no evidence intimating 

that the Chinese government was involved. In 

fact, the attackers had valid login credentials 

for the databases, which were probably 

obtained through some sort of social 

engineering. It has emerged that much of 

OPMs data was stored on archaic mainframe 

systems running antiquated COBOL code. This 

speaks to an altogether different problem in IT: 

as those with expertise in such matters retire 

(and eventually expire) the uppity millenials 

repopulating IT quarters have no inkling of how 

to care for these systems.

Hacking Team
It’s hard not to smirk at the fate of the 

company that sold interception tools to 

repressive regimes in Sudan, Russia and Saudi 

Arabia. Of course, the only reason we know this 

happened is because someone stole 400GB of 

documents from them and then hijacked their 

twitter account to share them with the world. 

Hacking Team had marketed themselves as a 

provider of surveillance tools to aid law 

enforcement, though they repeatedly insisted 

that they did not work with blacklisted 

governments. Besides blatantly contradicting 

this, the data dump revealed some of the zero-

day exploits the Team were using to infect 

targets with its RTS spyware. Once made 

public, the relevant holes were quickly plugged 

in the affected software (Adobe Flash Player…), 

so the vulnerabilities were burned. Hacking 

Team continues to do business, though it’s not 

clear how much exactly.

Fiat Chrysler
In many ways people shouldn’t really have been 

surprised to learn that a car connected to the 

internet can be hacked in exactly the same way 

as a computer can. However, that the hack 

enabled Charlie Miller and Chris Valasek to 

remotely stop a Jeep on the highway, disable its 

brakes, and mess with its transmission 

attracted a huge amount of media attention. In 

fact, it even landed the hacker duo a cameo 
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Hacker wars

“Strong encryption (public key
cryptography) has ruffled feathers
on both sides of the Atlantic.”

Future government intervention is scarier than future exploits.

C
oding history should have taught us one valuable 

lesson: Programmers will make mistakes (actually 

other humans do this too). String, buffer and heap 

overflows have all been around a long time and as long as 

humans are involved it’s hard to see things changing. Sure, 

we can all start using new-fandangled, type-safe, memory-

safe and thread-safe languages like Go, Rust and Swift, 

but we’ll just introduce new classes of bugs. And the bad 

guys will find new 

and inventive ways 

of exploiting these. 

Even as we are 

putting the 

finishing touches to 

this article, a new 

bug ( actually two: CVE-2016-0777 and -8) have been 

discovered in OpenSSH.

Writing at the beginning on the 20th century, Nikola Tesla 

said that in future war would be fought by machines and 

robots. If we grant him some degree of prophetic licence here, 

then he’s quite right – think drones and bomb-disposal 

robots. Assuming current trends continue, though, the future 

battleground is online. Nations have developed ‘cyber armies’ 

and huge sums of money are devoted to offensive ‘cyber-

strategies’. We’ve seen that critical infrastructure can be 

crippled: in December 2015 it emerged that a power outage 

in western Ukraine was the result of a politically motivated 

hacking attack. Why bother with bombing a city to bits when 

you can just switch the electricity and water off?

Hackers wearing black or white hats are discovering new 

and incredibly advanced exploits on a daily basis. These 

might involve a BIOS/UEFI-attacking rootkit, or even 

manipulating your laptop’s memory using electromagnetic 

effects between 

adjacent cells (as in 

the Rowhammer 

attack). If a 

sufficiently motivated 

and capable attacker 

(eg a nation state) is 

particularly interested in disrupting an individual’s online 

activities, then it may use a zero-day exploit against them. 

The zero refers to how many days the exploit has been public 

for, so if you’re vulnerable then there’s nothing you can do 

about it. However, for all the technical capability, attacks of 

this kind are comparatively rare, as we’ve said previously. 

Even though the Ukraine power attack involved advanced 

malware known as BlackEnergy, the root cause appears to 

have been a spear-phishing attack featuring a poisoned 

Microsoft Word document.



appearance on CSI:Cyber. Fortunately no one 

was hurt, except perhaps Chrysler who had to 

recall a staggering 1.4 million vehicles and plug 

the holes.

JuniperOS
Juniper provide firewall appliances, running their 

own bespoke ScreenOS, to enterprises 

concerned about security. In December it 

announced that “unauthorized code” had been 

found in their firmware. This is a tale of two 

vulnerabilities: The first was a hard-coded 

administrator password (<<< %s(un=’%s’) = %u 

likely chosen to blend in with disassembly noise) 

which seems to have been added towards the 

end of 2013.

The second was the use of the NSA-approved 

Dual_EC_DBRG pseudorandom number 

generator, more specifically its use with 

precalculated P and Q parameters. It’s not clear 

when (or even why) this generator was 

introduced, but estimates put this around 2008:

after its NIST standardisation and after the

security community warned about it harbouring

a potential backdoor. In theory the system was

meant to mix the result from Dual_EC with

another generator dubbed ANSI X.9.31, 

unfortunately someone made a coding boo-boo 

(an increased nonce size in DUAL_EC) and this 

didn’t happen. Somehow, in late 2012, attackers 

managed to change the software’s Q value to one 

that would enable them to passively decrypt all

VPN traffic. It’s worth noting though, that

Juniper’s original constant may have allowed

Juniper to do the very same.
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Hacking Team allegedly sold spyware to blacklisted governments.

Encryption concerns
Nonetheless, governments have become increasingly 

interested in the activities of security researchers and 

proposed updates to the Wassenaar Agreement (a set of 

guidelines that signatories agree to implement) would make it 

difficult for researchers to share their findings across borders. 

Hampering this research, or worse forcing vulnerabilities to be 

disclosed to governments rather than the relevant software’s 

authors, would set a dangerous precedent. 

Last year, David Cameron made comments that suggested  

he wanted to ban encryption. His office has since said this  

was not his position, however the proposed Investigatory 

Powers Bill (the draft of which runs to 300 pages, should you 

require some light reading), contains provisions which would 

compel ISPs to provide customer data under a court order. 

The wording is fuzzy, but the draft makes reference to the 

Home Secretary being able to request ‘the removal of 

electronic protection’ from communications providers. When 

citizens indulge in end-to-end encryption (GPG emails eg 

Whatsapp) only they can decrypt their conversation, so no 

third party can do anything about [you legally have to disclose 

any known keys to the UK authorities already – Ed] any 

‘electronic protection’.

So-called strong encryption (a branch of mathematics 

called public key cryptography) has ruffled feathers on both 

sides of the Atlantic. Many politicians favour a key escrow 

system, where citizens are free to communicate in private, but 

the government holds a ‘master key’ (or some other 

backdoor) which can undermine all of that privacy. Tech firms 

have been united in their stance against this idea, not because

they are sympathetic to the four horsemen of the cyber-

apocalpyse (terrorists, pirates, drug dealers and paedophiles) 

but because they know that any kind of backdoor may be 

exploited by the bad guys. 

Imagine what would happen if a rogue state got hold of the

key to everyone’s private communications. Recent history has

shown that secrets, including ones kept by the government, 

have a nasty habit of becoming public. It’s true, criminals do 

use and will expand their use of strong encryption, but they 

also make mistakes that make them susceptible to capture by 

traditional law enforcement methods. They also make 

extensive use of trains [and guns – Ed], but no one’s said 

anything about outlawing those yet. LXF

 The https://

apt.securelist.

com website 

has detailed 

information 

on high-profile 

malware.
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Fear the
firmware

Matthew Garrett

Jonni Bidwell catches up with scholar and gentleman, Matthew Garrett, 
to talk trustworthy computing in the post-Snowden era.



Matthew Garrett
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Matthew Garrett is 

Principal security 

engineer at CoreOS. 

He’s a kernel 

developer with 

interests in 

trustworthy 

computing, and is 

solving problems there that no one else is 

brave enough to tackle. He’s also got a 

Ph.D. in Computational Genetics and was 

kind enough to share some of his wisdom 

with us in an interview.

Linux Format: What does your work at 

CoreOS involve?

Matthew Garrett: I’m focused on infrastructural

security: I’m working on providing low-level 

technologies and techniques that are going to 

improve the security of individual containers, 

but also of the entire platform.

LXF: Containers have become all the rage 

nowadays – do you think the security has 

managed to keep up or are there whole new 

classes of container jailbreaks or trans-

container infections?

MG: The security of containers is an interesting

issue, because, depending on how you look at 

the problem, you can come up with very 

different ideas about how secure containers are.

If you use containers in the same way that you 

use VMs, then containers offer you less 

isolation. But if what you’re looking at is taking a

system where previously all the applications 

would be running in the same environment, 

moving those applications into containers is an 

increase in security. So we can look at 

containers as being a benefit or we can look at 

them as being a hindrance to security – it’s very

much an ‘it depends’ kind of answer.

LXF: Are we still in brave new world

territory? I mean, containers, in the form of

chroots and what-have-you, have been

around since 19oatcake, but through Docker

things are being taken to a whole new level.

MG: The kernel has been gaining additional

functionality around containers over an

extended period of time. I think it’s been a

slightly rough ride to get to where we are now.

There were several kernel releases where the

majority of security issues were around the

namespace code that’s used as the basis for

containers. But we’re seeing that beginning to

stabilise now; we’re getting to the point where

it’s fairly trustworthy.

LXF: So do you think we are becoming

container-grown-ups now?

MG: Yes, I think now we’re past the point of

people just playing with these things. There’s

enough people seriously examining what’s

going on around them to be able to get real

work done.

LXF: Tell us about your OSCON talk.

MG: I talked about what it would take for us to

build a trustworthy computer. And by

trustworthy I mean something where the owner

or user of a system is able to trust that it

operates with their best interests in mind –

that it’s not operating on someone else’s best 

interests. One of the things that came out with 

the Snowden disclosures was the revelation 

that the NSA had developed various attacks 

against firmware. For instance, it had obtained

systems that had 

been shipped to 

customers and the 

NSA had modified the 

firmware such that 

the agency could 

cause the firmware to 

modify the state of 

the system. If the NSA 

could then access the system at all it could 

trigger the firmware into giving it additional 

privileges. Or it could have the firmware 

automatically copy data out of the system, 

record passwords into NVRAM – that kind of 

thing. If the agency then got the machine back it

would be able to extract all the secrets, even if 

the disks were encrypted.

LXF: Proprietary firmware – mostly the kind 

that stops wireless adaptors working out of 

the box – tends to be a major bugbear for 

Linux users. But it’s also a major security 

concern isn’t it?

MG: PCI devices are inherently able to use 

direct memory access to modify the contents 

of system RAM. There have been various proof-

of-concepts using various PCI devices to 

change the kernel at runtime. This can be 

protected against using the system’s IOMMU 

(I/O Memory Management Unit) to restrict 

which devices are able to write to which 

addresses. But not all systems have IOMMUs 

and even when they do, Linux distributions 

often do not enable it.

As a result you’re left with the risk that if you 

can upload modified firmware to a device, 

under a specific set of conditions, even if your 

operating system hasn’t been tampered with, 

even if the drivers are trustworthy, then that 

modified firmware could reach in and flip a bit in 

the kernel, and suddenly a process that was 

running as a confined user is now running as 

root and is able to do whatever it wants.

LXF: Yikes. Our fine magazine produces a 

coverdisc every month, and every month we 

get calls from readers complaining about 

UEFI. We try and point out that UEFI itself 

isn’t the problem, and in fact neither is 

Secure Boot, but rather the way that 

manufacturers have decided to lock these 

down. Can you talk about some of its

good points.

MG: So we’ve been doing a lot of work recently 

in terms of making it easier to verify that your 

operating system hasn’t been tampered with. 

UEFI Secure Boot was obviously a concern for 

us because, initially, there was the risk that 

systems would be shipped without any user 

control over what was trusted. One risk is that 

we attempt to improve security but in the

process reduce user freedoms. An example of 

that would be a Secure Boot system that only 

allowed you to boot signed Ubuntu or Fedora 

images, it would probably be an improvement in 

security, because now the attacker would have 

to gain that signing key, but in the process it 

would have prevented user freedoms to tinker, 

to run their own code, to run their own choice of 

operating system. 

What we instead ended up with was users 

having the ability to install their own keys, to 

make their own choices about what they would 

run. If you want to you could take a Secure Boot 

system and you could configure it such that it 

will refuse to boot Windows, if you want, it will 

only boot Fedora or Ubuntu, or whatever is your 

favourite distribution. That’s something you 

THE DANGER OF MODIFIED FIRMWARE 

“Suddenly a process that 
was running as a confined 
user is now running as root.”
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can do, and that’s a key point, I think, of 

freedom: Freedom is not just the ability to 

choose to run things, it’s also the freedom to 

choose not to run things. That’s got us 

somewhere at the operating system level. It’s 

now much more difficult for someone to 

compromise the low levels of the operating 

system and then as a result compromise your 

entire ability to trust your system. But we need 

to go further than that.

LXF: Have there been cases where UEFI has 

been circumvented?

MG: I don’t know if you’ve looked into any of the 

details of the stuff that’s come out of the 

Hacking Team leaks, but they had one way of 

deploying their malware that involved them 

modifying the firmware of the system. Their 

approach was fairly low technology; it wasn’t 

particularly sophisticated – it required them to 

have physical access to the system – but if they 

extracted the firmware it meant they could then 

insert their own code into that. This would mean 

that every time you booted that system it would 

actually mount a hard drive via NTFS (it only 

targeted Windows). It would mount the system 

partition, then copy the malware onto the 

Windows filesystem, then unmount it and then 

when you booted Windows it would 

automatically launch the malware. Even if you 

wiped your hard drive, or removed it and put a 

new one in, the infection would persist. Right 

now we have the tooling to make it more 

difficult for people to do that – recent systems 

will not allow you to update the firmware unless 

that firmware is signed with a trusted key. But 

that can still be circumvented by having direct 

access to the flash chip, so if someone were 

able to get to your machine and remove the 

flash chip from the board, or in some cases they 

could just directly reprogram the firmware.

LXF: Aren’t things like Trusted Platform 

Module (TPM) chips meant to alert you 

when this has happened?

MG: There are technologies that can determine 

when this has happened: We can use the TPM 

chip to measure the firmware as it’s initialised –

if someone’s modified the firmware then that 

measurement will be different. If we then have a 

database of all the known-good values and your 

value doesn’t match that, then that’s a red flag. 

The problem is if you can’t trust your firmware, 

how do you know that the firmware hasn’t 

tampered with your operating system to, say, 

give you the correct value even when it’s not 

there. So you need two devices, you need two 

independent pieces of knowledge. 

I’ve been working on some technology to 

use TPMs as a means of encrypting the secret 

for a two factor authentication (2FA) device. 

That way, whenever you boot your laptop, as 

long as the measurements are correct the TPM 

will decrypt the secret and you can then use 

that and the time of day as an input to the 

Time-based One Time Password (TOTP) 

algorithm. It will show up as a 6-digit number, so 

you check that the number on your phone 

matches that, and if so then you know your 

firmware hasn’t been tampered with. If they 

don’t match, or if it can’t print the number, then 

something has been tampered with and that’s 

something that you should be concerned about.

But we’re still left with the problem that even 

if you know your firmware hasn’t been 

tampered with, what if the manufacturer had 

introduced a backdoor deliberately, or what if 

the manufacturer had just left a security 

vulnerability that an attacker could use to 

circumvented these protections. This is a 

problem that we can’t really solve without the 

source code to the firmware – we need to be 

able to look at everything that went into this, we 

need to examine that code. More importantly 

we need to rebuild that code and check that 

what comes out matches what’s in the 

firmware. That’s going to be a hard sell for the 

industry, but in the end this is the only way 

we’re going to be able to say ‘I trust this 

computer is working for me.’ Of course, things 

end up getting worse than that in the long run. 

Suppose we can verify the system firmware. 

That’s fine, but what about the firmware on your 

hard drive?

LXF: Or USB sticks?

MG: Right – there are a lot of devices that have 

their own firmware. So if someone could make 

your hard drive firmware, at runtime, replace 

certain binaries, eg you run SSH, and the first 

time you run that the disk hands over the 

correct version, you type in your password and 

everything’s fine. The kernel supports 

measuring that via the TPM too, so you can 

verify that your SSH hasn’t been tampered 

with. But the kernel only does that the first time 

SSH is executed, unless it knows it’s been 

modified. What if the next time you ran SSH 

your hard drive gave a different version that 
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recorded your password, you wouldn’t know –

there would be no way of verifying that that 

would have happened. Again, without the 

source code to the hard drives firmware and 

without the ability to verify that that firmware 

hasn’t been tampered with, we still have these 

risks. To an extent this is reasonable, every 

improvement we make in terms of the amount 

of code that we have, the amount of validation 

we can perform, the more difficult it is for an 

attacker to do anything unpleasant to us.

LXF: But aren’t these verification systems 

prone to tampering – are they even 

trustworthy?

MG: That’s one of the problems – TPMs 

themselves run closed source firmware and 

you’re trusting that the TPM is behaving in a 

trustworthy manner. There are so many 

components we need to free before we can be 

sure of where we are.

LXF: Given that certain bits of firmware code 

aren’t going to be released anytime soon, 

certainly not without a fairly hefty NDA, 

doesn’t that undermine your efforts?

MG: Even if we say ‘We can’t verify the hard 

drive firmware, so what’s the point of all this?’, 

well now they need to know what type of hard 

drive I’m running; they need to find a 

vulnerability there that lets them infect it. That’s 

going to be much more difficult than the attacks 

up until this point. Also the more difficult you 

make this, the more likely attackers are to 

resort to old-fashioned techniques instead. 

It’s also less likely that criminals will target you. 

Obviously, if the NSA or GCHQ wanted to find 

out what you’re doing with you’re computer, 

they’re probably going to be able to. But at 

some level every time they use one of these 

vulnerabilities there’s a risk that it’s going to be 

discovered. So at the most extreme level, the 

NSA may have forced Intel to embed a 

backdoor in its CPUs, but anytime the NSA uses 

that vulnerability – anytime they had no choice 

but to use that because every other 

vulnerability had been locked down – there’s a 

chance someone will figure out that the only 

way this could’ve happened was via the CPU. 

That’s a case where someone may have been 

sufficiently paranoid that they were recording 

every instruction sent to the CPU and would be 

able to see that the result was incorrect. Or that 

their random numbers were deterministic in 

some way. And if someone discovered that, if 

someone could prove that, then Intel’s ability to 

sell to any foreign country would be decimated, 

and that would cause the US government a lot 

of trouble.

LXF: AMD would probably be happy with 

that outcome though.

MG: Yes, AMD might be a little happier, 

assuming it’s still around by then, but it’s 

something that might be a massive PR disaster 

for the American technology industry.

Realistically, unless 

you’re perceived as an 

immediate threat to 

the continued 

existence of the 

country, they’re 

probably not going to 

take that risk on you. 

You would pretty much 

have to be a terrorist leader at that point for 

them to care that much. The further we can 

push this down the more secure people can 

feel, even against state level surveillance, which 

is still a worthwhile thing for us to be doing.

LXF: Obviously there’s a huge amount of 

open source software nowadays, but the 

situation for hardware – or even the 

firmware that runs on certain bits of 

hardware – is much different?

MG: Yes. We are currently a long way from 

where I would like us to be. Software is difficult 

to write, but once you’ve written it then it’s free 

to copy or to manufacture. The actual process 

of making new software is not a secret. If you 

wanted to make CPUs that were competitive 

with Intel, even if you could design a CPU that 

was every bit as good, manufacturing that 

would still require the use of other companies 

resources. How do you verify that those haven’t

been tampered with? 

There’s so many levels at which this can be 

interfered with, there’s so many ways in which 

people can interfere with the process. A 

sufficiently open chain of manufacturing that 

BEATING CLOSED SOURCE FIRMWARE 

“There’s so many components 
we need to free before we can 
be sure of where we are.”

we can absolutely say ‘I 100% believe this is the 

hardware that I intended to produce’ is very, 

very difficult.

LXF: We’re interested in the laptops from 

Novena and Purism that aim to be as open 

as one can realistically hope. But it seems 

like there’s a few brick walls…

MG: I’ve spoken with people involved with both 

of these projects, and there are still difficulties 

with that. The Novena system firmware is open 

and fully available, but the system-on-a-chip 

(SoC) that it’s running. These days, an ARM 

SoC includes the ARM cores that you’ll actually 

run your operating system on, but there will also 

be other cores, much smaller ones, for doing 

things like power management, ancillary 

hardware support – the SATA controller may be 

another ARM core, for instance. Many of these 

will be running closed firmware that’s 

embedded on the chip itself, code that’s not 

intended to be modified at any point in the 

device’s lifetime. Even if we’re focussing on 

fixing the system firmware, there’s still all these 

other components that we just have to trust. 

There’s not really anything else that we can do 

about them. LXF
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here are lots of Linux distributions

(distros) out there, each with their 

own strengths and weaknesses. 

When you want to try another one 

you can usually get hold of a live version, or 

install it in a virtual machine, for a quick 

test. Both of these are quick and easy but 

are not the same thing as running an 

installed distro directly. 

But perhaps you don’t want to give up on 

your existing distro or maybe your share a 

computer with your partner and 

you prefer Mint but they like 

Fedora – it would be great to 

have both. So what are you to 

do? The term ‘dual booting’ is 

usually used to refer to having a 

Linux distro and Windows installed on the

same computer and choosing between them 

at boot time, but the same can be done with 

two Linux distros. Over the next few pages we 

will look at how you can set up your computer 

to be able to boot from a choice of several 

operating systems, one of which may be 

Windows, so that you can have more than one 

Linux distro available at once. You could even 

extend the information we give here to include 

one or more of the BSD operating systems 

too. We’ll also look at how you can share

things like your documents and photos 

between the various distros you are running.

Gruub 2 vss Grubb lleggacyy
Multi-booting Linux is made easier thanks to 

the almost universal adoption of Grub 2 as the 

bootloader. There are two main versions of 

Grub available. The old version, that never 

quite reached 1.0, is often known as Grub 

legacy, while the newer Grub 2 is what is used 

by the vast majority of distros 

now. Grub 2 is very different 

from the old program, giving 

rise to a reputation for 

complexity. In fact, its modular 

approach means it can handle 

“Multi-booting Linux is made 
easier thanks to the almost 
universal adoption of Grub 2.”

Havingplentyof choiceallowsyou tobe fickle,
Neil Bothwick showsyouhowtohaveseveral

distrosonyour computer at once.

MULTI-BOOTING WITH



many more booting situation and is able to 

automatically configure itself much of the 

time. We will only consider Grub 2 from here 

on, and simply refer to it as Grub.

There are three main parts to Grub. The 

initial boot code is normally loaded into the 

Master Boot Record (MBR) of the disk. This is

a small space, 446 bytes, so this code is 

minimal and just enough to load the second 

part, which lives in your boot directory or 

partition in a directory called grub. In here you

will find the various filesystem modules, along

with themes and fonts used if your distro has 

customised the boot menu’s appearance.

You will also find the most important file for 

the purposes of this article: grub.cfg. This file

contains the menu definitions, which options 

appear in the boot menu and what happens 

when you select each one.

The first step is to get some operating 

systems installed. If you want to include 

Windows in your list of OSes, it should be 

installed first, which isn’t usually an issue 

since it was probably on the computer already.

Linux installers are good at identifying an 

existing installation of Windows and working 

with it. Then install your preferred distro as 

normal. This will give you a standard dual boot

setup, if you already have it you can skip the

One distro in control
The first distro you install should be considered

your primary distro; this is the one that 

controls booting, at least for now. Because of 

that, you should never remove the primary 

distro or you could render your computer 

unbootable – at least until you boot from a

rescue disc to fix things. Other distros can be

removed later with no more inconvenience with

a superfluous boot menu entry that goes

nowhere (until you run update-grub again).

preceding paragraph and go straight onto the

interesting part of adding extra Linux distros

to your setup.

Adddingg annotheer diistroo
Distro installers can repartition your drive with

varying degrees of success, so it’s often best

to prepare your drive beforehand. The best

tool for this is GParted and, by a massive

coincidence, the latest version is on this

month’s LXFDVD. Boot into GParted Live and

resize your existing root partition to a suitable

size. GParted will tell you how far you can go,

but if possible make it at least 50% larger than

the space it currently needs. Don’t create a

partition in the space that’s freed up, leave it

unallocated then install your second distro in

the usual way, telling it to use the unallocated

space on the drive. The installation is done in

the normal way with one exception, you don’t

want to install Grub to the MBR. Most

installers have an option to choose the

location for Grub, it may be hidden behind an

Advanced Button. If this isn’t possible, we will

show you how to move it later. Choose either

to install it to the root partition of the distro or

not at all. This only affects the first part of the

Grub code, the files in boot and elsewhere will

still be installed. If you are offered a choice for

 GParted is the easiest way to manage your partitions, making room for another distro.

the swap partition, pick the one from your

other distro, they can both use it.

When the installer has finished, reboot

your computer and you will see the boot menu

from the first distro, with Windows showing, if

appropriate, but no sign of your new distro.

That’s because you have left the Grub settings

untouched. One of the neat features of Grub 2

is its ability to generate its own configuration

files, so open a terminal and run:

$ sudo grub-mkconfig -o /boot/grub/grub.cfg

This will scan your hard drive for an OS and

create menu entries for each of them. Now

reboot and you should see both distros, and

maybe Windows, in your boot menu. Ubuntu

and its derivatives have a command called

update-grub , which is a one line shell script

that runs grub-mkconfig as above, use

whichever you prefer. One advantage of not

using the script is that you can preview the

menu with $ sudo grub-mkconfig | less to

see what would be picked up and written to

the menu. You need to understand ‘Grubese’

to make sense of this.

Moving Grub
If your new installation didn’t offer an option to

relocate Grub, you will probably get a boot

menu with everything already in it, because it

ran grub-mkconfig as part of the process.

So why not let this happen every time? The

problem is with updates, when a distro’s

package manager installs an update to the

Linux kernel, it will re-enable that distros

version of Grub, so you’ll find the menu

switching from one distro to the other.

To relocate Grub to a distro’s partition, first

boot into the distro you want to manage Grub

and make sure it’s doing so with this terminal

command (assuming you are using the disk at

/dev/sda): $ grub-install /dev/sda .

Then boot into the other distro and identify

the partition holding your root filesystem with

$ findmnt / -o SOURCE , then tell Grub to

keep its bootloader there with $ grub-install

--force /dev/sdaN where sdaN is the device

returned by findmnt . We need --force

because installing Grub to a partition is

Some distros allow you to keep Grub out

of the MBR when you install them, but they

may try to tell you this isn’t a good idea!
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considered less than ideal these days, but all 

we really want to do here is keep it out of the 

way. This means that when a kernel update 

appears for that distro, your boot menu won’t 

get messed up. In fact, it won’t be touched at 

all, so you will need to boot into your primary 

distro and run  grub-mkconfig  or  update-grub

again to pick up the changes.

Coonfiguuring Grruub
Grub’s ability to generate its own menu based 

on the contents of your hard drive is one of its 

killer features, but you can also configure how 

these menus are created. This uses the scripts

in /etc/grub.d and the settings in /etc/

default/grub. This file contains a number of 

variable definitions which you can change to 

alter the menu, eg Grub normally boots the 

first option if you do not select anything, find 

the line that sets  GRUB_DEFAULT=0  and 

change it to the number you want to be 

default (Grub counts from zero so the 

standard setting boots the first item). You can 

also change the timeout with the line  GRUB_

TIMEOUT  and the default kernel options in  

 GRUB_LINUX_DEFAULT . The file is 

commented, explaining the options, or you 

can read the Grub info page for a more 

detailed listing of all the options.

The files in /etc/grub.d are shell scripts 

that are run by  grub-mkconfig . If you want to

customise your boot menu, you can add your 

own scripts, all they need to do is output valid 

menu entries. The scripts in /etc/grub.d are 

run in order, which is why their names start 

with numbers. 00_header writes the standard

settings at the top of the menu file, while 10_

linux creates menu entries for the running

distro while 30_os-prober scans your hard 

disk for other operating systems, Linux or 

otherwise, and adds them to the menu.

The last one is the way one menu can contain 

all of your distros.

Chhainlooadding
There is another way of handling multiple 

distros called ‘chainloading’. This is how Grub 

boots Windows because it can’t boot Windows 

itself. Instead, it passes control to the Windows 

bootloader, as if that had been loaded directly 

by the BIOS. We can use this to enable each 

distro to maintain its own boot menu and 

choose one from the initial Grub menu.

That means you need a way to create your 

own menu entries.

You can’t simply add 

them to the grub.cfg 

file as that will be 

overwritten the next 

time  grub-mkconfig  is 

run, but there is a file 

in /etc/grub.d called 40_custom that you 

can use to add your own menu entries. Copy 

this to a meaningful name, and possible 

change the number to include it earlier in the 

menu. Edit this file and add valid menu entries 

to the bottom of this file. Don’t touch the 

existing content – although you can and 

should read it. If you want to load the menu for 

OpenSUSE installed on /dev/sda7, provided 

you installed Grub to sda7 or moved it as 

above, add this to the file:

menuentry “Load openSUSE boot menu” {

  set root=(hd0,7)

  chainloader +1

}

Remember, Grub numbers disks from zero 

but partitions from one, so sda7 becomes 

hd0,8. This gives you the original boot menu 

for each distro, and you don’t need to reboot 

into the primary distro to update the boot 

menu, but it does mean that you have to make 

two menu selections to boot any distro but 

the main one. If you are using this method, 

you will see that you still have menu entries 

generated by  grub-mkconfig . If you are not 

using Windows, you can prevent these menu 

Here we are, four distros, Windows and an option to boot from a rescue CD ISO image –

all on the one boot menu with choices to visit the other distros’ individual boot menus.
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Rescue systems
One of the neat features of Grub 2 is that it can 

boot directly from an ISO image. Apart from 

allowing magazines to produce really nice multi-

boot cover discs, it also means you can have a 

rescue or live CD always ready to boot. Not only

is it faster than booting from an actual CD/DVD

(or even a USB stick) but it saves all the time 

scrabbling though the stuff on your desk to find

the right CD. 

This requires that the distro supports booting

from an ISO. Most do, although the syntax can 

vary. All you need to do is create a copy of 40_

custom and add the appropriate menu 

definition. Here’s an example for System Rescue

CD (I always keep an ISO of that in boot):

set root='(hd0,1)’

menuentry “System Rescue CD 4.7.0” {

loopback loop /systemrescuecd-x86-4.7.0.iso

linux (loop)/isolinux/altker64 

rootpass=something setkmap=uk

isoloop=systemrescuecd-x86-4.7.0.iso

initrd (loop)/isolinux/initram.igz

}

and here is one for an Ubuntu live CD image

set root='(hd0,1)’

isofile=/Ubuntu/ubuntu-15.10-desktop-amd64.

iso

loopback loop $isofile

menuentry “Ubuntu 15.10” {

linux (loop)/casper/vmlinuz.efi file=/

cdrom/preseed/ubuntu.seed boot=casper iso-

scan/filename=$isofile quiet splash ---

initrd (loop)/casper/initrd.lz

}

Note the use of a variable,  isofile , both 

methods work but this one is easier to maintain. 

“Use chainloading to enable 
each distro to maintain its 
own boot menu.”



entries by using the following setting in /etc/

default/grub:

GRUB_DISABLE_OS_PROBER=true

As the os-prober function also adds

Windows, you cannot do this if you want to be

able to bootWindows, so either rename the

file containing the chainloader entries to have

those entries appear before the others,

something like 20_chainload or copy the

windows entry from your existing grub.cfg to

your chainload file then disable os-prober.

Shharingg sspace
Sowe have several distros that are co-existing

in harmony, but what about our data? Dowe

really need a separate home directory for

each distro?The short answer to that is yes.

While we could have a separate filesystem for

home and share the same user name and

home directory, this is likely to cause conflicts.

Programs store their configuration files in your

home directory, and if two of your distros have

different versions of the same program you

could have problems.Most software will

happily read the settings from an older version

and update them, but then when you switch

back to the distro with the older version, it

could break.

One solution is to have a separate

filesystem for your data files, these are what

take up the space and are the files that you

want available to all distros.This can be an

entirely separate filesystem, but it could also

be your home directory in your primary distro,

just remember that in this case you will have a

lot of file shuffling to do before you can

consider deleting that distro should it fall out

of favour with you.To do this we need to go

back toGParted and resize your partitions to

make space to create a large partition for your

data.Then edit /etc/fstab on each distro to

mount this filesystem at boot time.

Incidentally, it is worth adding fstab entries to

mount your other distros in each one, say at

/mnt/distroname – it makes things like this

easier as you can do all the work in one distro.

It alsomakes accessing files from other

distros simple. So have this new filesystem

mount at, say,/mnt/common and create a

directory in it for each user.Then you can

create symbolic links to here in your other

distros, for example:

$ ln -s /mnt/common/user/Documents /home/

user/Documents

$ ln -s /mnt/common/user/Music /home/user/

Music

and so on.Nowwhen you save a file in

Documents, it will actually go to /mnt/

common/Documents and be available to all

your distros. Note: This assumes you are the

only user of the computer.

Whho owwnss whaat??
Now have to tackle the slightly thorny issue of

file permissions and ownership.The first thing

to do ismake sure that the directories in

/mnt/common have the correct owners with:

$ sudo chown -R username: /mnt/common/

user

Youmay expect this to work for all your

distros if you created a user with the same

name in each of them, but it may not.This is

because Linux filesystems don’t care about

usernames but rather those users’numerical

user IDs (UIDs).Most distros give the first user

a UID of 1000, but a couple still start at 500,

so check your UID in each distro with the id

command, just run it in a terminal with no

arguments. If they all match then great,

otherwise you will need to change any non-

matching UIDs by editing /etc/passwd. Never

edit this file directly, amistake could prevent

anyone logging in, use the vipw command

instead $ sudo vipw .

Find the line for your user, which will look

something like this

user:x:500:100::/home/user:/bin/bash

The first number is the UID, Change it to

match the other distros and save the file. Next,

need to change all files owned by the old UID

to the new one.As everything in your home

directory should be owned by you, you can

take the brute force approach and chown

everything in there

$ cd

$ sudo chown -R username: .

Now you can switch between distros any

time you reboot, with each distro running

natively and at full speed, and all with access

to all of your data. LXF

You may find your installer allows you to use less than all of the available space for your

installation, saving the trouble of resizing in GParted later on.
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Jolyon Brown
When not consulting on Linux/DevOps, Jolyon 
spends his time bootstrapping a startup. His 
biggest ambition is to find a reason to use Emacs.

A
rather obscure but nasty bug came to

light in the OpenSSH codebase in

January 2016, involving some old

functionality which had long been stripped

from the server element of the software but

which remained lurking in the client side of

things. Discovered by Qualys, the code allowed

a malicious SSH server in some cases to steal

the client’s private keys. This was due to an

undocumented feature of SSH: ‘Roaming’

which was intended to ease reconnection of

temporarily dropped sessions assuming both

sides supported it. All versions of the OpenSSH

client from version 5.4 onwards have been

affected by this bug, although it was quickly

patched after its the disclosure. Adding the

undocumented option UseRoaming no to the

SSH client configuration file (either /etc/ssh/

ssh_config or ~/.ssh/config) disables the

rogue code responsible (See CVEs 2016-0777

and 2016-0778 for more details). It’s a good

idea to compartmentalise keys and use

different pairs for different hosts (or at the very

least, different groups of hosts). Using ssh-

agent is a good idea, as is setting the 

IdentityFile for each target host and adding the 

directive  IdentitiesOnly yes  option (these 

latter two are in your .ssh/config file).

In a related story, Fortinet, an enterprise 

security vendor, has seen its devices targeted 

following the discovery of hard-coded SSH 

logins in older versions of its firmware. 

Systems which haven’t been patched can fall 

prey to an exploit released into the wild by 

persons unknown which is actively being 

scanned for by various automated scripts. 

These logins were seemingly a hangover from 

some management authentication mechanism 

and have been removed in newer versions of 

firmware. This issue comes on the back of 

woes relating to Juniper, which has seen 

unauthorised changes to its codebase resulting 

in what looks to be a couple of backdoors – 

one a hard-wired password, the other a more 

subtle issue which involves the use of the the 

NSA’s Dual EC DRBG algorithm. This has been 

accused by researchers of 

offering the ability to 

eavesdrop on encrypted 

communications for a 

clever enough attacker. As 

ever, the advice from LXF is 

to keep on top of patching 

and operate a principle of 

least privilege when it 

comes to opening ports up 

to network traffic.

Esoteric system administration goodness from  
the impenetrable bowels of the server room.

‘Roaming’ code found in SSH clients which can
expose private keys to malicious servers.

W
hen it comes to art and

literature, my web server logs

are usually not the first place

that I’d consider looking for inspiration.

Just before the end of last year though my

servers (and millions of others) had the

following intriguing poem dropped onto

their storage devices:

“DELETE your logs. Delete your

installations. Wipe everything clean. Walk

out into the path of cherry blossom trees 

and let your motherboard feel the stones. 

Let water run in rivulets down your casing. 

You know that you want something more 

than this, and I am here to tell you that we 

love you. We have something more for you. 

We know you’re out there, beeping in the 

hollow server room, lights blinking, never 

sleeping. We know that you are ready and 

waiting. Join us. <3”

This surprising poetic moment came 

courtesy of a group calling themselves 

masspoem4u, who were attending the 

annual Chaos Communication Congress in 

Hamburg, Germany. They used the 

massscan tool (which is available on Github 

but be careful with it – http://bit.ly/

Masscan) to propagate this little piece of 

art around the globe. 

I really liked this idea (it certainly made 

such a change from the usual robots and 

automated hack attempts that I usually 

see) and it served as a reminder for me not 

to give up on the idea of trying to get to 

some of these famous conferences (C3, 

DEFCON, HOPE) over the next couple of 

years (C3 unfortunately falls right after 

Christmas, which is a difficult to sell to the 

family). It makes me wonder what other 

messages have gone unnoticed  over the 

years, or that live on in source code, waiting 

to see the light of day. And what other little 

services lie dormant, waiting for someone 

to discover them (I recommend running the 

command  telnet towel.blinkenlights.nl  

right away)? 

jolyon.brown@gmail.com.

SSH woes for sysadmins

Data as art, art as data

 OpenSSH is one of the essential tools used by sysadmins, but 

don’t neglect to keep on top of updates (and consider making a 

donation to the project as well).
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specially designed to run Docker containers (and therefore

very similar in concept to say, CoreOS in this respect).

Rancher can work on its own though with any target platform

running Linux (so long as it has the ability to run Docker).

The two are separate but the recommendation is to run

RancherOS as part of a Rancher deployment, of course.

Rancher itself can run on RancherOS.

RancherOS weighs in at around 30MB. This tiny size is

due to the system being stripped right back to the bare

essentials while still being capable of running Docker. I like

server installs to have the minimum attack service possible

for any potential intruders, so this is pretty appealing to me.

In fact, doing an ls -l of /usr/bin will reveal RancherOS’

Busybox DNA. Everything in RancherOS is a Docker

container, including all the familiar processes you’d expect to

see running under Linux. What isn’t running is init or Systemd

– these are replaced by what Rancher calls ‘system docker’,

a docker daemon running with PID 1. This in turn runs a

special container called user-docker, which is what we will

actually be conversing with when running our own containers.

It also creates a nice level of isolation and avoids system

services being impacted by an over-enthusiastic user.

Rancher is the weightier part of the package and provides

the bells and whistles that make this system well worth

considering. The promise is that it can manage and monitor

container hosts wherever they reside. It uses a private

network that runs between containers either locally, between

different hosts or – if needed – out on different cloud

infrastructure (they use IPsec tunnels to achieve this).

It provides service discovery via DNS to allow containers to 

Let’s face it, building infrastructure with containers is going to be
commonplace. Rancher aims to ease the burden for you.

Rancher: your private container service

L
ast year I did the odd container-related article in these 

hallowed pages (looking at CoreOS and Kubernetes) 

while keeping an eye out for container fatigue among 

you, the readers (both of you). I’ll make no apologies though 

for the expectation that containers are going to have an 

increased share of these pages this year. I write subjects for 

this column largely based on whatever I’ve been exposed to 

over the last six months or so in my consulting work – my 

reasoning being that whatever I’ve been asked to do 

elsewhere is market-led and an insight into what skills are in 

demand should be useful. As of now, working on containers is 

making up at least 50% of my billable hours per month.

This is interesting because of the amount of change taking 

place in this area and because open source has a huge 

influence over it. It would be difficult to imagine at the start of 

my career the options and freedom available to sysadmins 

now when it comes to putting infrastructure together. There’s 

a lot of competition in the space which I consider to be a good 

thing, especially as so much of it is being done out in the open 

with the resulting source code available to us all. It will be 

interesting to see whether any closed source vendor can 

make headway in this market at all. One of the companies/

groups in the mix is Rancher, and it’s their software I’ll be 

looking at over the next couple of issues.

Down on the ranch
Rancher is an open-source software platform that 

implements a purpose-built infrastructure for running 

containers in production. Containers are fantastic for rapid, 

repeatable deployment of services from development 

upwards, but they are not immune from the same planning 

constraints that affect more traditional models. Throwing raw 

Docker instances out onto the cloud with nary a care for 

where they end up sounds appealing, but for any 

infrastructure of substance there has to be some control, if 

only to maintain the sanity of the poor sap… I mean, 

sysadmin in charge of looking after it.

Along with a few others, Rancher aim to target this market 

by adding value to Docker containers. The project consists of 

two elements/products: Rancher which is the orchestration 

side of things (and the main part of the offering) and 

RancherOS which is an extremely slimmed-down Linux distro

How can I configure RancherOS?
RancherOS uses cloud-config for its

configuration, which is a pretty common

standard on Linux, of course, and will generally

be parsed on startup by a supporting distro.

Files relating to this can be found under the path

/var/lib/rancher/conf/. In order to amend this

configuration though, the recommended

process is to use the ros command, eg $ sudo

ros config export will dump the current config

out to the command line. Adding a --full flag to

that command dumps out even more info

(internal and default settings), such as the 

settings for system-docker and suchlike. The

cloud-config format is YAML and therefore

reasonably readable by humans. All the settings

come under the ‘rancher’ key which ros can

configure by using the set and get sub

commands. So eg setting DNS for the host can

be done via:

$ sudo ros config get rancher.network.dns.

nameservers

to see the current setting and:

$ sudo ros config set rancher.network.dns.

nameservers [8.8.4.4, 8.8.8.8]

The ros command can also be used for

upgrades of RancherOS by running $ sudo ros

os list shows available versions, and $ sudo ros

os upgrade takes care of bumping up to the

next version. This is pretty nice, as upgrades go!

Generally though, its going to be the case that 

bespoke cloud-config files will end up being

created as you get to grips with RancherOS,

then having ros read these in (which is done via

the import -i parameters). There are many

settings which can be amended, all of which are 

documented at http://docs.rancher.com.

 The initial 

Rancher screen 

– note the need 

to set up users 

to secure the 

system when 

using it for the 

first time.
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declare themselves as available on startup. It handily includes

a built in load balancer function based on HAproxy (one of my

favourite bits of open source software) which reminds me 

very much of Amazon’s elastic load balancer in terms of ease

of setup and use. This in turn uses health monitoring of 

containers which can perform Kubernetes-esque service 

maintenance type tasks, ensuring the correct number of 

healthy services are up and running at any time. This includes

the usual kind of affinity and anti-affinity type rules (don’t run 

all my services of this type on the same host!). 

Best of all, rolling upgrades of services are built into the 

platform and Rancher takes care of spinning new releases of 

software and re-directing traffic towards them. It also handles

rolling such changes back if testing of a release throws any 

bugs up. Having spent more time than I care to think about 

over the last decade or so doing these kinds of things with 

various levels of automation (in some cases, with none at all) 

this is the killer feature for me. Finally, Rancher offers the 

ability to manage container storage, including taking volume 

snapshots. My experience is that Docker volume 

management is usually something teams struggle with for 

persistent data requirements, so this is a useful bit of 

functionality. Best of all, this can all be done either via the web

interface or via the command line. Time to fire this up and try 

it out. 

Rancher, via Vagrant, via RancherOS…
It’s at times like this that I realise OSes have become like the 

Discworld of the late, great, Terry Pratchett. Rather than a 

disc perched on the back of elephants, perched on the back 

of a turtle though, we’re going to use Vagrant to fire up 

RancherOS and then use its Docker services to start Rancher

up. Hopefully that was a half decent analogy. If not, no time to

worry as we’re going to clone the Vagrant repository (repos) 

provided by the developers (for this to work Vagrant needs to 

be installed together with something like VirtualBox. Visit 

www.vagrantup.com for instructions).

$ git clone https://github.com/rancher/os-vagrant.git                               

$ cd os-vagrant

$ vagrant up 

$ vagrant ssh                                                                                                                                              

This drops us into our new rancheros virtual machine. 

RancherOS only supports a user named rancher. We can 

take a look at the aforementioned system Docker processes 

by running the following:

$ sudo system-docker ps

$ sudo system-docker images

$ ps aux | grep docker

These will show the default running containers (eg ntp, 

syslog) and list all the images available to the OS for it to use 

when needed (at boot). The  ps  command will show three 

Docker-related processes though which might be slightly 

confusing – but don’t worry, user-docker is just the parent 

process of the none system-docker docker daemon (try 

saying that after a few beers).

Running Rancher on our RancherOS machine is really 

straightforward (although the download initiated by the 

running the following command takes a little while)

$ sudo docker run -d --restart=always -p 8080:8080 rancher/

server

Take a look at the IP address assigned to your Vagrant VM 

( $ ip addr show ) and then point a web browser towards it on 

port 8080. This brings up the initial Rancher screen. Note the 

exclamation mark over the audit menu option. This is 

because, by default, the system allows access without 

authentication. The first step here then is to set my preferred 

option up. Handily (this is always a question asked by 

corporate customers) Rancher supports Active Directory and 

OpenLDAP as external options for access control. GitHub too 

can be used which might be the more natural choice for 

some development shops. Good old local access can be 

configured as well, and for now this is what I’ll use. Selecting 

that option and adding a user (the first user becomes an 

admin by default) should only take a second or so.

At the bottom right hand side of the screen is a ‘Download 

CLI’ menu. This is handy to have, and clicking on that brings 

up Linux, Windows and OS X options. Avoiding those two 

lesser operating systems and choosing the only true and 

righteous one downloads a rancher-compose tool locally to 

my desktop. I’m going to use this next month when I’ll 

demonstrate a Rancher-based infrastructure, live upgrades of 

services and more!

How can I add my first host?
Ahead of next month, I want to quickly add the

host running Rancher itself to my infrastructure.

Choosing the ‘Add Host’ button brings up a list

of cloud providers available to me, but for this

local setup I’m going to choose ‘Custom’. If I

haven’t logged out and back into the UI having

set up access, I might get a warning about the IP

address being reachable; in this case I can just

ignore it. The UI gives me a command to run on

the host I want to add to my Rancher

infrastructure. In my case, this was:

sudo docker run -d --privileged -v /var/run/

 Luckily adding users in Rancher is a breeze with a number of options for 

authentication being available, including the corporate friendly Active Directory.

docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock rancher/

agent:v0.8.2 http://172.19.8.101:8080/v1/

scripts/<extremely long string>

However, the Rancher documentation states

that I need to add -e CATTLE_AGENT_

IP=<server_ip> into that command – for that

line above this would be -e CATTLE_AGENT_

IP=172.19.8.101 .

I ran this via my Vagrant SSH session which

makes the machine pull down a Docker

container called rancher/agent. Once this has

completed, and when I click ‘Close’ in the web 

interface, I had to wait just a little while until the

host appeared in my list.

‘Cattle’ is a reference to the term ‘Pets and

Cattle’, a phrase in the cloud computing era

which divides systems into those two

categories. Pets are the systems you nurse back

into health when they are sick; Cattle on the

other hand (and most containers probably fall

into this category) can be shot and replaced

with some more cattle. Rancher is a well-chosen 

name I guess, for a system built to manage

untold numbers of disposable containers.
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H
aving been announced in late 2014, the Let’s Encrypt 

project finally went into public beta in December 

2015, which means that an invitation was no longer 

needed in order to use it. The project is a “free, automated 

and open certificate authority” (or CA) that’s run purely for 

public benefit.

Backed by the Linux Foundation among others, it looks to 

be a fantastic offering – free trusted certificates (anyone who 

paid hundreds of pounds for these in the past will no doubt be 

wincing). Best of all, it promises to avoid all the complicated 

bureaucracy around getting a certificate – ever tried to order 

a certificate while working for a large corporation? The idea is 

that the CA established by this effort will be a joint initiative to 

benefit the wider internet community, while being beyond the 

control of any one organisation (similar to the underlying 

internet protocols).

Let’s face it, not having an SSL option available on a 

website these days seems a bit amateurish – it’s little 

surprise then you might say that I have several such websites

that need securing. Some of these are little personal sites I 

host for others as a favour, or community sites that I host as a

favour (come to think of it I probably do too many favours for 

people). But how does this work?

While installing a certificate for use by a web server has 

never been the most onerous task, it has involved messing 

around with say, Apache directives. It turns out that not 

everyone enjoys editing text files to perform such tasks 

(sacrilege!). The majority of people just want something to 

work. The project wants to make this as easy as running a 

couple of commands, extending this through to being able to 

auto-renew certificates via the same method. (Can any 

sysadmin who hasn’t been caught out by an expiring 

certificate please raise their hands at this point? Yup, you. 

You’re lying.)

How it works
In summary, this is all possible by having the web server 

prove to the Let’s Encrypt CA that it hosts a website at the 

domain a signing request is submitted for. This is done by 

running an agent on the web server which communicates 

with the CA using public key cryptography. The CA then asks 

the agent to say, place a file where on the web server where 

the CA can reach it, and to perform some signing requests. 

Once this has been confirmed, the agent can request a 

certificate and handles installing it.

There are packages forthcoming for various distros but for

now the letsencrypt repo is available. First step is to clone the

git repo and run the  letsencrypt-auto  command.·

$ git clone https://github.com/letsencrypt/letsencrypt

$ cd letsencrypt

$ ./letsencrypt-auto --apache -d <your domain name>

This command sets up various dependencies for me 

(prompting for a  sudo  password) which took a while. There 

were quite a number of packages installed (openssl and the 

like) so it’s worth testing this out if you are in an environment 

where adding packages might be a problem. I also had a few 

warnings during the configuration phase too (down to some 

missing libraries which would make TLS more secure).

After that there are a few options that you’ll need to set via 

a Curses interface (contact email address, and whether to 

allow both HTTP and HTTPS) before the script completes, 

writing some keys out to a local directory (which definitely 

should be saved, as these are needed for renewals). My 

Apache configuration was updated with the correct paths to 

my new certificates and browsing to my test website showed 

a padlock in the address bar. 

Success! 

Messing around with the 

configuration files (largely due to my 

rusty Apache knowledge) I managed 

to break my website, but rerunning 

the  letsencrypt-auto  command 

allowed me to reinstall my settings 

(there are also options to renew the 

certificate available by doing this, 

with a limit of how many times in a 

week this is allowed). I now plan on 

securing all my websites. This still 

isn’t perhaps the sort of task anyone 

could do for their website, but Let’s

Encrypt is a real achievement. LXF

Encrypt all the things! Secure traffic to your website with a free SSL 
certificate and do it from the command line!

Let’s Encrypt - SSL for all

 Let’s Encrypt is a project on a mission to secure traffic across the whole world wide 

web with certificates available for the princely sum of £0.00.

 A couple of 

Curses options 

are all that’s 

needed to keep 

your visitors 

traffic safe from 

interception.
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“Very useful for
managing files on
remote servers.”

Use the ‘Translate this’ page option in Sprut.io to

enjoy the English interface…

T
he ability to browse your local

filesystem is a cornerstone of

personal computing and it’s

been here for a long time, starting with

ancient Unix consoles. Traditional file

managers aren’t a cutting-edge

technology, even if they do look trendy

– and ‘material’ – now, so why not try

upgrading to something next-gen and

use a client-server architecture for

managing your files?

Sprut.io is an outstanding

application that implements such an

approach and it’s very useful for

managing files on remote servers,

transferring data between remote

computers and handling hosted sites

Sprut.io
etc. Sprut.io has been a proprietary

product for a while, but recently the

developer, Beget Inc, has opened-

sourced the code and put it into the

regular Github repo.

Sprut.io was written using Python

and the Tornado framework, but it looks

like a classic file manager with a dual-

panel layout, drag and drop support

and tabs. It also has: a built-in text

editor with syntax highlight; character

transcoder; image viewer; FTP client; 

archive manager; and some other 

useful accessories. Even if you don’t 

have to maintain a large network and 

just stick to a home router with few 

clients, Sprut.io is still very useful and 

brings a new level of convenience to a 

LAN. It’s much more user-friendly than 

connecting via SSH from MC (though 

we respect this method too). 

Installing Sprut.io can be non-trivial, 

but luckily there exists a ready-to-run 

Docker image. You may not be aware 

how to install Docker if you haven’t 

done that before, but it’s quite easy:

$ wget -qO- https://get.docker.com/ | 

sh

After you’re done, connect to your 

server using SSH, go to a directory 

where you want to install Sprut.io and 

issue the following:

$ wget https://raw.githubusercontent.

com/LTD-Beget/sprutio/master/run.sh

$ chmod +x run.sh

$ ./run.sh

The installation may take up to 10 

minutes, depending on your hardware 

and network setup. Finally, you’ll be 

able to launch Sprut.io by going to 

https://your_server_IP:9443 in your 

web browser. Have fun!

Version: git Web: http://bit.ly/Sprutio

Sprut.io Mumble Let’s Encrypt Qemu Mixxx MP3fs Boxes
SuperTux Biniax Zeal  PeaZip

File manager

Exploring the Sprut.io interface...

Files and directories
Browse local and remote

filesystems in exactly the

same way as with a convenient

file manager.

Top toolbar
The top bar features large-

sized icons for frequently used

actions and places.

Settings
Change the look and 

behaviour of the View mode 

and built-in editor.

Bottom shortcuts
Common actions have their 

dedicated key bindings that can 

save you time.

Disk usage graph
Sprut.io features its own clone of 

Baobab or Filelight for visualising disk 

usage with segmented rings.

Alexander Tolstoy
runs amok among the aisles of the 

internet like a rather large child in a 

sweet shop, snatching up the best 

open source software for you to enjoy.

The best new open source 
software on the planet
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S
urprisingly, chatting and

communicating between players

in modern 3D shooters and

team warfare games is still an unstable

and auxiliary feature. Most of the

communication solutions are ugly

workarounds, and many gamers use

paid TeamSpeak servers or hassle with

Skype, and while these solutions do

their job well, they simply don’t respect

your freedom.

Mumble is a free – in all senses –

chatting software, where you can talk to

another person. You can use it as a

VoIP phone and for texing, but

Mumble’s primarily for gaming.

Mumble comes already configured

for low latency and a generally very

speedy network connection, and it

supports many cool features, such as

positional audio. That means that

Mumble adjusts left-right balance in

L
et’s Encrypt is a tool for

organising secure access for web

resources (domains) and is

targeted for hosts, system

administrators and generally for

everyone who controls a web server,

be it an enterprise-level node or a

homepage in a local LAN. Let’s Encrypt

is released by Internet Security

Research Group (ISRG), a California-

based technology firm that receives

sponsorship from both non-profit

organisations (eg Mozilla) and

enterprise giants (eg Cisco).

While there have been other free

SSL certificate providers in the past,

they have had certain limitations and

caveats, such as an uncertain licensing

model for commercial use or significant

maintenance overheads. Let’s Encrypt

is a better solution for trusted and

transparent secure access to a web

domain. The protocol behind the

service is called ACME, and it’s also

open source and developed under an

Mumble

Let’s Encrypt

your speakers or headphones

according to position of in-game players

that talks to you. Mumble gets this

information directly from a game (it

sends camera/avatar position context)

and of course in order positional audio

to work, both players have to be using

Mumble or compatible applications.

The first time Mumble is started, the

handy wizard guides you through the

initial setup, which detects your audio

hardware and allows you to test both

sound playback and capture. Once

you’re done, it takes you to the main

Mumble window, which looks much like

the average IRC chat. On the left there’s

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

working group.

Let’s Encrypt is a classic client-

server tool, meaning that a machine

where you’re verifying your domains is

the client and the ACME service is an

authoring server. As an illustration, we

can run the Let’s Encrypt client to verify

an example server manually:

$ letsencrypt --text --email recovery@

example.com --domains www.example.

com,example.com,foo.example.com

--agree-tos --renew-by-default --manual

certonly

In the above command we’ve

provided a dummy email address for

restoring lost account details and listed

domain aliases that the Let’s Encrypt

client can authorise. This secret

VoIP client

Certificate authority

a message section and on the right

there’s a list of connected users.

The first thing you need to do is press

the ‘globe’ icon on the toolbar and

select the desired server in your

country (you need to be registered

there beforehand). When you’re in and

sure that both text and voice chat is

configured correctly, you can launch a

game and start smack-talking your

team mates.

information will be stored in a directory 

like /var/www/html/.well-known/

acme-challenge, so make sure that it 

exists (or create it with  mkdir ) and 

finally put the information produced by 

the  letsencrypt  command there. Once 

you acknowledge that you’ve put this 

data in place, the ACME server tests the 

site. If the confidential information 

matches, Let’s Encrypt will provide the 

certificate. When the verification is 

complete, /etc/letsencrypt will be 

populated with a configuration for the 

domain, along with the keys, certificate, 

and signing request used.

Version: 1.2.11 Web: www.mumble.info

Version: 0.1.1 Web: https://letsencrypt.org

 There are many public server that don’t require 

authentication.

 Consult the project website to get a detailed explanation 

of how Let’s Encrypt works.

“Mumble comes 
configured for low 
latency connections.”

“A better solution for 
trusted and secure 
access to a web domain.”

 LXFHotPicks
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T
his HotPick is for creative types; 

the ones that fancy transforming 

popular tunes into dance tracks 

or have a Denon or American Audio DJ 

controller and are looking for something 

to do with it – then look no further than 

Mixxx. This is an incredibly clever open 

source application that’s well designed 

and accessible even for newcomers. 

The first time you see the Mixxx window, 

you may think you’ll become lost in 

dozens of tiny controls, but after a few 

minutes you’ll realise they are all put in 

a sensible order.

Mixxx features four decks and each 

one has a scratchable, scrolling 

waveform that marks beats and cue 

points, along with a whole-song 

waveform overview for quick seeking. 

There’s also a very useful auto BPM 

(beats per minute) detection tool, 

which analyses and reads the tempo of 

your songs, and a very powerful mixing 

Mixxx

engine that can even mix tracks without 

user interaction (like Auto DJ).

The bottom part of the Mixxx 

interface has a wide playlist grid, which 

looks no different to the average audio 

player’s playlist area. There’s a category 

tree to the left and despite it being quite

small, you’ll be using it frequently for

switching between your music library,

recordings or playlists.

The rest of the Mixxx window isn’t

very scary either, it just looks that way

thanks to the dark theme. The window

is compartmentalised into four mixing

chains, waveform display with volume

controls below, speed control and track

details. Note the small switches above

Audio mixer and editor

the main waveform – they enable you

to quickly customise the controls, turn

equaliser controls on/off and display

vinyl-related buttons. Additionally,

Mixxx supports lots of sound

peripherals for both input and output.

Go to the program’s preferences

(Ctrl+p) and press the ‘Query Devices’

button to look up what’s been

connected to your PC. You can do

various cool stuff with your digital vinyl

deck without even touching it!

Version: 2.0 Web: http://mixxx.org

 Mixxx has amazing pro-level application with easy set up 

and entirely open source code.

“Mixxx supports lots of 
sound peripherals for 
both input and output.”

Q
emu is a so-called ‘architecture 

emulator’ that relies on KVM 

hypervisor and can create 

virtual PCs of very different 

architectures. For normal desktop 

users, Qemu is a good alternative to 

VirtualBox (maintained by Oracle) or 

VMWare Player (which isn’t open 

source), and it provides top-quality 

virtualisation technology with 

components that are all open source. 

Qemu has been evolving quickly in 

recent months. In November 2015, the 

2.4 version added – among others – a 

VirtIO-GPU DRM driver for 2D graphics, 

which boosted the performance of 

guest machines running with Qemu. 

Now the graphics support has reached 

another long-awaited milestone with 

Qemu 2.5, which now boasts a much-

improved VirtIO-gpu module, which 

enables guest systems to use the 

OpenGL acceleration provided by the 

host system. This has solved a 

Qemu

performance bottleneck that had 

affected Qemu guests for years, which 

may not have been so important for 

emulating servers, but certainly made 

desktop guests visibly slower.

There are many other notable

changes, such as live migration using

the Postcopy method (you can transfer

guest systems to another host without

stopping them), better driver

performance and new hot-plugging

capabilities etc. It would be fair to say

that if you’ve run virtual PCs with Qemu

in the past, you’ll notice better

performance and a broader feature set

after upgrading to version 2.5.

Technically, Qemu is a command-

line utility and on many systems you’ll

Virtualisation software

find a lot of executables matching the  

/usr/bin/qemu-* mask. Each file 

refers to specific hardware architecture 

it emulates, so you might want to use  

/usr/bin/qemu-arm for emulating 

certain ARM-based handhelds or /usr/

bin/qemu-x86_64 for running a

modern Intel-based PC. However, 

there’s a much more user-friendly way 

to try out Qemu and that’s Gnome 

Boxes. This is a nifty graphical front-end 

to Libvirt, which in turn is a driver to 

Qemu. Gnome Boxes are available in 

dozens of Linux distros, and it doesn’t 

matter which distro you choose.

Version: 2.5 Web: http://wiki.qemu.org/Download

 Creating a virtual PC with Qemu is easy in both 

command-line mode and by using Boxes.

“Enables guest systems 
to use the host system’s 
OpenGL acceleration.”

LXFHotPicks 
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M
any audiophiles and

connoisseurs of high-fidelity

sound prefer uncompressed,

or at least lossless file formats to MP3,

and the main choice here is perhaps

FLAC (Free Lossless Audio Codec).

Music tracks compressed with FLAC

are quite small, yet there’s no great loss

in any detail. Sometimes there’s a need

to transcode FLAC files to MP3, simply

because your target device or an

application doesn’t support the

goodness of FLAC. But what do you

imagine a file format’s transcoder to

look like? A command-line tool? A GUI

with lots of tabs and buttons? A service

menu for your file manager? Or maybe

a heavyweight wave editor? Think

different, because now we’re going to

convert FLAC sound files into MP3

using a FUSE file system.

MP3fs has an original approach to

file conversion. You mount your source

directory with FLAC files as a MP3fs

E
very time we encounter

something related to ASCII art,

it’s hard not to think: ‘This thing

is useless but I’m going to use it

because it’s ridiculously pretty and I feel

warm and fuzzy inside!’The last time

was perhaps Ubuntu’s Hollywood

Technodrama [HotPicks, p67, LXF195],

which had an overdose of ASCII

flickering in multiple terminals.

This time ASCII is being used to

decorate sayings, quotes and text

generally in a tiny utility called Boxes

(not to be confused with Gnome

Boxes). This neat little tool adds nice

pseudo-graphic boxes around a text,

allowing a user to choose a box design

from 51 shipped with Boxes by default.

An obvious point, but the nice thing

about the box designs are that each

one is manually created from plain text,

which makes it extremely easy to create

your own design. You can start by

MP3fs

Boxes

filesystem and then go to the target

directory, mounted as a filesystem with

the ‘mp3fs’ type, eg:

$ mp3fs -b 192 /mnt/music /mnt/mp3

-o allow_other,ro

Where /mnt/music stores your

source FLAC files, 192 is the bitrate

and /mnt/mp3 is the target directory.

When using FUSE for the first time, be

sure to uncomment the user_allow_

other string in /etc/fuse.conf to

enable non-root users to mount and

unmount FUSE filesystems. After the

mount command completes, you’ll

find the target directory populated with

the same files as the source directory

but with .mp3 extensions. When you try

to play the files, they will be treated by

looking through /usr/share/boxes/

boxes to see the variety on offer and

maybe add something new to an

existing design.

As an example, use $ boxes -l to list

available designs and

$ boxes -d <design_name> input.txt

output.txt

to apply the desired box style. The real

world example may look like:

$ boxes -d xes input.txt output.txt .

Be sure to prepare the file with a

source text beforehand, as Boxes

doesn’t accept input text as a

command-line parameter directly.

Try playing with small text snippets first,

as they look best with Boxes designs.

Audio converter

Command-line tool

your system as regular MP3 files,

although you may notice some delays

before playback – MP3fs needs time

and some extra horsepower to

transcode files on the fly using LAME. If

you like the idea, add the respective line

into your /etc/fstab with:

mp3fs#/mnt/music /mnt/mp3 fuse

allow_other,ro,bitrate=192 0 0

Large pieces of text will make a box

stretch too much, which kills the 

elegance of the design. Luckily, there 

are many useful options that can 

improve the output. For instance, 

there’s the  -s  option for manually 

setting the box size, eg:

boxes -d xes -s 1200x60 input.txt 

output.txt

There are also dedicated options for 

padding and indentation that can be 

used to make a box wrap nicely around 

your text, use  $ boxes -h  output to find 

out the syntax.

Version: 0.91 Web: http://khenriks.github.io/mp3fs

Version: 1.1.2 Web: http://boxes.thomasjensen.com

 Discover the custom mounting options for MP3fs using 

the very useful manual page.

 Boxes allows you to add decorations to your text, like 

Father Christmas, which is just what you need in February!

“Convert FLAC sound 
files into MP3 using a 
FUSE file system.”

“This neat little tool adds 
nice pseudo-graphic 
boxes around a text.”

LXFHotPicks
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HotGames Entertainment apps

T
he first thing many people

discover about Supertux is

that it’s not Supertuxkart.

The two games are very different:

Supertux is a clone of Super Mario

with the graphics, characters and

music changed in favour of Linux

mascot and a general winter theme.

The game is nearly 13 years old, but

the development nearly stalled back

in 2005 and went quiet while still

being accessible in almost every

Linux distro. After ten years of

slumber we have a new stable

release – Supertux 0.4. While you’ll

be able to install this version from

your default repositories (repos) by

the time you read this, there’s a

server with distro-agnostic static

builds at https://lutris.net/files/

games/supertux.

Supertux

The game itself has seen a major

revamp and now has a rewritten

graphics stack which uses OpenGL.

There’s also an in-game manager for

downloadable add-ons and translations,

many new levels and tilemaps, new

visual effects (glow, particles etc) and

hundreds of little improvements.

The game has Tux making his way

through the icy land of Antarctica,

smashing bad guys and heading to the

castle of Nolok to save Penny, Tux’s

beloved. During his journey Tux has to

beat or avoid different foes that differ

depending on the ‘world’ you’re playing

If you’re tired of endless ice blocks and snowballs, try 

the Forest world in Supertux.

Arcade game

(a world, as in Mario, is a set of 

levels). The new Supertux doesn’t 

stick to snow-themed characters 

or worlds; from the game’s main 

menu you can choose worlds such 

as Forest or Tropic islands.

The game takes advantage of 

modern accelerated graphics via 

SDL 2 and supports many game 

controllers – which it needs to 

avoid developing callouses on your 

thumbs from pressing the space 

bar to jump all the time.

Version: 0.4 Web: http://supertuxproject.org

“The game now has a 
rewritten graphics stack 
which uses OpenGL.”

T
here are plenty of puzzle

games that look vintage but

very few that offer unique

game mechanics. Biniax is a rare

beast and it offers quite remarkable

game play. The game first saw the

light of day in 2005 and quickly

became popular in both Windows

and Linux communities.

The current Linux version is SDL-

powered and was carefully ported

from Windows to Linux almost at the

same time the code was released

under the GPL licence.

The game play is extremely

simple – you move around your

block and bash your way ahead.

There are several types of blocks:

green cross, blue square, yellow

triangle and red circle. The block you

control randomly changes to another

type after each collision, and the goal

Biniax

of the game is to hit pairs of blocks with

your block and each hit devastates a

pair. You can only hit a pair that

contains the same block as you

currently have, and every three seconds

the whole stack of blocks shifts down

towards the bottom of the screen.

Similar to Tetris, the game ends when

there is no room for shifting further, but

Biniax isn’t as simple as it might sound.

When a player hurries to clear the

screen of pairs of blocks, it’s easy to get

into a situation where you can’t reach

any pair containing the right block type

simply because the way is blocked by

other pairs. In this case a player can still

Biniax: Forever lost with this nice yellow triangle…

Puzzle game

keep moving his block until there’s a 

space for it, but the game is 

practically lost at this point.

Biniax is a very good exercise in 

fast reactions and brain power, where 

you not only have to move your 

blocks quickly but also examine the 

screen and make the right decisions 

in order not to get trapped. The game 

itself doesn’t have many options 

besides the usual New, Continue and 

Quit options on the main menu, but it 

will immediately capture your 

attention if you’re a puzzle fan.

Version: 1.2 Web: www.biniax.com

“Biniax is a very good 
exercise in fast reactions 
and brain power.”

LXFHotPicks 
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E
veryone needs to look up things

on the internet or consult official

documentation, when working

with a programming language or

framework. People who start studying

programming and get acquainted with

software development do a lot of web

searching to learn the basics, but even

experienced developers feel very

uncomfortable when their internet

connection goes down and they cannot

just simply check things they don’t

remember by heart.

Zeal is a quite simple offline

documentation browser which was

inspired by such projects as Dash (OS

X, iOS), Velocity (Windows) and

LovelyDocs (Android). Zeal is very

similar to all of the above and just like

the other documentation wrappers it

shares the same database of

documentation, API manuals and code

snippets with Dash which came out first.

The whole database is free and Zeal is

P
eaZip is a front-end to P7Zip, a 

Linux port of the popular archive 

manager in Windows, 7Zip. 

PeaZip makes a welcome return in 

Hotpicks and we clearly remember how 

much we admired this beautiful 

application in both LXF149 and LXF175, 

so after a couple of years of progress 

it’s the right time to look at what’s new 

in the recent PeaZip release.

The first thing you need to know 

about PeaZip is that it’s distro and 

desktop agnostic, with both Qt and GTK 

builds available both at the project’s 

website and in many mainstream Linux 

distros. More than that, PeaZip is 

offered as a portable build. You just 

download the zipped files, unpack it 

and run the  $ ./peazip  from its 

directory and PeaZip will launch without 

fuss. The main window resembles an 

average file manager and in some ways 

PeaZip does work as a file manager: it 

Zeal

PeaZip

an open-source Linux application that

can access it.

Zeal looks similar to built-in help

browsers in KDE, Gnome and even

Windows: The left section stores the

contents tree while the main section

displays current section content. The

first time Zeal is launched, its window

looks empty and bare. To get started

you need to go to File > Options >

Docsets and download a docset or two

by checking the desired items from the

list and pressing the ‘Download’ button.

When you think that it’s time to update

materials that you’ve downloaded

earlier, there’s an ‘Update Docsets’

button or a ‘Refresh’ button for the

whole index of available docsets.

enables you to browse archives 

seamlessly as if they were plain 

directories. 

Another power feature is the ability 

to use filters for browsing large archives. 

It’s no secret that many other utilities 

only mimic ‘transparent’ browsing 

inside an archive; in the background 

they need to unpack the archive onto a 

temporary place first. PeaZip is much 

faster in this regard, so you can safely 

open a large archive with the archive 

manager in a few seconds.

PeaZip has significantly evolved 

lately, eg it currently supports as many 

as 188 archiving formats and thanks to

Documentation browser

Archive manager

Version: 0.1.1 Web: https://github.com/zealdocs/zeal

Version: 5.9.1 Web: www.peazip.org

“Zeal looks similar to 
built-in help browsers 
found in KDE.”

“Currently, PeaZip
supports as many as
188 archiving formats.”

Docsets are stored in the ~/.local/

share/Zeal/Zeal/docsets directory, 

but you can set the custom directory at 

the General tab in Zeal’s options. Each 

docset is a set of HTML files with JSON 

and SQLite 3 parts for the indexing. 

When browsing a section in Zeal you 

can always switch to your default web 

browser by pressing the ‘Open URL’ 

button, But we think there’s a better 

solution in Zeal itself in the form of the 

See Also section, which has relevant 

chapters, a well-designed tabbed 

interface and navigation buttons.

 Zeal: it’s quite passionate about helping you find answers.

 After playing with PeaZip for a few minute we can’t help 

compressing every file that gets in our way…

using the latest P7zip back-end it 

doesn’t require the UnRAR library to 

handle RAR archives anymore. There 

are also many auxiliary features, such 

as an image manager, advanced file 

checkers and analysers and password 

manager etc. PeaZip can also create 

self-extracting archives and even split 

them, and since it’s a cross-platform 

application, it’s capable of creating 

archives in EXE format in Linux.

We checked if they were auto-extracted 

with Wine, and they work fine. LXF

 LXFHotPicks
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O
ne Sunday morning in

February, I woke up very

early at my home in the

south of France. I decided to switch

on the BBC Click show, it had a

report called ‘Can anyone do Tech

DIY?’ by LJ Rich. The report was all

about the Maker movement,

hackspaces, Arduino and, last but not

least “a nod to the runaway success

of the Raspberry Pi”The Raspberry

what? Thus began my journey and

today I’m pretty well ‘plugged in’ with

what’s going on over here in France

even though I’m certainly no expert,

just the biggest Raspberry supporter.

I’ve been running the Rhône

Valley Raspberry Jams with friends

since February of last year, and we’ve

just had our sixth event. I’m also

actively involved in the development

of Code Club in France (and other

coding initiatives). The Raspberry Pi

has given me the chance to travel, 

meet lots of new people and speak at 

length about ‘Digital education’.

In terms of Pi numbers and 

community, France is small and less 

advanced than other countries. We’re 

hoping that will change in 2016. Our 

greatest challenge is the language 

barrier even if French ‘Framboise’ 

fans often work on their English skills 

thanks to the ‘nano-ordinateur’. The 

biggest Pi champion for me in France 

is François Mocq, an IT trainer/

teacher by profession whose blog  

(www.framboise314.fr)  has just 

passed the 600 posts mark. He’s 

become a best-selling tech-author 

and he’s currently helping me 

translate the Raspberry Pi 

Foundation’s Learning Resources to 

make them accessible to our French 

Pi enthusiasts.

Welcome...

ALLAN
MCCULLAGH runs
Rhône Valley
Raspberry Jam.

A
Japanese company called Idein has

developed a multi-Pi board capable of 

powering and communicating with 16 Pi 

Zeros. Initially developed as an internal project for 

powering GPU-based research projects, there’s 

been enough interest that the board could see a 

commercial release. Watch this space!  

http://bit.ly/LXF208cluster

T
eachers! Become the envy of your maker

friends and colleagues by signing up for the 

next Picademy which will take place at  

@Google in Manchester. This is a free, two-day 

Continued Professional Development (CPD) 

course for professional educators. 

The training will be at Google’s new Digital 

Garage venue on 1 & 2 March 2016, 14 & 15 March 

2016 and 21 & 22 March 2016. For details see:  

http://bit.ly/PicademyGoogleManchester

Pi user

Give a child a Pi…

1x16=Pi! Learn Pi

Donate your unused Pis to help children in Mali, West Africa.

Multi-Pi cluster stirs interest. March training dates available.

Giving you your fill of delicious Raspberry Pi news, reviews and tutorials

T
he Raspberry Pi was created to be an 

awesome education tool and it’s certainly 

achieved that aim. Now entering its forth 

year the Raspberry Pi has started to enter new 

areas of education, one as far as Mali in West 

Africa, where the French charity the Malinux Télé 

Project (http://malinuxtele.tuxfamily.org) is 

using the Pi to help educate Malian children.

Using its own fork of Raspbian the charity uses 

older Pis models (and new ones) connected to CRT 

TVs powered from solar panels to help teach 

children computing skills. If you want to contribute 

head to http://bit.ly/MalinuxTelebelow for 

details or ship your Pis to: Association Bilou Toguna, 

25 Rue Henri Martin, 31700 Blagnac, France.  Malian children learning with your old Pis.

 Power to the Pis!
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Pi Zero add-on Reviews

Verdict

In brief...

 Pimoroni has 

produced another 

add-on board in 

its series of 

boards aimed at 

tinkerers and 

makers. Designed 

for the new Pi 

Zero, but working 

on all recent 

Raspberry Pi, the 

Explorer pHAT 

provides a series 

of protected input 

and output pins 

that enable 

experimentation 

while protecting 

your Pi from 

harm. The pHAT 

also provides 

motor control for 

mobile projects. 

Les Pounder tests the latest version of a multi-function platform, which is 
designed for the new Pi Zero and available at pocket money price.

Explorer pHAT

Features 8/10

Performance 8/10

Ease of use 9/10

Value 9/10

Explorer pHAT

Provides the right amount of
functionality for hardware hackers,
and the Python library is excellent.

Rating 8/10

Developer: Pimoroni
Web: https://shop.pimoroni.com
Price: £10

Small but powerful
It has four outputs, each

capable of 500ma of

current, and dedicated H

bridge motor controllers

that can power 5V motors.

Features at a glance

Simple language
The accompanying Python 

libraries are remarkably 

intuitive and within no 

time you will be crafting 

your own new projects.

sensors, such as the DHT 11/22, to be 

used in projects.

The board also comes with a series 

of 5V inputs and outputs for use with 

other types of components. Controlling 

an LED using the board is relatively 

simple, and requires the use of a 

resistor to prevent the LED from 

burning out. Rather than control the 

current which flows to the LED, we 

control the ground which is an output 

pin on the board. Each of the outputs 

on the board can supply a maximum of 

500ma, via a Darlington array, a high-

current, high voltage switch. That’s 

quite a lot of current from a pin, but the 

maximum output for the pins combined 

is limited to 1A. The inputs work with 5V 

logic but can be triggered by any 

voltage from 2V to 5V, which is very 

handy for ultrasonic sensors and 

Passive Infra Red (PIR).

Exceptional features
The Python library for Explorer pHAT is 

robust and covers both versions 2 and 

3. Using a very easy to grasp syntax, 

we can control the state of the many 

inputs and outputs on the board. 

Functions – such as fades, blinks and 

toggles – are handled for you and 

lowers the barrier for newcomers.

The Explorer pHAT is compatible 

with all recent Pis, and it fits into the 

Explorer series of boards rather well. 

Yes, we miss the Makey Makey style 

T
he Raspberry Pi Zero has only 

just come out but the vast 

community have already 

created new add-on boards for the 

diminutive board. Pimoroni has created 

a new version of its popular Explorer 

HAT board which now expands its range 

to three boards. The range started in 

early 2014 with two boards: the Explorer 

HAT, which came with capacitive touch 

inputs, LEDs and a series of inputs and 

outputs. What was missing in the 

standard version were the motor 

controllers and these were added to the 

second more expensive Pro version. 

But for Pimoroni’s latest version we see 

a refined add-on board.

The Explorer pHAT fits on top of the 

40-pin GPIO present on the Pi Zero and

is compatible with all 40-pin GPIO 

Raspberry Pis. The board requires a 

small amount of soldering, just like the 

Pi Zero. The Explorer pHAT is a stripped-

down version of the Explorer Pro, and 

removes the capacitive inputs and the 

I2C/3V pins, but the elements that are 

left are very impressive. 

Explorer pHAT comes with two H 

bridge motor drivers, which can flip the 

polarity of a motor and enable it to work 

in two directions to allow a robot to 

travel in any direction with great 

precision. The motor outputs also 

feature a software-controlled method to 

vary their power, so the speed of your 

projects can be varied. Explorer pHAT 

also comes with four analog inputs (not 

standard on a Pi but are present on 

Arduino boards) that enable analog 

capacitive inputs present on the Pro 

version and the LEDs present on both 

previous versions, but the price and the 

presence of the motor controllers more 

than make up for these omissions. 

Using the Pi Zero and the Explorer pHAT 

we can easily make a motorised project 

that will fit into the smallest of cases. 

The price of the board, and the 

features are exceptional and fit into the 

new Zero ecosystem rather well. We 

tend to agree with Eben Upton, Founder 

of the Raspberry Pi Foundation, when 

he said of Zero add-ons recently: “I 

suspect that add-ons priced around 

£10 to £15 will have a great market as 

people will want to buy accessories for 

these devices”, and the Explorer pHAT is 

one of them. LXF

 The Explorer pHAT fits neatly atop the Pi Zero, but it is also right at home on 

other models of 40-pin GPIO Pi.
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Raspberry Pi Ruby & Sonic Pi

pace = 1

loop do

  play 60

  sleep pace

end

The variable  pace  is used to store a numerical value, 

either an integer or a float. Using this method we can create 

one place that will store the value used to pace our project. 

Rather than hard code the values across the project. Looking 

at the loop, we start it using  do  and close it with  end . This is 

an important thing to remember as every loop must be 

opened and closed correctly. In this example our loop will run 

indefinitely.

Pace and threads
To change the pace of the project, you simply change the 

value of pace so, eg if it’s less than 1, using a float number 

such as 0.3, will make it really fast. In the example (below) 

I’ve added two more lines after line four, but before the end of 

the loop:

play 70

sleep pace

Next, let’s add some code to contain our loop in a thread. 

In Ruby we can easily thread procedures so that we can run 

code in multiple ways. In Sonic Pi we use this to create layers 

to the music generated.

Our code will now look like this, remember that if we start 

a loop with do we must end it, and the same principle applies 

to threads:

pace = 0.3

in_thread do

  loop do

    play 60

    sleep pace

    play 70

    sleep pace

  end

end

We’ll now go on to create another thread which will 

contain another set of notes. In this case we’ll copy and paste 

the original thread and change the pitch of the note so that 

it’s lower.

in_thread do

  loop do

    play 50

    sleep pace

    play 55

Ruby: Compose 
random music 
Les Pounder looks at how we can learn a little Ruby while programming a 
Raspberry Pi and composing a random piece of music with Sonic Pi.

W
hen we think of the languages that we can use 

with our Raspberry Pi we naturally think of 

Scratch and Python. But Ruby, the popular 

language created by Yukihiro “Matz” Matsumoto, is used to 

power the Sonic Pi, the live coding synth, and is also another 

viable language to learn.

In this tutorial, we’ll run through a few coding practices 

that are powered by Ruby using the Sonic Pi application. 

We’ll use variables to store data; loops to repeat the project; 

arrays to store patterns of notes; and we’ll use conditionals to 

change the music based on a test. By the end of this project 

you will create something unique; it might not be music as we 

understand it, but it will be your first step in generating music 

automatically using random number generation.

For this project you can use any model of Raspberry Pi 

and you’ll need audio on your TV (or a 3.5mm set of 

speakers) and the latest version of Raspbian Jessie. All the 

project code is at http://bit.ly/LXF208Randomness.

We’ll start by booting up our Pi to the desktop and then 

opening the Sonic Pi application, which you can find it in the 

Programming menu. After a few seconds Sonic Pi will be 

ready for use. Sonic Pi uses a series of buffers to store your 

code, in buffer 0 we shall start writing some Ruby.

Our fist line of code plays a note, Sonic Pi uses MIDI 

(Musical Instrument Digital Interface) numbers to represent a 

note, so for the C note we shall use 60:  play 60 .

Go ahead and click ‘Run’ when done, if you cannot hear 

anything, click on the Prefs menu and alter the audio output 

to match your device. You should hear a ‘bong’ note. 

Next, we’ll use two coding concepts on this line of code: 

a loop to repeat the note and a variable: 

Ruby is an

awesome language 

and is a great 

introduction to 

typed languages. 

If you need any 

help when using 

Sonic Pi, musically 

or computational 

logic, then Sonic 

Pi has a great help 

system, located in 

the bottom left of 

the screen.

Quick
tip

Les Pounder

is part of the 
Raspberry Pi 
Foundation’s 
Education team 
and travels the 
country hacking 
the Pi to do all 
manner of things. 
He writes a blog 
at http://bigl.es.

Our 
expert

COMPATIBILITY

ALL 
Pis

 Sonic Pi has a great clean interface that promotes explo-

ration. This is mirrored by the exceptionally clean and easy 

to read Ruby code in the editor.
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Raspberry Pi Ruby & Sonic Pi
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    sleep pace

  end

end

So now we have two threads working together to make a 

beat. For our next experiment we will use a random number 

to change the pitch of a note. We’ll use  rand_i(70)  to choose 

a random number between 0 and 70. We shall also use one of

the many instruments available in Sonic Pi, known as synths, 

to alter the sound of our music. In this case we’ll use dsaw, a 

digital saw/droning noise. So for the second thread our code 

now looks like this:

in_thread do

  loop do

    use_synth :dsaw

    play 50

    sleep pace

    play rand_i(70)

    sleep pace

  end

end

What this will do is create a subtly different tune each time

the music is played through.

Now let’s add another thread to our project, which will add

another layer to the cacophony of sound that we’re creating. 

This thread uses another loop, and plays any notes using a 

synth called ‘blade’, which is reminiscent of Vangelis’ work on 

the Blade Runner film soundtrack. What we will do differently 

this time is the method of playing our notes. Before we’ve 

asked Sonic Pi to play a note then sleep, and this can become

unwieldy rather quickly. So we shall use a function called  

 play_pattern_timed  which takes two conditions: an array 

used to store the notes that we wish to play and accepts a 

condition to control the timing of the notes, in this case we 

use the pace variable that we created earlier. Your new thread

should look like this:

in_thread do

  loop do

    use_synth :blade

    play_pattern_timed [70,72,74],[pace]

  end

end

Play the music and have a listen.
Our final thread is the most ambitious, we’ll use a loop to 

continually check the value of a variable against a series of if..

elsif..else conditions. If the value of the variable tests correctly 

against a condition then the code contained therein is run:

in_thread do

loop do

with_fx :reverb do

  random = rand_i(100)

  if random > 75 then

    use_synth :dull_bell

    play random

    sleep 0.2

  elsif random > 50 and random < 75 then

    use_synth :pulse

    play random

    sleep 0.2

  else

    use_synth :piano

    play random

    sleep 0.2

  end

end

end

end

Here we’ve created a new variable called  random  and 

used that to store a random integer between 0 and 100. We 

then use the conditional statements to check the value of the 

variable random and if it is over 75 then the instrument is 

changed to  dull_bell  and the music note is played. The loop 

repeats and the random number is compared again. If it fails 

to match the two tests, then the else condition is enabled and 

the  piano  synth is chosen to play the note.

So there we have it. Using programming logic, some 

random numbers and the Sonic Pi, we’ve created a tune that

has been written by a computer using random numbers. LXF

 The Sonic Pi has a great help system that covers both the coding and musical 

composition of a project. Take a look for inspiration when you get stuck.

Sonic Pi Minecraft
Sonic Pi is a great way to introduce Ruby 

to children, but as we know, many 

children are hooked on Minecraft and 

spend copious amounts of time playing 

the game. But did you know that Sonic Pi

can also be used to control Minecraft, in 

a similar manner to the Python library?

For this you’ll need both Minecraft and

Sonic Pi open. This is possible on all 

Raspberry Pis but for the best results 

come use the Pi 2. In Sonic Pi we can 

integrate the Minecraft commands into 

our composition, eg we can teleport 

Steve two blocks into the air, and this will 

happen to the beat of the music by 

adding  mc_teleport(0,2,0) . 

Thanks to James Robinson from the 

Raspberry Pi Foundation, the Sonic Pi 

can be set to react to input in the 

Minecraft world as he’s written a 

keyboard game where the player 

composes music using a Minecraft 

keyboard. Sonic Pi has a help section 

that covers the Minecraft functionality.

 Kids Ruby is a great application and can help anyone 

take their first steps with Ruby.
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Raspberry Pi OwnCloud

server to talk to the OwnCloud installation. You’ll need to 

enable certain Apache modules for OwnCloud to work 

correctly. In a terminal, enter:

$ sudo a2enmod headers rewrite env

Then restart Apache using  $ sudo apachectl restart .

You have to tweak the configuration file of PHP if you wish 

to upload files that are greater than 2MB in size. To do that, 

open the PHP configuration file, php.ini, housed under /etc/

php5/apache2, in a text editor. Look for the  upload_max_

filesize  and  post_max_size  variables and change their value 

from 2M to something like 1024M or even 2G.

Optionally, on larger installations, you can also install the 

APC PHP accelerator to make the OwnCloud installation 

snappier. Pull in the components with  sudo apt-get install 

php-apc  and then open APC’s configuration file and add:

$ sudo mkdir /etc/php5/conf.d

$ sudo nano /etc/php5/conf.d/20-apc.ini

extension=apc.so 

apc.enabled=1 

apc.shm_size=12M

Then bring the cache online by restarting Apache with:

$ sudo apachectl restart. 

Now that the server is set up and configured, it’s time to 

prepare the storage medium. Plug the USB disk into the Pi 

and enter  sudo blkid  in a terminal. The USB disk is probably 

mounted as /dev/sda1 if you don’t have any other USB disks 

attached. Make a note of the corresponding UUID, which 

looks something like 6154-F660. Now create a directory to 

mount this drive using:

$ sudo mkdir /media/owncloud

Then mount the drive with:

$ sudo mount -t vfat -o umask=007,auto,uid=33,gid=33 /dev/

OwnCloud 8.0: 
New & improved
Mayank Sharma shows you how you can take control of storing and sharing 
your data in the cloud with the latest release.

D
o you want the convenience of an omnipresent 

Dropbox-like storage service without doling out wads 

of cash and your data to a third party? OwnCloud is 

one of the best pieces of open source software to help you 

create your own private and protected cloud-sharing service. 

Using OwnCloud, you can sync and share your private data, 

and access it from any device connected to the internet. 

For added security, OwnCloud can also encrypt your files. 

The software can handle files in a variety of formats and you 

can extend its usability by adding a number of other apps.

As with other online cloud storage services, you can sync 

files on OwnCloud either using the web browser or a desktop 

client on Windows, Mac and Linux, as well as mobile clients 

for Android and iOS devices. Furthermore, your OwnCloud 

server keeps older versions of all changed files and enables 

you to revert to an older version without much effort. 

In this tutorial, we’re setting up the OwnCloud server on 

top of the Raspbian distribution (distro) for the Raspberry Pi. 

The server software has modest requirements and it 

performs well even on the Raspberry Pi Model B in certain 

small and controlled environments, such as your house. 

You also need a USB disk for storing the data and for 

maximum reliability and performance, it’s best to use a self-

powered disk that doesn’t draw power from the Raspberry Pi. 

Before you begin setting up the server, make sure the 

Raspberry Pi has a static IP address. The easiest way to do 

this is to tie an IP address to your Pi’s unique MAC address in 

your router’s admin page. We’re assuming the Pi is at 

192.168.3.111, yours will be different!

Installing OwnCloud
Because Raspbian is based on Debian, we can pull in 

packages from OwnCloud’s Debian repository. Fire up a 

terminal and add the OwnCloud repositories (repos) with:

$ echo ‘deb http://download.opensuse.org/repositories/isv:/

ownCloud:community/Debian_7.0/ /’ | sudo tee /etc/apt/

sources.list.d/owncloud.list

$ wget http://download.opensuse.org/repositories/

isv:OwnCloud:community/Debian_7.0/Release.key

$ sudo apt-key add - < Release.key

You can refresh the repos with  $ sudo apt-get update . 

Now install the OwnCloud server and all its required 

dependencies with  $ sudo apt-get install owncloud . This 

also pulls in and sets up the MySQL database, and you’re 

asked to set up a root password.

In addition to installing the required components, the 

above command automatically configures the Apache web 

To view some

stats on the APC 

cache, copy its 

script to your 

DocumentRoot 

with cp /usr/

share/doc/php-

apc/apc.php /var/

www/ and then 

view it in the web 

browser on  

http://localhost/

apc.php.

Quick
tip

Mayank
Sharma
spends much of 
his time with his 
head in the clouds 
so it seemed 
suitable to ask 
him to write about 
his adventures in 
cloud technology.

Our 
expert

COMPATIBILITY

PCS & 
Pis

 OwnCloud has a well designed browser-based dashboard 

that exposes a lot of features but is still easy to operate.
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sda1 /media/owncloud

The above command assumes your drive has a FAT32 

filesystem and is mounted at /dev/sda1. Once the drive is 

mounted correctly, you can edit the fstab file to make sure 

it’s automatically mounted:

$ sudo nano /etc/fstab

UUID=6154-F660  /media/owncloud/  vfat 

rw,umask=007,auto,uid=33,gid=33 0 0

Configure the cloud
That’s all there is to installing the server components. You’re 

now all set to configure your cloud. Launch a web browser 

and navigate to the OwnCloud installation instance at 

192.168.3.111/owncloud. Because this is a brand new 

installation, you are asked to create a new user account for 

the OwnCloud administrator.

Next, we need to ask OwnCloud to use the MySQL 

database and store files under the mounted USB drive. 

For this, click on the Storage & Database pull-down menu. 

Then enter /media/owncloud/data in the text box 

corresponding to the Data Folder entry and select the 

MySQL/MariaDB option in the Database section. You’re 

asked to enter the connection details of the database server, 

so just enter localhost as the host and root as the username, 

along with the password you configured when the database 

was pulled in along with OwnCloud. 

That’s it – you’ve set up OwnCloud. You can now log into 

your cloud server as the administrator using the credentials 

you have just created for OwnCloud. While you can start using 

the server to upload and download files straight away, let’s 

take a moment to get the house in order. For starters, when 

you log into the OwnCloud server, click on the pull-down 

menu next to your username and click on ‘Personal’. Here you 

can change the settings for your account, such as the 

password and display name. Also, if your cloud is going to be 

used by multiple people, it’s advisable to organise users into 

different groups. To do this, select the Users option from the 

pull-down menu. While adding users, you can restrict their 

storage space and even share your admin responsibilities 

with other users. 

You’re now all set to upload data into your OwnCloud 

server. After you’ve logged in, you are in the Files section. 

To upload a file, click on the plus (‘+’) button and choose 

Upload from the drop-down menu. To organise files into 

folders, click on the plus button and select the Folder option.

If you’ve uploaded a file in a format that OwnCloud 

understands, you can click on its name to view and edit the 

file. OwnCloud can visualise the data it houses in different 

views, eg click on the Files pull-down menu in the top-left 

corner of the interface, and select the Pictures option. This 

view helps you view images in your cloud by filtering out all 

other types of content.

Another way to upload files to the server is by using the 

WebDAV protocol, with which you can access your cloud 

server from your file manager, eg in the Files file manager, 

press Ctrl+l to enable the location area. Here you can point to 

your OwnCloud server, such as dav://192.168.3.111/

owncloud/remote.php/webdav. Once authenticated, the 

OwnCloud storage is mounted and you can interact with it 

just like a regular folder.

To share uploaded files, go to the Files section in the web 

interface and click the ‘Share’ button to the left of the 

filename, which will enable you to select which users or 

groups you want to share the item with and whether you want 

to give them permission to edit and delete the files. You can 

also share with someone who isn’t registered with your 

OwnCloud server. Click on ‘Share with Link’, and OwnCloud 

displays a link to the item that you can share with anybody on 

the internet. You can also password-protect the link and set 

an expiration date.

While you can interact with the cloud using the web 

interface, it’s far easier to use one of its official clients. 

OwnCloud has clients for all the major desktop and mobile 

platforms. These clients also help you synchronise folders 

from the desktop to your OwnCloud server with ease.

Set up clients 
Most desktop distros host the Linux client in their official 

repos. You can also grab the latest version of the client by 

adding the corresponding repo for your distro from here:  

http://bit.ly/OwnCloudClients.

The page has instructions for popular distros including 

Debian, Fedora, Ubuntu and OpenSUSE etc. To download 

clients for other platforms, head to the Downloads page on 

If your drive has

an NTFS partition, 

install the NTFS 

driver with sudo 

apt-get install 

ntfs-3g and use 

-t ntfs-3g in the 

mount command.

Quick
tip

Ready-made solutions

Although it doesn’t take too much effort to install

and configure the OwnCloud server from scratch,

there’s a couple of ways to save time and effort. 

The chaps behind PetRockBlog (http://blog.

petrockblock.com) have written a script that 

automates the whole installation process.

The script downloads and sets up an 

OwnCloud installation on top of a Raspbian 

distribution. However, unlike the tutorial, the 

script uses the Nginx web server instead of the 

Apache web server. To use the script, install the 

required components with:

$ sudo apt-get install git dialog

Then download the script with

$ git clone git://github.com/petrockblog/ 

 OwncloudPie.git 

which creates a directory called OwncloudPie. 

Move into this directory with  $ cd OwncloudPie

and make the script executable with:

$ chmod +x owncloudpie_setup.sh

Then execute it:

$ sudo ./owncloudpie_setup.sh 

Now you’ll need to give it some time to 

download all the components and configure your

server for you. Once you’ve installed OwnCloud 

from the script, you can run it again to update 

the installation whenever a new OwnCloud 

version is released.

If you are the more adventurous type, you can 

try installing arkOS (https://arkos.io) onto your 

Raspberry Pi. In addition to OwnCloud, this distro 

has other applications that you can use to help 

you stay in charge of your data. Head to the 

Downloads page, then download and extract the

installer for the Raspberry Pi. Then insert an SD 

card and run the arkOS installer using  $ sudo ./

arkos-install .

Follow the steps in the installer to download 

the image from the internet and install it onto 

your SD card. Once this is done, you should boot 

your Raspberry Pi from the card and head to 

http://arkos:8000 to set up your server.
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Universal access

The real advantage of commercial cloud

services, such as Dropbox, is that you can

access data stored within them from any

computer connected to the internet. However,

by default, a self-hosted OwnCloud installation is

only accessible from computers and devices

within the local network.

That’s not to say that you can’t access your

private cloud from the internet, though. The

trickier and expensive solution is to get a static

IP address from your ISP and then poke holes in

your router’s firewall, or you can set up Dynamic

DNS in your router or local machine. The

smarter way, however, is to use a tunnelling

service, such as PageKite. The service uses a

pay-what-you-want model. As a non-commercial

user, you can use the service for free by filling

out a form once a month, telling PageKite how

you use the service. But it’s definitely worth

more than the $3 per month minimum they

request from individuals.

First you need to install PageKite. Launch a

terminal and enter:

$ curl -s https://pagekite.net/pk/ | sudo bash

When it’s done, make your local web server

public with the following command:

$ pagekite.py 80 mycloudserver.pagekite.me

Remember to replace mycloudserver with

the name you want for your OwnCloud server.

Now you can access your own personal

OwnCloud instance by heading over to

http://mycloudserver.pagekite.me from any

computer anywhere in the world. The first time

you run this command, PageKite runs you

through its brief sign-up process and asks for

your email address.

Never miss another issue Subscribe to the #1 source for Linux on page 30.

OwnCloud’s website (https://owncloud.org/

install/#install-clients). Mobile clients are best fetched 

from either Apple’s App Store or Google’s Play Store.

Sync and share your folders
Once the client is installed, it prompts you for your login 

credentials in order to connect to the OwnCloud installation. 

Once connected, the Linux clients create a local sync folder 

named owncloud under the home directory, eg 

/home/bodhi/owncloud. Any files you move into this 

directory are automatically synced to the server. You can also 

specify one or more directories on a local machine to sync 

with the OwnCloud server. If a directory is shared with several 

users, when anyone makes a change to a file on one 

computer, it automatically flows across to the others.

When collaborating with other users, you’ll appreciate 

OwnCloud’s version control system, which creates backups of 

files before modifying them. These backups are accessible 

through the Versions pull-down option corresponding to each 

file, along with a ‘Restore’ button to revert to an older version.

In addition to files, you can also sync your calendar and 

address book with your OwnCloud server. Follow the 

walkthrough (see p65, right) to enable the Calendar and 

Contacts applications. Once you’ve enabled both programs, 

the top-left pull-down menu now includes the Calendar and 

Contacts option.

Now you need to import your contacts and calendar from 

your existing applications into your cloud server. OwnCloud 

supports the popular vCard file format (which has the VCF file 

extension) and almost every popular email application, 

including online ones such as Gmail if you export their 

address books in this format. Similarly, calendars can be 

imported in the popular ICAL format. Before proceeding 

further, make sure you download both the VCF and ICAL files 

from your existing contacts and calendar apps.

Now head to Contacts in OwnCloud and click on ‘Import 

Contacts’. In the pop-up window, click on ‘Upload File’ and 

point it to the VCF file. Once the contacts have been imported, 

you can sync them with your email clients using CardDAV 

links. Head to the Contacts section in OwnCloud, click on the 

gears icon at the bottom, hover over the name of the address 

book you imported and click on the Chain icon. This spits out 

a CardDAV link for this address book that you can feed to 

your desktop or mobile address book client.

Sync and share your calendar
Similarly, you can use OwnCloud to manage your calendar 

and tasks. To create an event in your calendar, head over to 

the Calendar application. You can view the calendar for the 

entire month or for the current week. To add a new event, 

click on the appropriate date in the calendar. This brings up a 

window, which gives you several options to configure the 

event. To import an existing client, simply upload the ICAL file 

to your cloud server. When you click on the file in OwnCloud’s 

web interface, the server recognises the file and offers to 

import it into an existing calendar or into a new one. Select 

the option that best suits you.

After you’ve imported the calendar, you can use 

OwnCloud to share it with other users. Click on the Share 

Calendar icon that corresponds to the calendar that you wish 

to share. This brings up a pull-down menu, which enable will 

you to select the users or the group of users you wish to 

share the calendar with. Furthermore, just like address books, 

OwnCloud can also sync your calendars with the desktop and 

any mobile apps that can read this information from CalDAV 

links. To get the CalDAV link for your calendar, click on the 

Gears button and then on the Chain icon corresponding to 

the calendar you wish to sync. This displays the link that you 

can pass on to the clients to keep them in sync with the 

OwnCloud calendar. There’s a lot more you can do with 

OwnCloud. Follow the walkthrough (see p65, right) to flesh 

out the default installation with new applications that will 

extend the functionality of your personal cloud. LXF Scroll down to the Admin options to hook OwnCloud up with an email server. 
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1 Enabled applications
You can extend your default OwnCloud installation by adding (or

removing) a bunch of applications. Bring up the pull-down menu in

the top-left of the interface and click on ‘Apps’. By default, you are

shown a list that are already enabled on your installation. You can

browse through this list and read their descriptions to understand

them better. You can also disable any enabled app from this section.

2 Documents application
This is one of the most useful apps, it may be included in your

installation, but it can be got from https://apps.owncloud.com

(along with many others) if not. The Documents app enables you to

edit and collaborate on documents in various formats (including

Word DOC files) within OwnCloud itself. Behind the scenes it uses 

LibreOffice from your Raspbian installation.

3 Bookmarks application
Another productivity app that you should enable is Bookmarks. This 

enables you to store and manage bookmarks in your OwnCloud

server. You can add bookmarks by adding them directly, or by

importing a bookmark file from your web browser. It also has a

bookmarklet that you can add to your browser’s bookmarks. Press

the bookmarklet to add a website to OwnCloud’s list of bookmarks.

4 Calendar and Contacts
Also in the productivity category, you’ll find the Calendar and

Contacts applications. Once enabled, dates and details can be added

intuitively. These allow you to pull in your existing contacts and

calendars, which you can sync with the PIM applications from your

OwnCloud installation (as explained in the tutorial). Some OwnCloud

applications also have the option to enable them for specific users.

5 More applications to try
In addition to the applications listed in the Apps section on your

OwnCloud installation, there are others that you can install from the

website. Scroll down the Apps section and click on the ‘More Apps…’

link. This takes you to the OwnCloud app store at http://apps.

owncloud.com. You can download any application from here and

extract it under the /var/www/owncloud/apps folder inside the Pi.

6 News and storage usage
Two other useful applications are News and Storage Usage.

The former is an RSS reader and the latter visualises the storage

space on your cloud using charts. Once you’ve downloaded them

from the website and extracted them under the apps folder, head

back to the Apps section in your OwnCloud installation. These and

any other downloaded apps are listed under the Not Enabled section.

Install and enable applications
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identified by the small upwards arrow that appear in the 

bottom right-hand corner. They are also named ‘Link to 

<name>’ by default, although you can easily rename them to 

anything you like via the item’s Properties menu. Application 

icons, however, have no such identifying mark – instead, they 

take on the appearance of the parent application, complete 

with any icon that’s been assigned to it.

These files are basically simple text files given a .desktop 

file extension (which isn’t displayed on the desktop or in your 

file manager – browse to /home/Desktop in a Terminal 

window and use  ls  to view them). They define various 

attributes for the shortcut using the following syntax:

[Desktop Entry]

Version=x.y

Name=ProgramName

Comment=This is my comment

Exec=/home/alex/Documents/exec.sh

Icon=/home/alex/Pictures/icon.png

Terminal=false

Type=Application

Categories=Utility;Application;

Each attribute is self-explanatory, but creating them using 

a text editor is quite a complex task (and unnecessary in 

most cases). For a full tutorial visit http://bit.ly/

UnityLaunchersAndDesktopFiles, but it’s a long-winded and 

Nick Peers examines how to place convenient application, file and folder 
shortcuts on the Unity desktop.

T
he desktop is a convenient place for shortcuts to 

favourite applications (known as launchers), system 

tools and even folders and files. You can even store 

files and folders directly on the desktop if you wish, although 

that’s not traditionally seen as good practice unless it’s a 

short-term measure.

In this tutorial we’re going to break down how desktop 

icons work, plus reveal how to add, delete and manage the 

icons you place on there. We’ll also show you how to 

customise your icons to make more (or less) visible, including 

how to change or edit the actual icon itself. We’ll be focusing 

on the Unity desktop for this tutorial (see Working in Other 

Desktops box, right, for tips for other environments).

Anatomy of a desktop file
Each user has their own personal desktop, the contents of 

which are stored in the /home/Desktop folder. Copy a file or 

folder into it and it will also appear on the desktop – clicking a 

file opens it, while clicking a folder opens its contents in the 

file manager like any other. Any content you stored on your 

own desktop is personal and private to you – it won’t appear 

on anyone else’s desktop.

Desktop shortcuts are a different matter. These appear 

with the same icon as the parent item – file, folder or 

application – that they link to. File and folder shortcuts are 

Change icon set
If you’re looking for a quick and easy 

way to change your icons, then consider

switching to a different icon set, which 

replaces many – if not all – of your 

existing icons with new, consistently 

designed ones. Install the Unity Tweak 

Tool from Software Center, then do a 

web search for ‘icon set ubuntu’ to find 

a suitable icon set to install, eg to install 

the Moka icon set, do the following:

$ sudo add-apt-repository ppa:moka/

stable

$ sudo apt-get update

$ sudo apt-get install moka-icon-theme

Once installed, open Unity Tweak Tool 

and select Icons. You’ll see a large 

selection of different sets to choose from 

– the existing ones don’t make many 

radical changes to their appearance, but 

choose Moka and you’ll immediately see 

the difference. You’ll also notice that the 

change affects any desktop shortcuts 

you’ve created using an application’s 

default icon.

 Create new shortcuts from scratch using the Main Menu 

application shortcut creation tool.
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unnecessary process generally. When you first install Ubuntu 

you’ll find your desktop is completely empty, but you’ll find 

many shortcuts have already been created – if you browse to

/usr/share/applications you’ll find shortcuts pointing to 

most applications and system tools already installed on your 

PC. Right-click one and choose ‘Properties’ to see where it 

points. If you try to drag one of these application shortcuts to 

the desktop you’ll get a permissions error if you try to do so –

a shortcut (of sorts) will appear, but it has the wrong icon and

won’t work.

There are three quick and easy ways to create shortcuts.

If you want to place a shortcut to an existing folder or file 

(other than an application), then browse to its location using 

the Nautilus file manager, right-click it and choose ‘Make Link’.

A shortcut will appear – simply drag this to the desktop, then 

right-click it and choose ‘Properties’ to rename it.

The simplest way to create a shortcut to an installed 

application is in conjunction with the Dash. Open it from the 

Launcher, then click the white ‘Maximise’ button in the top left

of the screen to reduce its size. Type the name of the 

application you’re searching for, then simply drag it from the 

Dash on to the desktop to where you want it to appear before

letting go. Note in some extreme cases – LibreOffice’s Start 

Center being one – you may find the shortcut doesn’t appear

correctly and throws up an ‘Untrusted application launcher’ 

error. This usually occurs because the file under /usr/share/

applications is itself a link to another .desktop file – you need

to find the original link (/usr/lib/libreoffice/share/xdg in 

the case of LibreOffice) and drag it from there. Ignore a 

reference to permission denied – you’ll find the shortcut 

copies fine.

If you’d like to create desktop shortcuts from scratch 

without invoking a text editor, open the Dash and search for 

‘alacarte’, then click the ‘Main Menu’ icon that appears. Once 

done, click ‘New’ Item. A new dialog will open allowing you to 

create your shortcut from scratch: enter its name, then type 

your chosen command (tick ‘Launch in Terminal?’ if that’s 

applicable) or click ‘Browse’ to select the application using the

File Open dialogue. You can also choose a different icon by 

clicking the current icon (a spring-loaded image) – see below 

for more details on that. Click ‘OK’. Note that your shortcut 

won’t appear on the desktop… yet. It’s basically added to the 

same location as other shortcuts - /usr/share/applications 

– so you’ll need to then add it via the Dash using the 

procedure above. It’s worth testing your new desktop 

shortcut to make sure it’ll work as you hope – particularly if 

you’ve created it using the Alacarte menu editor Open 

Terminal, then type the following commands:

cd Desktop

desktop-file-validate <filename>.desktop

If no errors are listed, you should be fine.

Edit shortcuts
Shortcuts can be repositioned simply by dragging and 

dropping them into the desired spot. You can quickly organise 

these by right-clicking an empty space on the desktop and 

choosing ‘Sort Desktop icons by Name’. By default, icons are 

kept in alignment to provide a neat, uniform grid, but if you 

prefer a little more chaos, simply right-click the desktop and 

untick ‘Align Desktop icons’.

You’ll also see a ‘Resize Icon’ option appear – selecting this 

allows you to use the drag handles that appear around the 

icon to make it larger or smaller, which will allow certain 

shortcuts to more easily grab your attention. Use the ‘Restore 

Icon’s Original Size’ option to quickly revert the icon to its 

default size. How well the icon scales depends very much on 

its maximum size, of course, but in most cases you should 

find you’re able to double or even quadruple the size of the 

icon without losing detail.

You can also change the icon if you don’t like it’s default 

form – you can, of course, edit the .desktop file using a text 

editor, such as nano, but a far more convenient way is to 

simply right-click the shortcut and choose ‘Properties’, then 

click the icon itself. A dialogue box will open inviting you to 

choose another icon (in PNG or SVG format). You can select 

an existing icon – look under /usr/share/icons for existing 

icon sets that you can plunder from – download individual 

icons from a site like www.iconarchive.com or create your 

own from scratch.

To create your own, you could use Gimp, the popular 

image-editing application, to crop and resize an existing 

image your desired size – 192x192 should be sufficient for 

desktop icons at their maximum magnification level of 400 

per cent. Make sure it’s saved in PNG format. Alternatively, 

you could install a dedicated icon editing tool – try installing 

KIconEdit from the Software Center. You’ll see it provides a 

grid-like display for you to design an icon from scratch, and it 

supports icons up to 200x200 pixels in size. LXF

Working in other desktops
If you’re using a different desktop to Unity then 

you’ll find working with desktop icons isn’t quite 

the same experience. For starters, most other 

desktops include a handy tool for creating 

shortcuts direct from the desktop’s context menu 

– just right-click and choose ‘Create Launcher’ if 

you’re using Cinnamon, Xfce or ‘Create New 

Shortcut’ in LXDE.

KDE Plasma requires you to set things up 

through its own launcher. Click the KDE button in 

the bottom left-hand corner of the screen, then 

locate the application in question through the 

pop-up menu. Right-click this and choose ‘Add to 

Desktop’. This basically creates an icon widget, 

which works differently – however, if you’re 

familiar with Plasma’s other widgets, you’ll have 

no problems moving, resizing and even rotating 

the icon using the widget toolbar.

If you’re a Gnome 3 user, then desktop icons 

aren’t enabled by default. You’ll need to install 

Gnome Tweak Tool from the package manager, 

then launch it under Utilities and flick the ‘Icons on 

Desktop’ switch to On. Once done, you can then 

manually drag shortcuts from the usr/share/

applications folder on to the desktop. You’ll see 

an error about file permissions – right-click the 

new shortcut and choose Properties > 

Permissions tab. Tick ‘Allow executing file as 

program’ and you’ll see the correct icon appear 

and the shortcut will now work as expected.

Want to display key

system shortcuts 

such as your home 

folder, network and 

rubbish bin on the 

desktop? Install the 

Unity Tweak Tool 

and select Desktop 

Icons under 

System. Simply 

click the shortcuts 

you wish to place 

on the desktop and 

they’ll appear like 

magic. You can then 

reposition them like 

any other by drag 

and drop.

Quick
tip

 KDE Plasma treats desktop icons like 

widgets that you can move, resize and rotate.
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case carefully and disconnect your internal drives too. If the 

computer now boots to the splash screen, you can try 

reconnecting the internal drives and trying again; if you’re 

now able to boot to the login screen, shut down your PC and 

start reconnecting your external peripherals to see if the 

problem has cleared itself or can be targeted to a single 

device, in which case try a different cable, or go online and 

Google for known boot problems involving that device.

If you’re lucky, your motherboard will emit a series of 

beeps or flashing lights you can use – again by enlisting the 

help of the internet – to identify the likely problem. This may 

involve replacing a component or something more drastic.

If you’re able to get as far as your PC’s splash screen, but 

then your computer hangs or a ‘missing operating system’ 

error message appears, then first think back to any recent 

changes. If you’ve overclocked your PC, eg, you should now 

enter the system EFI or BIOS and look for the option to load 

fail-safe defaults. Try rebooting again.

If this fails, then the problem is likely to be with your hard 

drive, and so the first places to look are the MBR and Grub. 

If Grub isn’t set to automatically appear when your PC starts, 

try rebooting while holding the Shift key or tapping Esc to 

bring up the Grub boot menu to confirm it’s not able to even 

load itself. Jump to the Boot-Repair tool section once you’ve 

verified it’s nowhere to be found.

If Grub is able to load, but can’t find any bootable OS you’ll 

find yourself with a number of scenarios: you may be 

presented with a basic command prompt such as grub> or 

grub rescue>, which indicates one or more files required by 

Grub are missing or corrupt. You may get a specific error 

message or frozen splash screen, or you may just see Grub 

Ubuntu: Fix 
startup issues

Ubuntu Troubleshoot common boot 
problems with the Boot-Repair tool

Nick Peers discovers how to resolve issues with non-booting PCs without 
having to reach for the panic button (or a hammer).

S
tart-up problems. That moment when – having 

expected yourself to be getting on with your day’s 

work or entertainment – you find yourself staring at a 

cryptic error message, or even worse, a blank screen. No 

matter how many times you press reset or restart, the same 

impenetrable barrier blocks your path. So, what can you do?

Start-up problems come in all shapes and sizes, and they 

can be difficult to track down. There are, however, some 

sound principles to use that will resolve many errors, and in 

this tutorial, we’re going to look at the tools and techniques 

required to troubleshoot most start-up problems. You should 

start by examining how the boot process works (see The Boot 

process box, p71). This reveals that the boot process can be 

split into three broad stages centred around the Grub 2 boot 

loader: pre-Grub, Grub and post-Grub. Knowing this allows 

you to focus your troubleshooting efforts based on where in 

the process the error or freeze occurs.

Let’s start at the beginning. You switch on your PC. 

If power comes on, but nothing else happens, chances are 

you’ve a hardware issue to sort – if you recently poked 

around the innards of your PC, then check everything is 

connected correctly. If not, unplug all external devices except 

your keyboard and try again. If this doesn’t work, open the 

 If you’re struggling to get the Boot-Repair tool disc to 

boot, experiment with the various fail-safe boot options.

Nick Peers

has accumulated 
more stomach-
clenchingly painful 
hours dealing with 
startup problems 
across so many 
operating systems 
than he cares 
to remember.

Our 
expert

Many Grub issues

are caused when 

setting up a dual-

boot system with 

Windows. If your 

system refuses to 

recognise Linux 

after you’ve set it 

up, check out our 

dual-boot feature 

(see p44) for more 

help and advice 

resolving these 

kinds of issues.

Quick
tip
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and nothing else, indicating it can’t even find the most basic 

information required to proceed.

If you press c you may be able to enter the Grub Terminal 

mode to perform basic checks and repairs – you can attempt

to manually initiate the boot by pressing Ctrl+X or F10, eg, or 

use the  set  command to review current settings and change

basic settings such as the graphics mode. Visit http://bit.ly/

Grub2Troubleshooting for a detailed guide to using Grub’s 

own troubleshooting tools, but remember that in most cases 

the simplest fix is to use the Boot-Repair tool.

If the Grub menu appears, then the issue may lie with its 

configuration file if things immediately grind to a halt after 

you select a menu option, but if Linux does start loading 

before grinding to a halt, the problem will lie with your

operating system, in which case skip to the Post-Grub 

troubleshooting section (see p72).

Boot-Repair tool
If you’re struggling to fix Grub issues by hand, or there’s no 

sign of Grub on your system at all, then you’ll need to enlist 

the services of your rescue media and the Boot-Repair tool, 

which works with all Debian-based distros, including Ubuntu.

The Boot-Repair tool itself will launch automatically when 

you boot from a Boot-Repair tool disc, but if you’re unable to 

create it, but have access to a Linux installation disc, use that 

in a live environment instead, then grab the Boot-Repair tool 

using the following commands:

$ sudo add-apt-repository ppa:yannubuntu/boot-repair

$ sudo apt-get update

$ sudo apt-get install boot-repair

$ boot-repair

The Boot-Repair tool is focussed on those early boot 

problems caused by the hard drive’s boot sector, MBR and 

Grub. It basically provides a convenient and user-friendly 

graphical front-end to the tools required to fix many 

problems. The tool offers a ‘Recommended repair’ option that 

promises to fix most frequent problems, or you can click 

‘Advanced options’ to see what it can do and manually select 

specific fixes without getting your hands dirty in the Terminal. 

The step-by-step guide (see Tweak Boot-Repair tool Settings, 

p73) reveals what repairs and tweaks are possible, but note 

the tool is context-sensitive, and some options may be greyed 

out or missing depending on your setup.

The tool automatically generates a log of your system and 

what it attempts to do, which you can then share on the 

Ubuntu user forums if necessary. Before attempting any 

advanced tweaks on your own, it pays to try the 

recommended option first, then ask for help on the forums 

using the output logs generated – this will ensure you choose 

the right option and don’t cause more damage.

Non-Grub boot issues
Your rescue disc will also come in handy should you not even 

get as far as Grub loading. Once booted, verify the existence 

and state of your hard drive. Open the file manager and see if 

your partitions are visible and if you can access the files on 

them – this is a good time to back up any precious files 

before you proceed further.

If nothing shows up, check whether the hard drive has 

been detected by opening the Disks utility from your Ubuntu 

Live CD – if you’re using a Boot-Repair tool CD, you’ll need to 

install the gnome-disk-utility through the Synaptic Package 

Manager under System Tools. Once installed, open it via the 

Accessibility menu. The Disks tool lists all physically attached 

drives – if yours isn’t visible, you may find the drive has failed, 
 Give your hard drive the once-over when booting from 

your rescue disc to check it’s working as it should.

When you boot with

your rescue media 

inserted your PC 

may automatically 

detect and boot 

from it; if it doesn’t, 

look for an option 

to bring up a boot 

menu when your 

PC starts (typically 

a key like F11) to 

select it manually. 

Failing that, enter 

the EFI or BIOS

configuration to

set it as the first 

boot device.

Quick
tip

The Boot process

When you press your system’s power 

button, control is initially given to your 

PC’s EFI or BIOS, which starts its various 

components, performs basic diagnostics 

tests and attempts to find a bootable 

device, which is typically the first hard 

drive. Once located, the BIOS or EFI looks 

for the Master Boot Record (MBR) at the 

very beginning of the drive, which has a 

tiny program inside that loads the next 

stage of the boot loader, reading a file (eg 

e2fs_stage_1_5), which in turn is able to 

load the Grub boot loader. A ‘missing 

operating system’ error at this point 

means you need your rescue disc for 

diagnostics as something is missing – 

either in Grub, the MBR or the drive itself.

Once Grub loads successfully it reads a 

file called menu.lst, which contains the 

list of choices you see in the boot menu. 

Each entry basically identifies the drive, 

partition and file that contains the Linux 

kernel, plus RAM disk file used by the 

kernel as it boots. The entry will also 

contain any additional parameters 

passed to the kernel.

Control is now passed to the kernel, 

which attempts to mount the root file 

system. This is a key moment, and if it 

fails you may get a kernel panic, or things 

might grind to a halt. If successful, it’ll 

create a single process to run the /sbin/

upstart file (other distros use init) – if this 

goes wrong, you’ll get a panic, it may halt 

again or drop you into a root shell. At this 

point, upstart starts running scripts and 

upstart events to start other services and

eventually bring you to the logon screen.

 The Grub menu’s appearance is a critical point in 

the boot process – if your system gets this far your 

recovery options are greater.
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System logs are a

valuable source of

troubleshooting

information – and

you can access

these from the

/var/log directory

using your

rescue disc’s file

manager or nano

in a shell. Look

out in particular

for syslog, and

investigate the

dmesg shell

command too.

Quick
tip
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in which case you’ll be reaching for your latest backup after 

shelling out for a drive replacement, or starting again from 

scratch with a fresh Ubuntu installation and new-found love of 

backing up your system. Assuming your drive does show up, 

select it from the left-hand menu where you can examine the 

partition table plus check its physical health via its SMART 

[Not all that smart – Ed] attributes. Don’t panic unless the 

drive is deemed on its last legs, but do focus your next check 

on the partitions themselves. If you run the Boot-Repair tool, 

its recommended settings will include a full disk check, but 

you can manually perform this check yourself using GParted, 

which is on both rescue discs.

GParted enables you to see how your partitions are 

arranged, as well as revealing which one is the boot. Right-

click this and verify Mount is greyed out before choosing 

‘Check to schedule a disk check using the fsck tool’. This will 

check for and attempt to repair any problems it finds as soon

as you click ‘Apply’, but it’s important the partition isn’t 

mounted before the check is run. Also give it as long as it 

needs to complete – this could take hours or even days in 

some extreme cases, and cancelling or aborting will almost 

certainly corrupt the partition. Make sure the check is run on 

all partitions on the boot drive.

In most cases, assuming the drive isn’t physically 

damaged or corrupt beyond repair, running these tests 

should ensure you’re able to at least get Grub working again.

Post-Grub troubleshooting
If you find that Grub appears to be working fine, but your 

problems begin when you attempt to load Linux itself.

Try switching to verbose mode during boot by pressing the 

Esc key to see if any clues appear in the messages that scroll 

past (or if it hangs at a certain point). Make a note of these 

and do a search online for them for more advice. If this 

doesn’t happen, hold Shift at boot to bring up the Grub menu

if necessary, then select ‘Advanced options’ followed by 

‘(recovery mode)’, which will launch Ubuntu in a minimal 

state, plus mount the file system in read-only mode. If this is 

successful, after a succession of scrolling messages you 

should find yourself presented with the Recovery Menu, 

offering nine options.

The options are all pretty much self-explanatory – the 

clean option may be of use if your hard drive is full, which can

cause boot problems. If your problems started because a 

package failed to install properly, then dpkg will repair it and

hopefully get things working again.

The failsafeX option is a useful if you find yourself booting 

to a black screen or the graphical desktop doesn’t appear to 

be working correctly – it basically bypasses problems with 

your graphics drivers or X server to give you a failsafe 

graphics mode to troubleshoot your problem from.

We’ve touched on fsck already – this will check the drive 

for corrupt files, which can clear many errors, particularly if 

your PC crashed and has failed to boot since. The grub option 

isn’t relevant unless you’ve used Grub’s own recovery tools in 

place of the Boot-Repair tool to get this far in the boot 

process – selecting this will make your changes permanent.

Use the network option to re-enable networking, and the 

root option to drop to the shell prompt, allowing you to 

troubleshoot directly from there. If doing so, be sure to mount 

the file system in read/write mode using the following 

command:  mount -o remount,rw / 

You can also pass temporary kernel parameters to Ubuntu 

during the boot process, which may help in some scenarios. 

With your chosen operating system selected in Grub, press 

the e key to edit the kernel file. Scroll down to the line 

beginning  linux  – parameters are added to the end of this 

line after  quiet splash . You’ll need to make sure that you 

leave a space between each parameter. Once done, press 

Ctrl+x to boot with those parameters.

Note that any parameters you add here are temporary – 

in other words, they’re removed the next time you boot, so 

you can experiment until you find a solution that works, then 

– if necessary – make it permanent by editing the Grub 

configuration file (sudo nano /etc/default/grub).

Take a fail-safe backup

It may seem strange, but if you’re struggling with 

start-up issues, you should attempt to take a 

backup of your hard drive before you perform 

any repairs – this means if you mess things up 

completely you can always roll back your system 

to the state it was in when the start-up problem 

first manifested itself.

Of course, if you’re diligent and you back up 

your system regularly, you could always simply 

roll things back now to a working state, although 

bear in mind there may be data loss involved if 

your home folder is on the same partition as 

your Linux installation (as is the case with 

default Ubuntu installs).

You’ll need a suitable backup device – 

typically a USB-connected hard drive – and a 

tool that takes a complete drive image of your 

system. The dd command-line tool can be used 

from both Ubuntu and Boot Repair Tool live CD 

environments, but the backup drive needs to be 

at least the same size – and preferably – bigger 

than the drive you’re copying.

At the other end of the complexity scale is 

Redo Backup & Recovery. You’ll need a blank CD

or DVD to burn its 261MB ISO file to, but it 

provides an easy to follow graphical UI. You’ll find

it at www.redobackup.org – check out Escape 

Windows, p30, LXF207 for a guide to using it.

Redo Backup & Recovery offers by far the 

simplest way to make a fail-safe backup of 

your whole hard drive.

 Ubuntu’s recovery mode lets you try various fixes when 

Grub works, but Ubuntu no longer wants to.
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You can also pass parameters from the live CD 

environment using the Boot-Repair tool using the ‘Add a 

kernel option’, which includes 15 common parameters that 

can help with troubleshooting. Examples of these include 

acpi=off, which disables the ACPI system that’s known to 

cause random reboots or system freezes on certain PCs, and 

nomodeset, which instructs Ubuntu to only load graphics 

drivers after the X environment has been loaded, and not 

before. These temporary parameters can be passed to your 

rescue disc too, in case you’re having problems getting that 

working. Press F6 at the initial boot screen to choose from the 

options on show. For more information on specific 

parameters, do an online search for the parameter or visit 

http://bit.ly/KernelParametersList for a complete list.

Repair install
There’s one last thing you can try from the Grub boot menu – 

if your kernel has been upgraded, it’s possible to boot using 

an older version of the kernel from the Advanced options 

screen under Grub. You’ll see each version of the kernel listed 

– try the previous version if you believe your boot problem is 

linked to the latest kernel. If this works, you can make the 

version you’ve used permanent by editing the Grub

configuration file – the simplest way to do this is by using the 

Boot-Repair tool.

If things look particularly bleak, then you may have luck 

reinstalling Ubuntu over the top of itself. Boot from the 

Ubuntu Live CD and choose the option to ‘Install Ubuntu’ 

when prompted. When you get to the ‘Installation type’ screen 

you’ll be presented with a new option, pre-selected by default: 

‘Reinstall Ubuntu…’

This option basically reinstalls Ubuntu without touching 

your home folder or partition, which means not only should 

your documents and other files be preserved, but key settings 

and many programs may be left alone too. It’ll also leave 

entries in your boot menu alone, ensuring you won’t lose 

access to other operating systems.

What will be replaced are system-wide files, which will 

hopefully root out any corrupt ones and get your PC up and 

running again. Although it doesn’t affect your files, it’s still 

good practice to back up the drive – or at least your home 

folder or partition – before you begin.

To ensure you don’t lose anything from your system,

make sure you recreate all user accounts with the same login 

and password, including – of course – your own during the 

install process. LXF

1 Main options
The first tab offers a convenient button for backing up your current

partition table, boot sector and log – click this to copy this key

information. It’s also where you can reinstall Grub, restore the MBR and

choose whether to hide the Grub menu. If you think your filesystem is 

corrupt, tick ‘Repair file systems’ to have it checked and fixed.

2 Grub location
This tab allows you to specify which OS to boot by default in a multi-

boot setup. You can also choose to place Grub in its own separate

/boot partition if you wish – typically this is only needed on

encrypted disks, drives with LVM set up or some older PCs. The final

option specifies which drive Grub itself will be placed (sda by default).

3 Grub options
This section opens with options for making sure Grub is updated to

its latest version. There’s also three specific error fixes offered. You

can also add new kernel options to the Grub menu here, or purge all

previous kernels before reinstalling the last one. You may even see an 

option allowing you to edit the Grub configuration file directly.

4 Other tweaks
If the MBR options tab isn’t greyed out, use it to restore your MBR

from a backup and choose which partition gets booted from it. The

final Other options tab offers an opportunity for repairing Windows

files (irrelevant in most cases) and provides options for pasting a 

summary of your settings online for reference.

Tweak Boot-Repair tool settings
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those distros, the developers compile the programs and 

create repositories (repos) of binary packages, effectively 

archives that are unpacked onto your hard drive (along with 

some configuration steps). With Gentoo, the compilation is 

done by the user when they install the package. Rather than a 

repos of binary packages, Gentoo’s portage tree contains 

ebuilds, which are short shell scripts that describe how to 

download the source code and compile and install it. It’s only 

a few hundred megabytes in total so the whole thing is stored 

locally. This is synced with the master tree, which is a task 

that should be performed at least once every couple of weeks 

and at most once per day (with  $ emerge --sync ). When you 

have an up-to-date copy of the portage tree, you’ll probably 

want to make sure your installed software is up to date, like 

this  $ emerge --update --deep --ask @world .

A package name preceded by ‘@’ means a set; a collection 

of packages. There are two sets defined by default: @world 

contains all the software you’ve installed and @system is the 

core packages. For these two sets, the leading @ is optional 

for historic reasons, so you may see it written as  $ emerge 

-uDa world . The meaning of  --update  should be obvious;  

--ask  lists what it will do and waits for your confirmation 

(there’s also  --pretend ) and  --deep  performs a deeper 

analysis of dependencies (which increases the time taken to 

build a list of packages to install and is entirely optional).

Installing and removing
What if you install something and decide you don’t want it? 

You can use  $ emerge -Ca sys-apps/foo apps-misc/bar  as  -C 

, or  --unmerge , forcibly removes the given packages. It’s a 

good idea to get into the habit of using  -a  ( --ask ) with  

 emerge , it gives you the chance to back out if you make a 

mistake. This removes the packages  foo  and  bar , but when 

you installed them Portage may have also installed 

Gentoo: Install 
with Portage

Gentoo Going beyond installation and 
learning how to manage packages

Neil Bothwick goes beyond the usual guide for learning how to install 
Gentoo to show you how to actually use the flexible distro.

F
rom time to time, we write a beginner’s guide to 

getting started with Gentoo, I know this because I’ve 

written at least one myself. These generally follow the 

first part of the excellent Gentoo Handbook to create a 

working system. After that the user is left to read the manual 

and fend for themselves, so here we will look at the core 

element of Portage and how you use it to maintain a Gentoo 

system once the installation period has passed.

The name ‘Portage’ actually refers to two separate, but 

linked, entities. First of all it refers to the package 

management system itself, which you use to install, update 

and remove packages. Then there’s the portage tree, which is 

the collection of ebuilds used by Portage to manage the 

installed software. This distinction used to be less important, 

but now there are alternative package managers for Gentoo 

that still use the portage tree. We’ll only consider the Portage 

package manager here, and when we refer to the collection of 

ebuilds we’ll use the term ‘portage tree’ to avoid confusion.

With Gentoo, almost all packages are built from source. 

The pedants among you may claim that the same is true of 

Debian or Fedora packages, and you would be correct (and 

someone people avoid at parties). The difference is that with 

Neil Bothwick

has a great deal of 
experience with 
booting up, as he 
has a computer in 
every room, but 
not as much with 
rebooting since 
he made the 
switch to Linux.

Our 
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 Using emerge -uaN @world to install packages with 

updates or affected by USE flag changes.
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dependencies, such as libfoo and libbar. Should you uninstall 

these too? Can you even remember what they were? Could 

they also be needed by something else? The answers are all 

provided by the  --depclean , or  -c  option.

When given with no packages like this:  $ emerge -ca  

(note the use of  -c  as opposed to  -C  above) Portage will 

scan your system for any packages that aren’t dependencies 

of anything in @world and remove them. This was once 

considered a potentially risky command but it has been 

perfectly safe to use for some years now. You should check 

the list of packages before proceeding. As with most things 

Gentoo: if you want to shoot yourself in the foot, it will happily

provide a loaded gun.

You can also use --depclean in place of --unmerge (that’s

now the recommended way to remove a package). You can 

also use  $ emerge -cav sys-apps/foo . This will check that  foo

isn’t needed by anything else before unmerging it.

What a wonderful @world
How does Portage know what’s in the @world set? How does 

it know which packages you want and which are merely there

as dependencies? The answer is the file /var/lib/portage/

world. This is simply a list of packages you installed, so if you 

installed sys-apps/foo and Portage added sys-libs/libfoo, 

only foo appears in the world file. When you remove foo, 

Portage knows that, provided nothing else requires it,  

 depclean  can remove libfoo. This leads us onto the classic 

mistake made by new users, polluting the world file by 

installing packages that should only be there as 

dependencies, most commonly libraries. The @world set 

should contain only the programs you use, not the packages 

they use. If you just want to try something out quickly, use the

 --oneshot (-1)  option to emerge to keep it out of @world, eg:  

 $ emerge -1a libfoo .

USE flags are one of Portage’s most useful, and most 

misunderstood, features. They control optional features when

building a package, eg if you add scanner to USE and install 

Wine, it will be built with support for using your scanner from 

Windows programs. Putting  -scanner  in USE when installing 

XSane will make no difference at all, because XSane requires 

a scanner. USE flags can be specified in three ways. For global

usage they are set in /etc/portage/make.conf, which you 

will have done during install. You can set for an individual 

package on the command line:  $ USE="foo” emerge -1a bar .

While useful for testing, such a setting will be overridden 

the next time the package is emerged. Portage provides a 

mechanism for changing USE flags for individual packages, 

by listing them in /etc/portage/package.use. This can be a 

file or a directory. If a directory, the contents of all the files in it 

are considered. As you start adding more exceptions, you 

may find this makes organisation simpler. Each line is a 

package atom and a list of USE flags to apply to it, eg  sys-

app.foo bar -baz .

The  emerge  command has a couple of switches for 

dealing with changes to USE flags, either through your editing 

the above files or through changes to the ebuilds:

$ emerge -a --newuse @world

$ emerge -a --changed-use @world

With  --newuse  (or  -N ) all packages for which the USE 

flags have changed are rebuilt. The second option only 

re-emerges packages where the changed flag is in use, which 

avoids unnecessary rebuilding. When you  emerge  a package 

with  -a  or  -p , portage shows your the USE flags for that 

package and which are enabled, but it doesn’t tell you what 

they mean. If you install app-portage/euses, you can see 

each USE flag’s description, like this:

$ euses scanner

scanner - Add support for scanner hardware (e.g. build the 

sane frontend in kdegraphics)

net-print/hplip:scanner - Enable scanner on multifunction 

devices which support it

If you are thinking of changing a USE flag globally and 

want to know which of your packages will be affected, equery 

hasuse scanner  will show you all installed packages that 

respect that flag. Equery is part of app-portage/gentoolkit, 

something worth installing early on.

There are other packages worth installing:

app-portage/eix This creates a searchable database of 

available and installed packages, it also includes the program 

eix-sync that updates your portage tree and the database 

with a single command.

app-portage/genlop This works with the emerge log files 

and can give useful information including predictions about 

how long the current operation will take to complete.

app-portage/portage-utils This contains the Q utilities, 

qlist shows files installed by a package, qfile tells you which 

package installed a particular file and qlop performs a similar 

function to genlop.

There’s a lot more to Portage, we have covered some of 

the basics here and will cover more next month. LXF

 A file in /etc/portage/package.use showing USE flag 

changes for specific packages. Note that comments are 

allowed and even encouraged in here.

Atomic numbers
Throughout the Gentoo documentation you will see references to atoms. An atom 

is a package specification, like ‘gimp’ or ‘media-gfx/gimp’. When installing files the 

category part is only compulsory if there are packages with the same name in 

different categories. You can also specify versions in an atom, which may be useful 

in places like package.use:

sys-apps/foo

=sys-apps/foo-1.2.3

~sys-apps/foo-1.2.3

<sys-apps/foo-1.2.4

The first matches any version of  foo , the second only version  1.2.3 , the third 

matches that version plus any minor revisions - like  foo-1.2.3-r1 , while the last one 

matches anything older than  1.2.4 .
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foo

Well, let’s ask procenv:

$ procenv --environment | wc -l

105

Here, I’ve requested  procenv  to restrict its output to 

display just the environment variables and I’m counting the 

lines of output with the  wc  command. Now, let’s run  

procenv  again, but this time without restrictions, so that it 

dumps out everything it can about the environment:

$ procenv | wc -l

4238

As you can see, there’s significantly more to the 

environment that just variables. In fact,  procenv  produces so 

much output, it’s not practical to show a full dump here.

Plethora of PIDs
After environment variables, the next most obvious attribute 

of your environment is its Process ID or PID. When you run  ps  

or  top , you can see that every process has a unique number 

to describe it:

$ echo "current PID=$$"

current PID=1234

If you create a new process by running Bash again (to 

create a sub-shell), you will get a new PID that corresponds to 

that new shell:

$ bash -c 'echo "sub-shell PID=$$"'

sub-shell PID=1235

To whet your appetite, let’s look at how procenv shows this 

by running it twice on an Ubuntu system and comparing the 

results all in a fancy one-liner:

$ diff -u <(procenv --process) <(procenv --process)

Procenv: Test 
environments

Procenv Understand what environment 
a process runs in for system testing

James Hunt, the creator of procenv, covers his powerful utility that spits out 
every possible aspect of an environment that it runs in.

T
his month we will look at a command-line tool called 

procenv. It was written to solve specific real-world 

problems, but it’s also useful in many scenarios. First, 

a digression. Imagine the following scenario: It’s 7pm and ace 

programmer Alice has a problem: she’s fixed a critical 

customer bug, but the Test Department have told her that the 

application now crashes on startup on the test server.

Alice wonders how this is possible as both systems are 

using the same OS version, and the app works perfectly on 

her development system. Unless she can work out quickly 

how her system is different to the ones in Test, she’s in for a 

long night in the office. Thinking fast, she writes a shell script 

to try and identify the differences between the two systems:

#!/bin/bash

echo -n “user: "; whoami

echo -n “directory: "; pwd 

echo “environment variables:”; env 

echo “ulimit:”; ulimit -a

echo “file descriptors:”; ls -l /proc/self/fd/

For those of you who haven’t had to write such a script (or 

who simply refuse to admit it), this sort of script is designed 

to be run in two places:

 In an environment where your program works (probably on 

your desktop or development system).

 In an environment where your program stubbornly refuses 

to work (most likely on your test or production system).

Alice hopes that when she compares the output of the 

script on both systems she’ll be able identify the differences 

which will give a clue as to why the real application is 

crashing. Sadly, Alice is in for a long night because the script 

just doesn’t provide sufficient detail. If only she’d known 

about a tool that provides the ideal solution: procenv.

(Disclaimer: James Hunt wrote procenv and wrote it to 

solve a couple of interesting problems (see the History of 

procenv box, p77.)) It’s a very simple tool that, by default, 

dumps out every possible aspect of the environment it runs 

in. The term ‘environment’ needs some qualification; procenv 

uses the term ‘environment’ in quite a liberal sense, blurring 

the lines between ‘process’ and ‘system’. Essentially, it queries 

every conceivable aspect of the environment it runs in from 

the perspective of a process.

If you’ve done any amount of shell programming, you may 

believe the process environment is simply the set of name/

value pair variables that you can manipulate via the shell:

$ var=foo

$ echo $var

 Procenv has more options than a city trader!

James Hunt

is an open source 
developer working 
at Intel’s Open 
Source Technology 
Center on the 
Clear Linux distro.
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--- /proc/self/fd/11  2015-10-14 20:17:03.147630023 +0100

+++ /proc/self/fd/12  2015-10-14 20:17:03.147630023 +0100

@@ -1,10 +1,10 @@

   process:

  -  process id (pid): 23893

  +  process id (pid): 23894

     parent process id (ppid): 23320

     session id (sid): 23320 (leader=no)

     name: ‘procenv’

  -  ancestry: 23893 ('procenv'), 23320 ('zsh'), 23308 ('gnome-

terminal-'), 16776 ('upstart'), 16660 ('lightdm'), 16597 

('lightdm'), 1 ('systemd')

  -  process group id: 23893 (leader=yes)

  +  ancestry: 23894 ('procenv'), 23320 ('zsh'), 23308 ('gnome-

terminal-'), 16776 ('upstart'), 16660 ('lightdm'), 16597 

('lightdm'), 1 ('systemd')

  +  process group id: 23894 (leader=yes)

     foreground process group: 23895

     terminal: ‘/dev/tty’

     has controlling terminal: yes

Here we see quite a few PIDs. This example runs two 

instances of  procenv --process , which will instruct  procenv  

to show only process details. As you can see, the PID changed

from  23893  to  23894 .

Since the  procenv  commands are surrounded by braces 

in the  diff  command, they will be run in separate sub-shells, 

and since the  <  character is specified before the sub-shell, 

the output of each sub-shell will be fed to  diff  (no temporary

files required). We’re using the ‘unified diff’ format ( -u ) as it’s

easier to read (the plus ( + ) in column one denotes an 

addition and the minus a deletion).

The ancestry entries are rather interesting: they show the 

procenv PID, its parent PID and all other parent PIDs up to 

PID 1, the init daemon. This is essentially showing a single 

‘branch’ of all the PIDs on the system.

One final point of interest is that the ancestry shows both 

Upstart and Systemd. This is because although Systemd is 

now used in Ubuntu as the init daemon, Upstart is still used to

manage the graphical user session.

So what is there in the environment aside from variables 

and PIDs? Rather a lot it turns out, so much in fact that  

 procenv  has to group output into categories: the latest 

version of procenv (version 0.42 at the time of writing) 

displays information on 36 different categories. An exhaustive

list of everything procenv displays is not really practical, but 

the names of the command-line options give you a hint as to 

what they might display, eg --arguments, --compiler and 

--libc. As an example --libc shows details of the standard 

library. For the full details, see  procenv --help  or look at the  

 man page (procenv(1)).

Let’s start with an easy example to get going. Note: the  

 --file=  option, which is useful for logging the output of 

 procenv  without potentially modifying those results by 

having to use shell redirection. First, run  procenv  as your 

usual user and log the output with  $ procenv --file=/tmp/

procenv.log . Next, run  procenv  as a different user (here user 

‘foo') and log the output with  $ sudo -u foo procenv --file=/

tmp/procenv-foo.log . And finally, compare the results with  

 $ diff /tmp/procenv.log /tmp/procenv-foo.log .

CPU scheduling
Most modern systems have more than one (virtual or 

physical) CPU. Try this experiment:  $ diff <(procenv --cpu) 

<(procenv --cpu) . This example runs two instances of  

 procenv --cpu . Since the commands are surrounded by 

braces, they will be run in separate sub-shells, and since the  

 <  character is specified before the sub-shell, the output of 

each sub-shell will be fed to  diff . For extra marks, why does 

the command above sometimes return no output?

Alice could have used this to compare her two systems by 

running  procenv  on both and comparing the results:

# On Alice’s development machine

$ procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-alice-workstation.log

# On the Test system

$ procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-test-env.log

But what else can we do? Here are a few ideas. You may 

be surprised by some of the results. How about finding out 

what  nohup cmd &  actually does by running  procenv  

normally (in the foreground), and logging the output:

$ procenv --file=/tmp/procenv.log

We’ll call this the ‘baseline’ output. Now, run it with  nohup  

and put it in the background using  &  and compare the two 

resulting files:

$ nohup procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-nohup.log &

We’ll compare them with:

$ procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-foreground.log &

$ $SHELL -c ‘procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-background-

subshell.log &’

If you intend to

use the JSON 

output format, 

consider installing 

the excellent jq 

utility which allows 

extracting elements 

with ease. All the 

procenv variables 

are documented in 

its man page.

Quick
tip

Hunt’s history of procenv
The idea for procenv resulted from two itches

that I was experiencing regularly, both of which

relate to the Upstart init system, as previously 

used by Ubuntu. 

First, I wanted an assertion tool to be used for 

scenario testing. Upstart has excellent unit tests,

but I wanted to create a set of Upstart ‘jobs’ to 

run on a real system. These jobs would assert 

every attribute of the job environment that was 

expected at ‘runtime’ (the Upstart job 

environment has to conform to a very strict 

definition, as documented in the upstart(5) man

page). My original thought was to write a tool 

that could be fed a statement; if the statement 

was false, the tool would display an error and

exit.However, I disliked the idea of passing such

statements to the tool. A cleaner design would be

to have the tool simply display its complete

environment, allowing the job to check the

output of the tool using grep(1) .

The second itch was to find a way to debug

remote test failures. The Upstart tests are critical

to ensure expected system behaviour and

protect against regressions: if PID 1 fails, the

system crashes! However, tests that ran

perfectly on development systems would 

occasionally fail for mysterious reasons on the 

various build systems. I found that resolving 

these issues was extremely difficult since the

systems disallowed logins. This meant debugging 

was often limited to reading build logs!

Since I couldn’t login, the next best option was 

to know, precisely, how the build environment 

differed to the development systems.

Creating the procenv utility solved both these 

problems since it not only shows the entire 

environment when run, but it also runs itself 

when it’s built on those remote servers I 

mentioned. This allows simple debugging by 

comparing the procenv build logs (containing all 

procenv output) with the output of procenv run 

on a local system.
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If you want to

understand exactly 

what procenv 

is doing, run it 

through strace with 

$ strace -o /tmp/

strace.log procenv. 

The procenv man 

page lists the 

relevant man page 

to consult for each 

option to learn 

more, eg looking at 

the --clocks section 

will refer you to the 

clock_getres(2) 

man page.
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To find out what shell redirection does, you could compare

the following with the baseline output:

$ procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-redirect.log </dev/null >/dev/

null

To find out what script(1) does, compare the following with

the baseline output:

$ script -c 'procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-script.log'

We can also see whether running a command in a 

graphical environment differs to running it on a console, by 

running  procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-emulator.log  from 

gnome-terminal (or your favourite terminal emulator). Then 

running  procenv  on a real terminal with Ctrl+Alt+F1, login, 

and running  procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-console.log .

You could also try comparing different shells with:

$ sh -c ‘procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-sh.log’

$ bash -c ‘procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-bash.log’

$ zsh -c ‘procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-zsh.log’

Init system environment
A very common need for developers and sysadmins is to 

understand fully what environment is provided by their init 

system. Here’s how you can do that for Upstart-based 

systems: First, create the file /etc/init/procenv.conf with:

description “Display Upstart process environment”

task

exec procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-main.log

pre-start exec procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-pre-start.log

post-start exec procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-post-start.log

post-stop exec procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-post-stop.log

Next, run the job with  $ sudo start procenv . Now, inspect 

the logfiles in /tmp.

   Alternatively, on an Ubuntu distro you could perform the

same test by creating the file as $HOME/.config/upstart/

procenv.conf and generating the log by running (without 

sudo):  $ start procenv . If you use a Systemd-based systems,

you’ll need to create the file /lib/systemd/system/procenv.

service containing:

[Unit]

Description=Display systemd process environment

  

[Service]

Type=oneshot

ExecStart=/usr/bin/procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-main.log

And generating the log with:

$ sudo systemctl enable procenv.service

$ sudo systemctl start procenv.service

Again, you can inspect the logfiles in /tmp.

Sometimes you want to know about an environment that 

initially seems to be impossible to observe. The trick is to use 

procenv’s  --exec  option, which makes use of one of the ‘exec’ 

system calls which will replace the currently running process 

with another.

Imagine you need to see the exact environment that a 

particular program is running in. Maybe that program is being 

called by another program in a complex chain of scripts and 

other programs. How can we do this?  Simple! Imagine we 

want to see the environment that awk is being called in. First, 

we move aside the real awk binary with:

  $ sudo mv /usr/bin/awk /usr/bin/awk.real

Then create a script called say procenv.sh containing:

  #!/bin/sh

  cmd=$(basename “$0")

  exec /usr/bin/procenv --file=/tmp/procenv-${cmd}.log --exec 

-- /usr/bin/${cmd}.real “$*”

Next, we install the program as /usr/bin/procenv.sh with  

 $ sudo install procenv.sh /usr/bin  and create a symbolic link 

from /usr/bin/awk to procenv.sh with  $ sudo ln -s /usr/

bin/procenv.sh /usr/bin/awk .

After this sleight-of-hand, whenever the symbolic link  

/usr/bin/awk is executed, what actually happens is that the 

/usr/bin/procenv.sh script is run, which will determine the 

name of the command that it was called as (in this case 

 awk ). The script will then re-exec (re-execute) itself by 

running  procenv  with the same PID as the script. Then  

 procenv  will write its output to, in this case, /tmp/procenv-

awk.log. After this,  procenv  itself will re-exec the command 

specified, which, in this instance, will be /usr/bin/awk.real. 

It’s important to emphasise that all of the following will run 

with the same PID: procenv.sh, /usr/bin/procenv and /usr/

bin/awk.real.

The environment of PID 1
What if you wanted to learn about the environment the kernel 

creates for the init daemon that runs with PID 1? Since init 

daemons must be the first process to run on a system (and 

are thus assigned PID 1), surely by definition  procenv  cannot 

run before the init daemon right? Wrong.

Again, you can make use of the ‘exec trick’ since that will 

allow  procenv  to run as PID 1 and then pass that same PID 1 

‘identity’ to the init daemon after  procenv  has finished 

running. The syntax required to perform this trick is slightly 

more convoluted than the example above. This stems from 

the fact that there’s no generic mechanism for the kernel to 

pass options to the init daemon. Hence, we have the kernel 

set two magic  procenv  variables to tell it where to write its 

output and which command to exec after it has finished:

  init=/usr/bin/procenv PROCENV_FILE=/dev/ttyS0 

PROCENV_EXEC="/lib/systemd/systemd”

Note that you do need a kernel that’s capable of 

converting ‘unknown’ options on the kernel command-line 

into environment variables. Ubuntu does this, but other distro 

kernels may not. For a full list of variables that  procenv  

supports, see the procenv(1) man page.  

Output formats
Over time, procenv has grown a few different output formats. 

Currently it supports: structured plain text (the default), XML, 

JSON and crumb. The default output format is the simplest 

 Procenv reveals 

the network 

interface details.
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human-readable format. XML and JSON make the output of  

 procenv  infinitely more consumable by other tools. The 

oddball crumb needs a little explanation. It’s short for 

breadcrumb and is designed for easy parsing: it displays the 

data in a flattened format with each value on a separate line 

preceded by all appropriate headings which are separated by 

the current separator.  An example will probably help here. 

Since all output that procenv produces uses the same set of 

routines internally, even the --version flag can produce output 

in any of the supported formats (pictured, right).

As you can see in the default output, a single ‘version:’ 

stanza is displayed. That stanza contains three values 

beneath it: name, version and author. With the crumb format 

that parent/child relationship is in some ways clearer since 

ever line starts with version: meaning that all those lines are 

displaying information from the ‘version:’ stanza. This might 

seem obvious, but if you run  procenv --format=crumb , you’ll 

see that there are many different prefix stanzas aside from 

version:. We can make the output a little better though by 

adding the  --separator  option:

  $ procenv --format=crumb --separator=: --version

  version:name:procenv

  version:version:0.42

  version:author:James Hunt <jamesodhunt@ubuntu.com>

Notice that the annoying space just before the value has 

now been removed. We can improve things a little more with:

  $ procenv --format=crumb --crumb-separator=',' 

--separator=',' --limits

  limits,RLIMIT_AS,soft,current,18446744073709551615

  limits,RLIMIT_AS,soft,max,18446744073709551615

  limits,RLIMIT_AS,hard,current,18446744073709551615

  limits,RLIMIT_AS,hard,max,18446744073709551615

I’ve only listed the first few lines of output, but we’ve now 

got procenv to list a few resource limits in CSV (comma-

separated value) format. This means you could take the 

output and load it directly into a spreadsheet application.

Now for a final example, version 0.42 of procenv is fully 

able to take advantage of UTF-8. This means you can do 

crazy things (see below) to show details of all available clocks

on your system, specifying custom unicode separators for a 

bit of ‘bling':

  $ procenv --format=crumb --separator=”-> " --crumb-

separator=” >> " --clock 

  clocks >> CLOCK_REALTIME >> resolution -> 

0.000000001s

  clocks >> CLOCK_MONOTONIC >> resolution -> 

0.000000001s

  clocks >> CLOCK_MONOTONIC_RAW >> resolution -> 

0.000000001s

  clocks >> CLOCK_PROCESS_CPUTIME_ID >> resolution 

-> 0.000000001s

  clocks >> CLOCK_THREAD_CPUTIME_ID >> resolution ->

0.000000001s

Output location
Sometimes, writing output to standard output isn’t enough 

since it might be redirected to, eg /dev/null, which is why 

procenv supports various output locations: standard output 

(the default), standard error, a file, the system log (managed 

by Syslogd or Systemd’s journald) and direct to the terminal. 

Note that no shell redirection is required – you simply switch 

the location of where the output is written to.

If you are running Ubuntu 14.04 (Trusty) or later (or a 

recent Debian), install procenv in the normal manner with  

 $ sudo apt-get install procenv . The utility is licensed under 

the GPLv3 and the source code is freely available on GitHub  

(https://github.com/jamesodhunt/procenv). If you find 

problems or you have ideas on how to improve it, please raise

a bug on GitHub. Take a look to see if procenv is available for 

your system. If not there are packages for most distros at 

http://bit.ly/ProcenvPackages. However, if you wish to 

build it from source, it follows the usual simple pattern:

  $ git clone https://github.com/jamesodhunt/procenv

  $ cd procenv

  $ ./configure && make && sudo make install

Real-life data
If you want to see what the Travis-CI build environment is 

like? Or the build environments used to build Debian or 

Ubuntu packages then simply go to the Results section on 

the GitHub page where there are links to all the publicly-

accessible procenv build logs.

So, if you are attempting to debug a problem that your 

application fails in, eg the Travis-CI environment, just head to 

https://travis-ci.org/jamesodhunt/procenv, look at the 

logs and compare those logs with the output of procenv when 

run in your ‘working’ environment.

The more platforms that procenv is available on, the more 

useful it becomes. It currently runs on Linux, FreeBSD, GNU 

Hurd and Android. If you can help port it to other systems (eg 

AIX, HP-UX, Solaris, Minix and OpenVMS), please contact the 

author. At this point, it should be clear that the process 

environment contains a lot more than simply environment 

variables. You’ll also have seen both how easy it is to run 

procenv to explore the hidden realm of the process, and how 

much it can show you about your environment.

For an excellent, albeit terse overview of processes and 

groups, take a look at the credentials(7) man page. It’s one of 

those gems that isn’t widely advertised or particularly easy to 

find without guidance. The procenv man page includes 

pointers to all the commands that are similar to it. That is 

commands that are individually able to provide some of the 

information that procenv provides. The man page also gives 

pointers to all the system and library calls for each option, 

should you wish to learn more about a category.

If you prefer a less succinct explanation than terse man 

pages, take a look at either of the following two books: 

Advanced Programming in the Unix Environment (2nd 

Edition) by W. Richard Stevens and Stephen A. Rago and 

Advanced Unix Programming (2nd Edition) by Marc J. 

Rochkind. Don’t be put off by the word ‘advanced’ in the titles 

– both are eminently readable and taken at a slow pace they 

are comprehensive and full of lots of small examples to 

emphasise the material covered. LXF

 Every option 

is capable of 

producing 

output in various 

different formats.
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taken on VirtualBox 5.0.8. Please note that if you want to run 

Cloudera Manager, you will need a minimum of 8GB RAM.

As a first step, download and install VirtualBox  

(www.virtualbox.org) for Linux using YUM, APT or RPM 

commands depending on your distro. Installing VirtualBox is 

no different than installing any other software on your 

machine. Also make sure you’re using 64-bit version of the 

host OS and have at least 4GB of RAM to allocate to the 

Cloudera QuickStart VM. Next, Download the VM  

(http://bit.ly/ClouderaDownloads) by selecting the 

QuickStart VM link. Clicking on the download link will give you 

an option to select your virtual environment (VMware, KVM or 

VirtualBox). Select the ZIP file for VirtualBox and depending 

on your Internet bandwidth, it may take a while as it’s bigger 

than 4GB. Once the download is complete, unzip the file to 

extract VMDK and OVF files. Now start VirtualBox and use the 

‘Import Appliance’ option in the File menu to import the VM 

into VirtualBox (pictured above). You have to provide the path 

to the OVF file during the import process.

Once you’ve selected the correct path for the OVF file, 

click the ‘Continue’ button. The rest of the installation is 

nothing more than clicking through the ‘Next’ or ‘Continue’ 

buttons. You don’t need to make any changes to default 

parameters or create/change any configuration. All of this is 

pre-configured for you. By default, the virtual machine will be 

allocated 4MB of RAM and one virtual CPU.

Once the installation is complete, you can start the VM 

from VirtualBox. After the machine starts up, you’ll go straight 

to the Cloudera Desktop (pictured, p81). If the Firefox web 

Hadoop: Use 
Big Data apps

Hadoop Get started with Big Data and 
Hadoop technologies using Cloudera

Data is the currency of the future, Rafeeq Rehman introduces the data 
science skills that are in demand.

D
ue to the massive amount of data collection 

occurring in ecommerce, manufacturing processes, 

website clickstreams, IoT and other sources, all types 

of business are looking for ways to capitalise on this data. 

This development has created a huge demand for a Big Data 

science skillset, which has seen more and more people trying 

to learn Hadoop and other Big Data technologies.

However, building a working Hadoop environment isn’t a 

trivial task and takes significant effort especially for 

beginners. To solve this issue Cloudera, which is a major 

player in the Big Data technologies, has created a QuickStart 

virtual machines (VM) based on the CentOS distribution 

(distro). This VM includes a pre-built Hadoop stack and an 

excellent set of Hadoop applications, and in this tutorial we 

will help you download, install and start using this VM.

The Cloudera QuickStart VM is built on 64-bit CentOS 6.4 

Linux distro. It’s free and downloadable as a compressed ZIP 

file that contains an OVF (Open Virtualization Format) and a 

VMDK file. You can use VMware, KVM or VirtualBox to import 

the downloaded files and run the VM. We’re using VirtualBox  

but you can choose any other virtualization option you prefer.  

Please note that you need VirtualBox version 4 or higher to 

run the Cloudera VM. The screenshots in this tutorial are 

 Importing Cloudera QuickStart VM into VirtualBox is very 

easy. When importing the OVF file, click on the file icon to 

select the location of the file you extracted from ZIP.
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browser is set to start by default, you may see a Firefox 

window as well.

Hadoop configuration files
To start learning a new system, we’re always interested in 

finding the location of configuration files. It helps in knowing 

where to go to when you are troubleshooting something or 

want to go a step farther to learn something new. 

Configuration files also provide important clues to 

performance-tuning parameters.

First of all, let’s see how the virtual machine initiates 

Hadoop services at startup. When you run the following 

command, you will see a number of startup scripts in /etc/

init.d directory. Discussion of each of these startup scripts is 

outside the scope of this tutorial but it will give you an idea 

about where to go and find more information if you are having

trouble in starting Hadoop services or are interested in 

learning more about Hadoop startup:

$ ls -l /etc/init.d/hadoop*

-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 4551 May 19 17:24 /etc/init.d/hadoop-

hdfs-datanode

-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 4336 May 19 17:24 /etc/init.d/hadoop-

hdfs-journalnode

-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 5065 May 19 17:24 /etc/init.d/hadoop-

hdfs-namenode

-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 4402 May 19 17:24 /etc/init.d/hadoop-

hdfs-secondarynamenode

-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 4886 May 19 17:24 /etc/init.d/hadoop-

httpfs

-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 4423 May 19 17:24 /etc/init.d/hadoop-

mapreduce-historyserver

-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 4421 May 19 17:24 /etc/init.d/hadoop-

yarn-nodemanager

-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 4337 May 19 17:24 /etc/init.d/hadoop-

yarn-proxyserver

-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 4381 May 19 17:24 /etc/init.d/hadoop-

yarn-resourcemanager

You don’t need to make any changes to these files or 

enable/disable any of these services. All of this is pre-

configured for you. There are a number of other startup 

scripts in /etc/init.d for other Hadoop applications. In 

addition to the startup scripts, you can find configuration files 

for Hadoop components under /etc directory.

Cloudera has already bundled a number of tutorials with 

the QuickStart VM. These tutorials include step-by-step 

examples to start learning Hadoop. When you start the Firefox 

web browser, the homepage contains links to start these 

tutorials (see below). The Cloudera tutorials start with 

business scenarios and use the Hadoop utilities available on 

the virtual machine to solve them.

The first example tutorial involves taking data from a 

relational database and feeding that data into the Hadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS). A typical Hadoop cluster will 

have many data nodes to store ingested data. However, in this 

 The Firefox web browser homepage contains links to Cloudera tutorials and 

they are an excellent way to learn about the bundled applications.

 After starting the Cloudera QuickStart VM, you will see 

the default desktop. The latest version of the VM will 

automatically start the Firefox browser as well. 

If you are a

command-line 

person, a list of 

Hadoop commands 

is available at 

http://bit.ly/

HadoopCmdsGuide.

Quick
tip

What is Big Data?
For many businesses, data is the ‘currency of the 

future’ and an essential element to remain 

competitive, expand their business and become 

a leader in their industry sector. 

Storing, processing, and decision-making 

based upon massive amounts of data requires a 

paradigm shift in terms of the technologies. No 

longer can we rely on centralised relational 

databases where storage and processing is done 

in one place. Today, the data is too big to be 

collected and stored in one place. So, instead of 

bringing data to a central place, we keep the data 

distributed and bring the computation to where 

the data is. Big Data technologies are designed 

for managing and processing massive and 

distributed storage of data using commodity 

hardware and networks.

Big Data technologies are at the core of all 

major internet companies, including Google, 

Facebook, Twitter, Yahoo, LinkedIn and others. 

New and emerging technologies, like Internet of 

Things (IoT), will require Big Data applications to 

analyse vast amounts of data collected from 

diverse device types.

Hadoop is the leading and very popular Big 

Data technology. Due to its popularity, you’ll find 

Big Data and Hadoop being referenced 

interchangeably in the context of distributed 

storage and processing of large amounts of data. 

Hadoop has two core components: 

MapReduce Framework and Hadoop File System 

(HDFS). There are many applications and 

distributed databases built upon these core 

components. The key concept to remember is 

that Big Data is not a single technology, but is an 

ecosystem of a number of technologies 

combined together for the purpose of storing, 

analysing, and reporting on extremely large 

amounts of distributed data.
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The Mapper and

the Reducer 

functions. A typical 

Hadoop application 

will include both 

a mapper and 

reducer function. 

You can write 

both functions in 

many languages, 

including Java

and Python.

Quick
tip

Never miss another issue Subscribe to the #1 source for Linux on page 30.

 You can use Hue web interface and Impala queries to query and display data in

different formats, including easy-to-build graphs.

scenario you are running only one virtual machine so your 

‘cluster’ contains only one data node. Note that irrespective 

of the number of data nodes in the cluster, the process will be

the same. Hadoop will take care of distributing data on 

multiple data nodes in the cluster and you don’t need to 

worry about it.

The objective of this article isn’t to repeat the examples 

provided by Cloudera but to give you an idea about what you 

can expect on the virtual machine. Without going into detail 

over each of the example, the following is a brief list of 

available examples and their purpose. You will find detailed 

description of each of these when you follow links:

 Using the available data to find out what products 

customers like to buy.

 How to use Impala for querying data using the web interface

and to quickly draw graphs for easy visualization of results. 

(See above for a bar graph that can be built very easily using 

Impala) You can also select other types of graphs on an 

as-needed basis.

 Combining web access logs to see whether the most-

viewed product results in the biggest sale, ie assessing the 

relationship between clickstream and product sales data.

 How to perform analytics using Spark.

There are other examples available in the virtual machine 

and you can explore them in detail as you improve your skills 

in Hadoop technologies, and we would strongly suggest  

exploring all of them.

Writing a word count program
Now let us write a simple Hadoop mapper and reducer 

function to perform a word count in a large text file. In a 

typical scenario, we’d expect the file to be distributed on 

many data nodes. Both the Hadoop HDFS and the 

MapReduce framework will manage running mapper and 

reducer functions on all nodes transparently. In our case,

we have only one node so all processing will happen on that.

Here’s a list of high-level steps performed for this example:

1 We download a large text file (2city10.txt) which is the text 

of A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens. (This file is 

available at http://bit.ly/2city10).

2 We create an HDFS directory (LXF_input) using the 

command hdfs dfs -mkdir /user/cloudera/LXF_input .

3 We copy 2city10.txt file to the LXF_input directory using:  

 hdfs dfs -put 2city10.txt /user/cloudera/LXF_input .

Note that if we have multiple data nodes in the Hadoop 

cluster, which is typical, HDFS will automatically split and 

copy different parts of the file to multiple nodes. All of this will 

be transparent to the user. This is the beauty of Hadoop 

because it automatically manages the storage of data on 

multiple data nodes, creates multiple copies of data for 

redundancy and keeps track of where the data is stored.

4 We run the mapper and reducer programs to process the 

data using Hadoop streaming API. Once again, if we have 

multiple data nodes, Hadoop will take care of running the 

mapper program on all data nodes where data resides, 

shuffle and sort intermediate results, and then run the 

reducer function to create final output. The final results are 

stored in the output directory specified on the command line. 

The following command is used for this purpose:

hadoop jar /usr/lib/hadoop-mapreduce/hadoop-streaming.jar 

-input /user/cloudera/LXF_input -output /user/cloudera/LXF_

output -mapper /home/cloudera/wordcount_mapper.py 

-reducer /home/cloudera/wordcount_reducer.py

On this command line, we start with specifying the 

Hadoop streaming API; specify the input directory where the 

data is read from; the output directory where results should 

be stored; and paths to mapper and reducer functions.

The mapper and reducer functions are written in Python and 

What’s included with QuickStart VM?
The QuickStart virtual machine is built on the

CentOS 6.4 Linux distro. The VM includes

Hadoop core components (Hadoop Distributed

File System (HDFS) and the MapReduce

Framework) and a number of supporting

applications from the Apache Foundation.

The VM also includes some applications from 

Cloudera. The virtual machine has all necessary 

components pre-installed and configured in 

such a way that you can power on the VM and 

start using it immediately without going through

any configuration process. The latest version of 

the QuickStart VM automatically also starts 

Firefox to help you use many tools directly from 

the web browser. The browser has a Favorites 

bar pre-configured with all the links that you 

would need for learning.

As mentioned earlier, the core of Hadoop is 

HDFS and MapReduce framework. On top of 

that, the pre-built Big Data ecosystem includes a

number of components including, but not

limited to, the following:

 Data mining Hive is a data warehousing utility

and Impala is an open source high-performance

data analytics engine.

Distributed database HBase is a distributed

database built on top of HDFS.

 Importing data From relational databases to 

Hadoop – Sqoop is the utility that’s used to 

import data into HDFS.

 User interaction Hadoop uses a scripting 

language and Pig is the utility that’s supplied 

with QuickStart for direct user interaction with 

Hadoop and it comes with its own scripting

language known as PigLatin.

 Web Interface and Visualisation Hue 

provides an intuitive web interface for many 

utilities including Hive, Impala, Pig and others.

The Cloudera QuickStart virtual machine also 

includes a MySQL database. This database is 

supplied with an existing data store with sample 

data that you can import into HDFS using the 

Sqoop utility. There are a number of tutorials 

included in the VM to help you get started with 

these utilities.
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are listed in step 5. The command will take a minute or so to 

complete and you will see some statistics about the job and 

the output directory.

5 At completion of the previous command, you can use the 

following one to see output files in the output directory:

$ hdfs dfs -ls /user/cloudera/LXF_output

Found 2 items

-rw-r--r--   1 cloudera cloudera          0 2015-11-22 20:37 /

user/cloudera/LXF_output/_SUCCESS

-rw-r--r--   1 cloudera cloudera     203900 2015-11-22 20:37 /

user/cloudera/LXF_output/part-00000

Note that the output file ( part-00000 ) contains the results

in the form of key-value pairs. The key-value pair will show 

each word in the original file and the corresponding number 

of occurrences of it in the file. To view the contents of the 

output file, we use:

hdfs dfs -cat /user/cloudera/LXF_output/part-00000

Since the file is long, you can pipe the output to the more 

command to scroll by number of pages.

Mapper and reducer
The mapper and reducer functions use the MapReduce 

framework to process data. (You can find a detailed 

discussion of the MapReduce framework on Apache at 

http://bit.ly/HadoopApache). However, in simple terms, 

the mapper function creates key value pairs. In this specific 

example, the mapper function reads each line, splits the line 

into words and then puts a count value corresponding to the 

word to make it a key-value pair. 

The Hadoop MapReduce framework shuffles and sorts 

these key-value pairs behind the scenes and passes them to 

the reducer function. The reducer function reads each key-

value pair and combines them to produce final results. Let’s 

take a look at the code for these functions. At this point a little

bit of knowledge of the Python programming language will be

helpful to you, but if you don’t know that but know another 

language instead, you should be able to see how these 

functions work.

The code (below) is for a simple wordcount_mapper.py 

mapper function. The mapper function reads each line of text,

splits it into words (keys) and assigns a value to each key.

#!/usr/bin/env python

import sys 

for text_line in sys.stdin:   # read each line from standard 

input

    text_line = text_line.strip()  # remove carriage return

    keys = text_line.split()  #split line at blanks

    for key in keys:     # assign value to each word using for 

loop

        value = 1        

        print('{0}\t{1}’.format(key, value) )

The reducer reads sorted output from MapReduce 

framework. It reads key-value pair in each line and combines 

matching pairs together to find total word count by adding 

values for same key. After combining the values, it prints the 

total as output which is saved in an HDFS file by Hadoop.

#!/usr/bin/env python

import sys

old_key = None   

total_word_count = 0

for input_line in sys.stdin: # read each line from standard 

input

    input_line = input_line.strip()  # remove carriage return

    new_key, value = input_line.split("\t”, 1)

    value = int(value)           # convert value into integer

    # if new_key is the same as old_key, add value to total

    # if new_key is different, then print key-value pair

    if old_key == new_key

        total_word_count += value 

    else:

        if old_key:  

            print( “{0}\t{1}”.format(old_key, total_word_count) )

        total_word_count = value 

        old_key = new_key

#print the last key-value pair

if old_key == new_key:

    print( “{0}\t{1}”.format(old_key, total_word_count)) 

Browsing HDFS files
Now that you’ve created a sample mapper and reducer file in 

HDFS, let’s see how the Cloudera web interface can be used 

to browse the HDFS files. To view files and directories in the 

web browser, login to Hue (using username: cloudera and 

password: cloudera) and then click on the ‘File Browser’ link 

on the blue bar at top of the web page (pictured above).

You will see the newly created directory LXF_input where you 

placed a text file for processing and the LXF_output directory 

that was created as a result of executing wordcount_mapper.

py and wordcount_reducer.py functions. By clicking on the 

names of these directories, you can drill down inside these 

directories to view individual files.

There are two areas that you should pay attention to (see 

screenshot, above, for reference): the first is the Favorites bar, 

where you’ll see links to Hue, Hadoop, HBase, Impala, Spark 

and other utilities. This provides a quick way of starting these 

Hadoop applications, and Cloudera has done an excellent job 

of including all the important links in the Favorites bar for

easy access.

The second area is the Hue blue bar that appears once 

you log into Hue. Links on the Hue bar enable you check the 

configuration, manage Hue users, create and edit workflows, 

run queries, and use other tools such as Hive, Pig, Impala etc. 

You can also design jobs and view the status of submitted 

jobs in the web interface.

As you’ve no doubt realised, building a ‘working’ Hadoop 

environment is actually a very easy thing to do as long as you 

use something like Cloudera QuickStart VM to help you. 

However, this is just the start of your journey to learning Big 

Data. We’d suggest using the tutorial that’s on the Apache 

Foundation website (http://bit.ly/HadoopApache) as well 

as information on the Cloudera website (www.cloudera.com) 

to understand how MapReduce framework works. 

Additionally, the examples provided in the Cloudera VM will 

be very useful in helping you to understand some of the 

technologies involved. Good luck! LXF

Among

many options,

the Hue web

interface can be

used to browse 

HDFS directories 

and files.
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$ wget https://swift.org/builds/ubuntu1404/swift-2.2-

SNAPSHOT-2015-12-18-a/swift-2.2-SNAPSHOT-2015-12-18-

a-ubuntu14.04.tar.gz.sig

$ gpg --verify swift-2.2-SNAPSHOT-2015-12-18-a-

ubuntu14.04.tar.gz

The first command installs some required packages in 

case they’re not already installed. The second command 

downloads the latest development snapshot. The third 

imports PGP keys and should only be executed once on each 

Linux system. The fourth command downloads the latest 

keys and the fifth downloads the required signature files. 

The final command verifies that the archive that you’ve 

downloaded is intact. Bear in mind that the last command 

might produce a harmless warning message that you can 

ignore provided that you downloaded all files from a trusted 

source (eg https://swift.org).

If everything is fine so far, extract the archive with tar xzf 

swift-2.2-SNAPSHOT-2015-12-18-a-ubuntu14.04.tar.gz. 

This command creates a new directory that you should put in 

your current PATH variable:

$ export PATH="/home/mtsouk/swift-2.2-SNAPSHOT-2015-

12-18-a-ubuntu14.04/usr/bin":"${PATH}”

Note: adjust the  /home/mtsouk/swift-2.2-SNAPSHOT-

2015-12-18-a-ubuntu14.04  path in order to match your 

system, username and Swift directory. You can find your 

version of Swift by executing  swift --version . (The screenshot 

(above) shows the contents of the bin directory of the 

Swift installation.)

Swift: An 
essential guide
Get up to speed with the programming language, Swift, and get coding 
quickly, Mihalis Tsoukalos motors through the basics.

T
he biggest surprise of the Apple Worldwide Developer 

Conference 2014 (WWDC) was the announcement of 

Swift, a new programming language that will – 

eventually – replace Apple Objective-C. The biggest surprise 

of WWDC 2015 was the announcement that Swift was to 

become an open source project. This tutorial is a gentle 

introduction to Swift and its various features through a few 

small but complete code examples.

It’s most likely, you will find the installation process the 

most difficult part of this tutorial. Apple doesn’t provide 

packages for every Linux distribution (distro). Currently, only 

Ubuntu 14.04 and 15.10 are officially supported. If you have a 

different Linux distro, the installation process will likely be 

more challenging. For an Ubuntu 14.04 Linux system the 

installation process is:

$ sudo apt-get install clang libicu-dev

$ wget https://swift.org/builds/ubuntu1404/swift-2.2-

SNAPSHOT-2015-12-18-a/swift-2.2-SNAPSHOT-2015-12-18-

a-ubuntu14.04.tar.gz

$ wget -q -O - https://swift.org/keys/all-keys.asc | gpg 

--import -

$ gpg --keyserver hkp://pool.sks-keyservers.net --refresh-keys 

Swift

 The contents of the bin directory of the Swift installation.

Mihalis

Tsoukalos is a 
DBA, programmer, 
mathematician 
and Unix admin. 
In his spare time 
he likes to write 
technical articles 
and fight crime.

Our 
expert

Parentheses for

if statements are 

optional, because 

Swift considers that 

sometimes they 

add unnecessary 

noise to code. Swift  

also doesn’t have 

.h files because you 

don’t need them.

Quick
tip
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If you execute Swift without any command line arguments

you will be presented with the Swift REPL. The REPL is the 

perfect place to learn new things because it’s an interactive 

shell that allows you to read, evaluate and print the results of 

any Swift code you enter. All Swift functionality is available 

from the REPL. Additionally, if you press the tab key, the REPL

will present you with a list of available completions based on 

the text you’ve already typed. Let’s start by presenting you 

with the “Hello World!” program written in Swift:

print("Hello, World!")

If you are familiar with C, C++ or Objective-C, you’ll likely 

make a few observations. First, there are no semicolons that 

denote the end of a command. Swift doesn’t use semicolons 

unless you want to put two commands on the same line. 

Second, there’s no main() function which should be a great 

surprise for you. Last, there are no #include or #import 

statements; however, this only happens because the “Hello 

World” program is small and doesn’t need any.

You can execute the “Hello World!” program as follows:

$ swift hw.swift

Hello, World!

$ swiftc hw.swift

$ ls -l hw

-rwxrwxr-x 1 mtsouk mtsouk 13676 Dec 24 18:19 hw*

$ ./hw

Hello, World!

$ cat hw.script

#!/home/mtsouk/swift-2.2-SNAPSHOT-2015-12-18-a-

ubuntu14.04/usr/bin/swift

print("Hello World!")

$ chmod 755 hw.script

$ ./hw.script

Hello World!

As you can see there are three different ways to execute 

Swift code. The first executes Swift code from the command 

line without creating an executable file. The second method 

uses  swiftc  to compile hw.swift and generate an executable 

binary file that’s automatically named hw based on the 

filename of the file with the Swift code. The third way shows 

how to create and execute a Swift script (hw.script) – this is 

analogous to a Unix shell script. If you can successfully run 

the Hello World program then you’re ready to continue.

Apple has included the Swift Package manager and a 

Build System in the Swift package which offers a handy way 

for compiling Swift projects. We’ll use the hw.swift file as an 

example. First, you’ll need to create a new directory that will 

include all project files with $ mkdir hw and $ cd hw.

Next, you must create a file called Package.swift that will 

be the manifest file of the project – this is mandatory. If the 

manifest file is empty, the package manager will create the 

new project using the default options. As you are using the 

defaults, the package manager expects to find all Swift code 

inside a directory called Sources which you must also create:

$ touch Package.swift

$ mkdir Sources

By default, the package manager will search for a file 

named main.swift and compile it, so copy hw.swift inside the 

Sources directory but name it main.swift and build the 

project as follows:

$ cp ~/hw.swift Sources/main.swift

$ swift build

The final product will be available inside the .build/debug 

directory. This happens because the package manager 

considers that your first executable will be used for 

debugging. The name of the executable file will be the same 

as the name of the project. (See the screenshot (below) for 

the full list of created files and directories that are created for 

a project.) The rest of the tutorial will show important features 

of the language so get ready to write some Swift code!

 

Constants and variables
Swift requires you to declare either constants or variables. 

The code (below) defines a variable and a constant inside the 

Swift REPL:

1> var youCanChangeMe = 12

youCanChangeMe: Int = 12

 2> let youCannotChangeMe = 12

youCannotChangeMe: Int = 12

You should use the  var  keyword to declare a mutable 

variable and  let  to declare an immutable variable. Swift will 

generate a very descriptive error message if you try to change 

the value of  youCannotChangeMe  (as you can see below).

 The Swift Package Manager, which is included in the Swift package, creates a 

plethora of files and directories when building a project.

Two good books

about Swift are 

Swift Programming: 

The Big Nerd Ranch 

Guide by Matthew 

Mathias, John 

Gallagher and The 

Swift Apprentice: 

Beginning 

Programming 

with Swift 2 by 

Janie Clayton, 

Alexis Gallagher, 

Matt Galloway, Eli 

Ganem, Erik Kerber 

and Ben Morrow.

Quick
tip

Other Swift characteristics
Swift values are never implicitly converted to 

another type which makes your code less buggy.

You should always use curly brackets (or braces)

{ and } even for blocks of code that only have one

line. As we mention in the tutorial, the most 

powerful control statement in Swift is the switch

statement. As Swift also supports functional 

programming, a Swift function can return 

another function as its value! Additionally, you 

can use any Unicode character as a variable 

name. So, eg you can say:

let ϖ = 3.14159

Swift understands when a variable that was 

declared as var never changes its value and 

prints the following warning:

bubbleSort.swift:7:21: warning: variable ‘temp’ 

was never mutated; consider changing to ‘let’ 

constant

Swift also supports the while and the repeat-

while statements which is similar to the do-while 

statement used in C.
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 You can’t change the value of a let variable – only the 

value of a variable declared with var is allowed to be 

changed. Also, you can’t change the type of a variable!

Additionally, you’re not allowed to change the type of a 

variable even if it was declared with var. The Swift language is 

clever enough to automatically understand the type of a 

variable. However, you can still declare the type of a variable 

yourself using the following notation:

var youCanChangeMe: Int = 123

The Swift code (below) defines a recursive function that 

will enable you to calculate integers that belong to the

Fibonacci sequence:

func fibo(number: Int) -> Int {

    if number == 0 {

        return number

    }

    if number == 1 {

        return number

    }

        return (fibo(number - 1) + fibo(number - 2))

}

The declaration of the  fibo()  function shows that it needs

an integer as its input, which is assigned to the number 

variable and that it also returns an integer. Should you wish to

calculate the first 15 numbers of the Fibonacci sequence, 

you should use the following for loop:

for i in 0...15 {

print("Fibonacci number \(i) is: \(fibo(i))")

}

The use of the  \()  notation inside  print()  allows the 

programmer to include a variable or the return value of a 

function inside a string. If you are familiar with C, you can see 

that you don’t need to specify the type of the variable that’s 

going to be printed.

Alternatively, you can write the same for loop as follows:

let loop = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]

for i in loop {

        print("Fibonacci number \(i) is: \(fibo(i))")

}

The naive last example shows that you can iterate over the

items of an array using a for loop. Despite the new style of the

Swift for loop, you can still use the old style because it’s still 

valid, eg:  for i = 0; i<=15; i++  { } .

However, future Swift versions might remove the C-style 

for loop so you’d be advised to use the new for loop. If you 

don’t want to include the right bound in your for loop, you 

should write it as  for i in 0..<5 { } . If, however, you want to use 

a specific step, you can write the for loop as  /for i in 2.

stride(to: 10, by: 2) { } .

The previous for loop only returns 2, 4, 6 and 8 using the  

 stride()  function. The  stride()  function returns a sequence 

of values of any ‘strideable’ type and can also be used for 

getting a reverse range. Should you wish to get a reverse 

range without using stride, you should use the reverse() 

function as follows:

for i in (1...5).reverse() { }

Please bear in mind that the loop is invalid and will 

generate an error message when you try to execute it:

for i in 5...1 { }

As you can see from the last example,  stride()  also works 

for doubles!

Swift functions
Swift functions are very powerful and support many 

innovative features including variadic parameters, in-out 

parameters and the ability to return tuples. Variadic 

parameters represent zero or more parameters of a given 

type. We illustrate this in the next example (variadic.swift):

func Sum(integers: Int...) -> Int {

var total = 0

for number in integers {

total += number

}

return total

}

var total = Sum(10, 30, 50, -17, 9, 110, -130, 17, 100)

print("The total is \(total)")

The sum function converts the variadic variable integers 

into a constant array named integers with Int elements that 

are accessed using a for loop.

In-out function parameters should remind you of the ‘call 

by reference’ functionality found in C. This is used when you 

want the changes you make inside a function to persist after 

the function call has ended. The following Swift code 

illustrates in-out function parameters (inAndOut.swift):

func minMax(inout min: Int, inout max: Int) {

if min > max {

let temp = min

min = max

max = temp

}

}

var myMin = 100

var myMax = -10

print("(Before) Min: \(myMin) and Max: \(myMax)")

minMax(&myMin, max: &myMax)

print("(And After) Min: \(myMin) and Max: \(myMax)")

The inAndOut.swift code produces the following output:

(Before) Min: 100 and Max: -10

(And After) Min: -10 and Max: 100

Please note that Swift requires that you write the second 

argument label only and not both of them when calling  

 minMax() . Therefore, the next two calls of  minMax()  will not 

be valid Swift code:

minMax(&myMin, &myMax)

minMax(min: &myMin, max: &myMax)

Swift also supports

Structures, Classes, 

Enumerations, 

Protocols, Generics, 

Error Handling 

and Functional 

Programming and 

can be used as a 

scripting language.
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The error message produced by the first line of code 

would be the following:

inAndOut.swift:13:7: error: missing argument label ‘max:’ in 

call

minMax(&myMin, &myMax)

      ^

               max:

The second call of the  minMax()  function will generate 

the following error message:

inAndOut.swift:13:7: error: extraneous argument label ‘min:’ 

in call

minMax(min: &myMin, max: &myMax)

The way you should call a function with more than one 

argument, and the error messages produced might look a 

little strange but this is how Swift currently works.

The use of tuples provides a nice way of grouping values of

any type. They allow you to pass or receive multiple values 

easily and allow functions to return multiple values without 

using a structure or a separate object.

import Glibc

func minMax(array: [Int]) -> (min: Int, max: Int) {

...

    return (min, max)

}

var randomArray = [Int]()

// Put 10 random numbers in the array

for i in 1...10 {

var number = random()

randomArray.append(number)

}

let myMM = minMax(randomArray)

// Alternatively

var (myMin, myMax) = minMax(randomArray)

print("Max is \(myMM.max) and Min is \(myMM.min)")

print("Max is \(myMax) and Min is \(myMin)")

As you can see there are two ways to get and use a tuple: 

as a single variable ( myMM ) or as separate variables  

( myMin  and  myMax ). If you don’t know the total number of

fields a tuple has then the first method is better. The 

declaration of  minMax()  shows that it returns two values and

that it requires its input to be an array of integers with no 

specific size. The key point in the  minMax()  implementation 

is the return call at the end of it. The  import Glibc  command 

allows you to use existing C functions in your Swift code and 

is the equivalent of the import Darwin command used on Mac

OS X. Please see the tuplesRandom.swift file for the full 

implementation of the minMax() function.

The most powerful control statement in Swift is switch, as

it can use regular expressions in its branches and even match

tuples to make your life easier. It’s better suited to more 

complicated conditions and executes the appropriate block 

of code based on the first successful match. As it doesn’t 

need a break statement, it avoids executing more than one 

case by mistake. Just don’t forget that a switch statement 

must either cover all possible cases explicitly or have a default 

part for catching what was not covered so far. You also get the 

matched values and use them afterwards:

case (let x, let y): print("You are at \(x) and \(y)")

Swift optionals
Optionals is another new Swift feature that will help you 

reduce bugs in your code. The code (below) shows how they 

are used (optionals.swift) with a dictionary structure:

let Contacts = ["George": “123211212”, “Georgia": 

“23211223"]

let isGeorgiaPresent: String? = Contacts["Georgia"]

if isGeorgiaPresent == nil {

print("You have no contact named Georgia!") 

}

else {

let contactNumber = isGeorgiaPresent!

print("The contact number of Georgia is \

(contactNumber)")

}

The previous code allows you to find out whether a given

key can be found in the dictionary and act accordingly.

The question mark ( String? ) indicates the optionality of the 

value. The  nil  value works with any type and means ‘there is 

no value present’. If you’re sure that a variable has a value, you 

can use an exclamation mark (!) to get a value from an 

optional which is called ‘force unwrapping’. In case you forget 

to put the ‘!’, the output from the previous Swift code would be:

The contact number of Georgia is Optional("23211223")

As you can see, the presented output isn’t particularly 

useful. So bear in mind that the unwrapping process – which 

is also called ‘forcing the value out’ – is mandatory.

This part will implement the Bubble sort algorithm in 

Swift. The source code of bubbleSort.swift is the following:

func bubbleSort(inout array: [Int]) {

    let elements = array.count - 1

for var i=elements; i>=1; i-- {

for var j=0; j<=i-1; j++ {

// Swap them if needed

            if array[j] > array[j+1] {

                let temp = array[j]

                array[j] = array[j+1]

                array[j+1] = temp

            } } } }

The bubbleSort function uses an in-out parameter for the 

input array so that changes to it inside the function will 

persist after the function call has ended. Note that the  array.

count  variable holds the total number of elements in an array 

not the maximum index number. 

And that’s your lot. Keep programming in Swift to learn all 

its capabilities because Swift is here to stay! LXF

Closures

Closures are similar to blocks in Objective-C and

to lambdas in other programming languages. 

Strictly speaking closures are small self-

contained blocks of functionality that can be 

passed around and used in your code. Closures 

look pretty much like a function declaration, 

and that’s because functions in Swift are just 

named closures! 

One important difference between closures 

and functions is that once a function has been 

defined, its name cannot be reassigned whereas 

the name of a closure can be reused so you 

cannot be sure that a named closure does the 

same thing throughout the entire program 

execution. Closures are used because they are 

more compact than regular functions especially 

when used in combination with other functions 

such as map.

Next issue: Swift 
projects
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$ sudo chown `id -u -n` /data/db

$ sudo ./mongod

to start a MongoDB server The last command will execute a 

MongoDB server that will print its log messages in your 

terminal. Later on we’ll cover how to run a MongoDB server in 

the background without an attached terminal, but putting the 

MongoDB bin directory in your PATH will make life easier:

$ export PATH="/home/mtsouk/mongodb-linux-x86_64-

ubuntu1404-3.2.0/bin":"${PATH}”

Where  /home/mtsouk/mongodb-linux-x86_64-

ubuntu1404-3.2.0/bin  should be replaced with your path. 

Next, you should be able to tell the version of MongoDB 

you’re using which can be done with two commands:

$ ./mongod --version

db version v3.2.0

git version: 45d947729a0315accb6d4f15a6b06be6d9c19fe7

OpenSSL version: OpenSSL 1.0.1f 6 Jan 2014

allocator: tcmalloc

modules: none

build environment:

    distmod: ubuntu1404

    distarch: x86_64

    target_arch: x86_64

$ ./mongo --version

MongoDB shell version: 3.2.0

The  mongod  refers to the name of the MongoDB server 

process, whereas  mongo  is the name of the MongoDB shell 

which mainly accepts JavaScript commands. As you saw, 

both executables give you the same information about the 

MongoDB version. Most of the tasks presented in this article 

will be performed using the Mongo shell, which starts by 

executing the  mongo  command. If you run mongo without 

specifying a port number, it will automatically try to connect 

to localhost using port number 27017 which is the default 

port number used by the MongoDB server process. Should 

you wish to specify a different port number, you can run 

mongo with the --port option followed by the desired port 

number. (See Figure 1 shows how you can connect to a 

MongoDB server that runs on your local machine using its 

default port number as well as the contents of the /data/db 

directory and some log messages.)

Before you try any more commands, you should run the 

following JavaScript code from the MongoDB shell in order to 

add some data to your database and have something to 

experiment with:

use LXF

switched to db LXF

MongoDB: An 
admin’s guide
Mihalis Tsoukalos covers all the groundwork for administering a MongoDB 
database, including how to create a Replica Set.

L
et’s dive deeper into MongoDB, a document-oriented 

NoSQL database that has become very popular. We’ll 

show you how to perform various administrative tasks, 

with the help of a dummy table we’ll create and populate with 

data, and we’ll also look at how to create a Replica Set. We 

won’t deal with Storage Engines as the commands for 

database administration are the same regardless of the 

storage engine used. However, if you’re using MongoDB on a 

production server you should study WiredTiger and MMAPv1. 

Additionally, beginning with version 3.2 of MongoDB, 

WiredTiger is the default storage engine.

You can find information about installing the latest version 

of MongoDB at www.mongodb.org/downloads. At the time 

of writing, 3.2 is the current version and we’ll install this on a 

Ubuntu 14.04 system from the following archive:

$ wget https://fastdl.mongodb.org/linux/mongodb-linux-

x86_64-ubuntu1404-3.2.0.tgz

Once extracted, you’ll have to run

$ tar zxvf mongodb-linux-x86_64-ubuntu1404-3.2.0.tgz

$ cd mongodb-linux-x86_64-ubuntu1404-3.2.0/

$ cd bin

$ sudo mkdir -p /data/db

Mihalis

Tsoukalos is a 
DBA, programmer, 
mathematician 
and Unix admin. 
He doesn’t 
usually get 
paid in Mongolian 
currency but it’s 
definitely going 
to happen this 
month. Oh yes.

Our 
expert

To learn more about

MongoDB you can 

check MongoDB: 

The Definitive 

Guide, 2nd 

Edition by Kristina 

Chodorow and 

MongoDB in Action, 

2nd Edition by 

Kyle Banker, Peter 

Bakkum, Shaun 

Verch, Douglas 

Garrett and Tim 

Hawkins.
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for (var i=0; i<100000; i++) { db.myData.insert({x:i, y:i*i}); }

WriteResult({ “nInserted” : 1 })

db.myData.count();

100000

The first command switches to the LXF database and if 

the database doesn’t exist, it will be automatically created.

It then uses a JavaScript for loop in order to insert 100,000 

documents into the myData collection of the LXF database. 

Once again, if the myData collection isn’t present it will be 

automatically created. The last command shows how you can 

find out the total number of records that exist in a collection.

CRUD commands
This section will teach you how to insert, delete, update and 

select documents from a MongoDB collection, which is what 

MongoDB calls a table. If you try to insert a document that 

has a different set of keys to an existing collection then it will 

be created without any complaints. This means that typos 

aren’t detected very easily. Each time you insert a BSON 

document without specifying the value of the _id field, 

MongoDB automatically generates this field which acts as the

Primary Key for the BSON document. When created 

automatically, an _id field is 12 bytes long and looks like this:

“_id” : ObjectId("55e063b1b1983f50f79646be")

You can also get a random document from a collection 

using  findOne() :

db.myData.findOne()

The main difference between  find()  and  findOne()  is that

the former can return multiple documents with the help of a 

cursor, whereas the latter randomly returns a single BSON 

document. You can insert a document with:

db.myData.insert( { “x": 123, “y":500 } )

WriteResult({ “nInserted” : 1 })

Similarly, you can delete a document that matches certain

criteria as follows:

db.myData.remove({"y": 500})

WriteResult({ “nRemoved” : 1 })

You can also update an existing document using:

db.myData.update({"x": 123}, {$set: { “z": 123}})

WriteResult({ “nMatched” : 1, “nUpserted” : 0, “nModified” : 

1 })

To update multiple documents at the same time, set the  

 multi:  option (below) to true while using  update() :

> db.myData.update({"x": 123}, {$set: { “z": 123}}, {multi:true})

Although you can omit the quotes around the names in 

the “key": value pairs (eg  “x”:123 ) when working in the 

Mongo shell, they are still a part of the JSON specification so 

keep in mind that in JSON they have to be there. There’s also 

a very handy utility that comes with MongoDB called 

mongostat. This displays basic and live server statistics in a 

similar way to the vmstat utility. 

You can find all available databases on the current 

MongoDB server as follows:

show databases

LXF    0.003GB

local  0.000GB

Similarly, you can find the available collections on the 

current database with:

> show collections

myData

If you wish to delete the entire myData collection, use:

db.myData.drop();

true

db.myData.count();

0

You can drop a database, including its data files, with:

use LXF

switched to db LXF

> db.runCommand( { dropDatabase: 1 } )

{ “dropped” : “myData”, “ok” : 1 }

This command doesn’t delete the users associated with 

the database. Should you wish to drop the associated users, 

you need to run  dropAllUsersFromDatabase  in the database 

you are deleting. 

You can manually start a MongoDB server process from 

the command line with:

$ mongod --fork --logpath a.log --smallfiles --oplogSize 50 

--port 27101 --dbpath w1 --replSet w --logappend

Here the  --port  parameter defines the port number that 

the server will listen to; the  --dbpath  value defines the 

directory that will contain the database files; the value of the  

Sharding

Sharding is a method for storing data across 

multiple machines. Shards store the data 

whereas config servers store the metadata of the 

cluster. Query Routers, which are also called 

mongos instances, interface with client 

applications and direct operations to the 

appropriate shard or shards. 

MongoDB divides the shard key values into 

chunks – they aren’t related to GridFS chunks– 

and distributes the chunks evenly across the 

various shards. MongoDB distributes data at the 

collection level. In order to shard a collection, you 

need to define a shard key, which is either an 

indexed field or an indexed compound field that 

exists in every document in the collection.

MongoDB uses range-based sharding because 

it’s better for answering queries and, sometimes, 

is better for keeping your data sorted. You can 

combine sharding with replication. As you do not 

want clients to talk directly to a shard server, you 

must configure mongos to listen to the default 

MongoDB port (27017). The only reason for 

connecting directly to anything except mongos is 

for DBA work. Please note that three config 

servers can handle a MongoDB cluster with 1000 

total machine. Also, all config servers hold exactly 

the same data.

 In the left terminal is the contents of the /data/db directory and In the right 

one are the log files generated by the running MongoDB server.

TheMongoDB

manual is available 

at https://docs.

mongodb.org 

but the MongoDB 

University website 

also offers free 

online courses 

(https://university.

mongodb.com).
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 An index can tremendously improve the execution time of a query. The 

explain(executionStats) function will tell you if a query uses an index or not.

 --logpath  parameter shows the file that will hold the log 

messages; and the  --fork  parameter tells the OS that the 

process will run in the background without an associated 

terminal. The  --replset  parameter defines the name of the 

replica set and should only be included when you want to 

define a replica set. The  --logappend  parameter tells the 

MongoDB process to append to the log file instead of over-

writing it. The  --oplogSize  parameter specifies the maximum

size in megabytes for the replication operation log and should

only be included when you want to create a replica set.

If you try to start a MongoDB server without a proper log 

file, you’ll get this kind of error message:

2015-11-29T12:01:54.349+0200 F CONTROL  Failed global 

initialization:

2015-12-29T16:02:25.725+0200 F CONTROL  [main] Failed 

global initialization: FileNotOpen Failed to open “/a/path/a.

log”

 

Queries and Indexes
Analysing a query is a very good way to find out why a query 

runs slowly as well as how your query is executed:

> db.myData.find({ “x": { $gt: 99990} }).

explain("executionStats")

The left part of the screenshot (below) shows the output 

of  explain("executionStats")  on the query (above).

The query uses an execution plan that does a collection 

scan (COLLSCAN), which means that all documents of the 

collection are going to be visited. Therefore, if the winning 

plan has the COLLSCAN keyword, then no index has been 

used which means that the DB admin has to rethink the 

currently defined indexes and define more appropriate ones. 

A properly defined index can speed up your queries a lot.

We’ll now show how to define an index and execute the 

previous query. The index for the “x” key will be created with:

> db.myData.createIndex({"x":1})

{

“createdCollectionAutomatically” : false,

“numIndexesBefore” : 1,

“numIndexesAfter” : 2,

“ok” : 1

}

You can now execute the previous  find()  command with  

 explain("executionStats") . The right part of screenshot 

(below) shows the output of  explain()  when an index is used.

As you can see the output is a little different now because this 

query returns the results by scanning the index keys 

(IXSCAN) and is significantly faster than the previous one 

because of it. Additionally, the query now looks at only nine 

documents whereas the query without the index looked at all 

the collection’s documents. This is more obvious in the 

following output:

“executionTimeMillis” : 0,

“totalKeysExamined” : 9,

“totalDocsExamined” : 9,

The previous output verifies that with the help of an index 

it took the  find()  command 0 milliseconds to complete 

because it just examined nine documents (denoted by  

 totalDocsExamined ) in order to return nine documents.

The  getIndexes()  function returns the indexes of a 

collection whereas the  dropIndex()  function deletes an 

existing index. However, you can’t drop the index of the _id 

field.

> db.myData.getIndexes()

[

{

“v” : 1,

“key” : {

“_id” : 1

},

“name” : “_id_”,

“ns” : “LXF.myData”

},

{

“v” : 1,

“key” : {

“x” : 1

},

“name” : “x_1”,

“ns” : “LXF.myData”

}

]

MongoDB automatically creates an index for the _id field 

that can be found on every collection. You can find all indexes 

that belong to the active database with:

db.getCollectionNames().forEach(function(collection) {

   indexes = db[collection].getIndexes();

   print("Indexes for " + collection + “:");

   printjson(indexes);

});

Although defining indexes is a simple process, you should 

have in mind that indexes take disk space and should be used 

only when needed.

Replication
Basically replication means two things: the first meaning is 

durability; the changes must be propagated and not get lost if 

something bad happens. The second meaning is availability, 

which refers to the servers being available as much as 

possible; when a server goes down, another one must take its 

place without any user action.

Most replica sets have three nodes: primary, secondary 

and arbiter. The arbiter is a special kind of node that doesn’t 

save any data and cannot become primary; it just participates 

in voting for a new primary. It’s also common for a replica set 

to have one primary node and two secondaries. Additionally, 

it’s also common for a replica set to have one or more hidden 

As always, the

best way to learn 

MongoDB is to use 

it on a project. In 

the next part we’ll 

cover how to create 

a blog site with the 

help of MongoDB, 

Python and Bottle.
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 The mongodump and mongorestore utilities can help you 

backup and restore a MongoDB database.

nodes which aren’t visible to the driver; doesn’t answer any 

user queries; and can’t become primary nodes. However, they

can be used for backups, analytics and they can also vote.

You will need to start at least three MongoDB instances to 

showcase a MongoDB replication scenario. The good thing is 

that all instances can run on the same machine, although this

isn’t good practice for production. So, you can start the three 

different processes as follows:

$ mkdir node1; mkdir node2; mkdir arbiter

$ mongod --replSet LXF --dbpath node1 --port 30000 

--logappend --logpath a.log --fork

$ mongod --replSet LXF --dbpath node2 --port 30001 

--logappend --logpath b.log --fork

$ mongod --replSet LXF --dbpath arbiter --port 30002 

--logappend --logpath c.log --fork

Then, you must connect to the machine that you want to 

act as the primary node and initiate the replica set with:

$ mongo --port 30000

> rs.initiate()

> rs.add("mtsouk-ubuntu:30001")

> rs.add("mtsouk-ubuntu:30002”, {arbiterOnly: true})

The  rs.status()  command can help you learn more about 

the status of a replica set. When the primary node goes down

for some reason, the following things will happen: The 

remaining nodes will detect the failure, as they can’t find the 

missing node. After making sure that the node is actually 

down, they will vote for a new primary node. After a 

successful election, a secondary node becomes the new 

primary and accepts writes.

Executing the  rs.status()  command after stopping the 

primary node, which can be done by terminating its process 

with the  kill  command will produce a slightly different 

output than the one shown.

System tables
MongoDB stores system information in collections that use 

the <database>.system.* namespace, which MongoDB 

reserves for internal use. Therefore, you should not create any

collections that begin with system. The ‘admin’ database 

stores many system collections, including admin.system.

roles, which stores custom roles that administrators create 

and assign to users to provide access to specific resources. 

The authentication credentials of every user as well as any 

roles assigned to the user are stored in admin.system.users, 

and the schema version of the user credential documents are

stored in admin.system.version.

Each individual database has some collections that keep 

track of data related to each specific database. The <db>.

system.namespaces collection contains information about 

the collections of the database, the <db>.system.indexes 

contains information about the indexes of the database. 

However, <db>.system.indexes shouldn’t be accessed 

directly but with the help of the getIndexes() function.

The <db>.system.profile collection contains information 

about database profiling. Database profiling can help you 

identify inefficient queries and operations. Last, the <db>.

system.js collection holds special JavaScript code for use in 

server side JavaScript.

Each mongod instance has its own ‘local’ database.

The ‘local’ database stores data used in the replication 

process and other instance-specific data. The ‘local’ database 

isn’t replicated as it’s invisible to the replication process.

The MongoDB system tables can also give you 

information about stored GridFS files. There exist two system 

tables, one for holding the filenames and another that holds 

the various chucks with the actual binary data that compose 

a file. The default behaviour of GridFS is to use two collections 

with names prefixed by the fs bucket: fs.chunks and fs.files.

If want to find all stored GridFS files that are kept on a 

database, you can query the system table that holds this 

information. The following is the output from a query to the 

fs.files table:

use LXF

switched to db LXF

> db.fs.files.find()

{ “_id” : ObjectId("5682af61bd65690bcc000001"), 

“chunkSize” : 261120, “uploadDate” : ISODate("2015-12-

29T16:05:53.642Z"), “length” : 28549, “md5” : 

“1494011900cf195d44165191d042a124”, “filename” : “/

home/mtsouk/aFile.zip” }

{ “_id” : ObjectId("5682af7cbd65690bdb000001"), 

“chunkSize” : 261120, “uploadDate” : ISODate("2015-12-

29T16:06:20.882Z"), “length” : 28549, “md5” : 

“1494011900cf195d44165191d042a124”, “filename” : 

“aBinaryFile.zip” }

{ “_id” : ObjectId("5682af85bd65690be8000001"), 

“chunkSize” : 261120, “uploadDate” : ISODate("2015-12-

29T16:06:29.642Z"), “length” : 35444349, “md5” : 

“92c7ae236c2ea6326a603c9cffb9437b”, “filename” : 

“mongosniff” }

Alternatively, you can use the mongofiles tool to list all 

GridFS files that a present on a database:

$ mongofiles -d LXF list

2015-12-29T18:07:54.895+0200 connected to: 

localhost

/home/mtsouk/aFile.zip  28549

aBinaryFile.zip         28549

mongosniff              35444349

If you need more information about mongofiles, visit 

http://bit.ly/MongofilesDocs. LXF

Backup and recovery
Having a backup strategy is essential 

because all systems will eventually fail. 

Although using MongoDB sharding and

replication can minimise the need for a 

backup, bad things can happen at any 

time. Additionally, if you’re running a 

single server process, then it’s

mandatory to take regular backups.

The two main utilities are: mongodump 

and mongorestore and they can help 

you backup and restore a MongoDB 

database, respectively.

The screenshot (pictured, left) briefly 

shows off the use of mongodump and 

mongorestore. The  mongorestore  

command was executed with the  

 --quiet  parameter in order to hide all 

log output.
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1 Installing

Ubuntu remix
2 Starting with

Tails Linux
3 Upgrading 

from Ubuntu LTS

4 Moving Grub

from MBR to boot
5 Partition labels 

or UUIDs
+ Android to 

Linux links

1 Installing Ubuntu remix
I was looking forward to installing 

Ubuntu 15.10 with eight desktops to

try. However, I was only able to 

install Ubuntu 15.10 with my hated desktop

Unity. The LXF205 disc booted the Ubuntu

15.10 Desktop Remix but during install I got:

Installation Failed - The installer encountered

an error copying files to the hard disk:

[Errno 2] No such file or directory: ‘/target/

boot/vmlinuz-4.2.0-16-generic This is often

due to a faulty hard disk...

I rebooted the LXF205 disk with the Ubuntu

15.10 with standard desktop option and it

installed with no errors. How 

do I install this offering?

Ixat

From the forums

We are no longer 

allowed to remix 

Ubuntu ISO images 

unless we remove all 

references to Ubuntu, which 

would not only defeat the 

point of the exercise, it would 

also mean recompiling much 

of the software from scratch. 

This is due to a change in 

Ubuntu’s trademark 

restrictions. This has meant

that we had to take a different

approach and create an

overlay filesystem that

contains the extra software

and is laid on top of the filesystem from the

Ubuntu ISO image. This functionality was

actually designed to enable you to save files

and settings to a USB stick and still use the live

environment, but we were able to make it work

for our purposes too. However, the Ubuntu

installer doesn’t know about this extra

filesystem – we wouldn’t expect it to – so it

falls over when trying to install from this disk

and files it expects to find from the ISO image

have been effectively replaced in the overlay.

In other words, the desktop remix is now

only for trying the various desktops in the live

environment. To use them from your hard disk

you should install the standard Ubuntu and

then use the software manager to install one of

the other desktops. This actually answers a

complaint we sometimes receive about the

remixes: that they install everything whether

you want it or not, although that’s not why we

made the change.

We did highlight this issue on the homepage 

of the DVD, the Ubuntu page of the DVD and in

the DVD pages of the magazine. We often

include important information either in the

HTML documentation of the DVD or the disc

pages of the magazine, or both, so it’s

important to read these – ideally before

attempting to install anything.

2 Tails Linux
I’m running Windows 7 on my laptop

and have a number of questions

about Tails Linux. After downloading

the latest version of the Tails Linux ISO

Image is it completely necessary to verify

the ISO Image using Gpg4win? Must I install

Tails Linux using the Tails Installer? Would it

be possible, for instance, to use the Tails

This month we
answer questions on:

 The HTML pages on the cover DVD, and the DVD pages 

inside the magazine, often contain important information 

you should read before using the DVD.
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W
e all know what a clipboard is: it’s

an area of temporary storage for 

information that has been copied 

or cut from an application ready to be pasted 

into another, or elsewhere in the same, 

application. What’s not so well known is that 

desktop Linux has more than one clipboard.

 The one we have already referred to is 

the primary clipboard, this is what is used if 

you select something in an application and 

press Ctrl+c. The X display also has its own 

clipboard, often referred to as the selection

buffer. When you select text in X, it’s

immediately copied to the selection buffer.

You can then paste it at the current position

of the mouse cursor by pressing the middle

mouse button (if your mouse has only two

buttons, the middle button is emulated by

pressing left and right at the same time).

So that’s very easy and convenient, but it

can lead to confusion, because this isn’t the

same clipboard. Select some text in one

window and press Ctrl+v in another and you

will not get the text you selected but what

ever was last copied with Ctr+c/x – the two

clipboards are entirely separate. If your

desktop has a clipboard manager, like KDE’s

Klipper or the independent CopyQ, you can

switch text between the two clipboards.

It’s also possible to copy the output from

a shell command directly into the clipboard

with the xclip command:

$ somecommand | xclip

$ somecommand | xclip -selection clipboard

The first copies the output from the

command into the X selection buffer, then

second uses the primary clipboard.

important. In theory, you

could install to a removable

hard drive but once again the

drive would be wiped. A USB

stick or SD card is the

intended destination. The

installer runs from within Tails,

so the first step is to write it to

a DVD and boot from that

unless you are using Tails from

our DVD in which case you

can boot from the LXFDVD

(we’ve already checked the

integrity of the image).

Tor and I2P are both

anonymous networks but

implemented in different

ways. Tor is considered more

suited for ‘normal’ web use.

Tor is started by default, I2P is only started if

you add  i2p to the boot menu by pressing the

Tab key when the menu is displayed, add i2p

to the list of options that show up, then press

Enter to boot. Both Tor and I2P hide your

Internet activity, your ISP sees only that you

are connecting to a Tor (or I2P) router, not the

eventual destination of your request. It’s not

only the ISP this is hidden from, the

intermediate Tor nodes don’t know your final

destination either.

If you want to use Firefox Portable, it would

be best to install that to a separate USB stick,

and it doesn’t matter which browser or

operating system you use to do that. Icedove is

built from the Thunderbird source code,

however it has been modified by the Debian

developers and that means they are no longer

allowed to call it Thunderbird (similarly Firefox

morphed into Iceweasel). Mozilla took this

action to protect its trademarks.

3  Stuck with LTS?
I followed your guide way back in

LXF185 and built myself a Linux PC

using mainly the components in the

feature [Build a Linux PC, p35] except that

the processor is Intel Core i7-4770. Linux

Ubuntu 14.04 LTS was installed from your

disc. It works well but while booting it shows

as Lubuntu; is this normal?

I’ve got to the stage where I should

upgrade to a later Ubuntu but have hit a

snag. Last time I tried to upgrade, on an

older machine, it was a disaster which makes

me nervous as I can’t see where commands

are leading me. Update-manager from the

dash starts off with a choice of four

applications, no more. Also, boot up goes

straight to hard disk and I haven’t been able

to choose boot up from the CD drive. Should

I aim to get to 15.10 or stick at 15.04 LTS?

Peter Ratcliffe

The Lubuntu splash screen is an

unexpected, but entirely cosmetic,

side effect of the way we that we had

to remaster Ubuntu for the desktop remix.

There are two main ways to upgrade an

existing installation. You can run the normal

Ubuntu installer, which offers an option to

upgrade your existing install. It does this by

wiping the system directories but not home

and then doing a fresh install. This gives you

the new version with no holdovers from the old

Installer to install Tails Linux onto my 1TB

USB external hard drive?

What’s the difference between the I2P

Browser and the Tor Browser? Will they leave

behind any internet history for my Internet

Service Provider to store? I would like to

download and install the latest version of the

Firefox Portable onto my USB storage device

in case the I2P Browser and the Tor Browser

can’t access certain websites. Should I use

I2P or the Tor Browser to download? Tails

Linux also includes a copy of Icedove

Thunderbird, is it true that this is completely

identical to Mozilla Thunderbird?

Anonymous

It’s good to see new Linux users giving

it a try. Tails is rather different from

most distributions (distros), so your

learning curve will be steeper than normal, but

that’s no reason not to try. It’s not essential to

verify the image for it to work, but it does give

peace of mind. You don’t need to install Tails at

all just write the ISO image to a DVD or USB

stick. Using the installer sets up an encrypted,

persistent storage area on the USB stick,

enabling you to save settings and information.

The installer wipes and partitions your USB

drive, so make sure it contains nothing

A quick reference to...

Terminals and 
superusers

We often give a solution as commands to type in  

a terminal. While it is usually possible to do the same 

with a distro’s graphical tools, the differences between 

these mean that such solutions are very specific. 

The terminal commands are more flexible and, most 

importantly, can be used with all distributions.

System configuration commands often have to 

be run as the superuser, often called root. There are 

two main ways of doing this depending on your distro. 

Many, especially Ubuntu and its derivatives, prefix the 

command with  sudo  , which asks for the user password 

and sets up root privileges for the duration of the 

command only. Other distros use  su , which requires the 

root password and gives full root access until you type 

logout. If your distro uses  su , run this once and then run 

any given commands without the preceding  sudo .

Clipboards

Tails Linux is an interesting, if non-standard, way to start

your Linux experience.
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Star
Question

one of the function keys or 

the Esc key.

4 Moving Grub
I need to install 

Plop to a laptop 

hard drive, but I 

have to move Grub from 

the MBR to /boot of the 

distro I normally start 

(Linux Mint). I’ve found 

advice to the effect of 

pressing c at Grub start up 

to get into Bash, entering  

root (hd0,4)  to move Grub 

to partition 5 on sda and 

entering setup(hd0)

to update. It sounds simple

but when I type these 

commands, Bash responds

with  can’t find command . 

Can you confirm that the command is valid?

I’ve had odd problems with Bash on the 

laptop in the past.

Ken

Pressing c gets you to a Grub shell, 

which is nothing like Bash. It enables 

you to run Grub commands only.

The commands you have been given are 

indeed Grub commands, but they are for the 

old version of Grub. Also, those commands will

still install to the MBR of the disk. Linux Mint, 

along with almost all other distros, use Grub 2, 

which has a different set of commands. Not 

only are the commands different for Grub 2, 

but you can run them from the comfort of your

normal terminal in Bash. First, you need to 

install the bootloader into the start of the 

distro’s root partition with a command like this:

$ sudo grub-install --force /dev/sda5

The  --force  option is needed when 

installing to a partition. This replaces the two 

Grub legacy commands you found. You also 

need to ensure the bootable flag is set on that 

partition so the BIOS knows to look there for 

the bootloader. You can do this with whichever 

partitioning tool you prefer, such as GParted or 

fdisk. However, it will still look in the MBR first 

so your original Grub installation will still be 

used. Depending on your BIOS, it may be 

possible to select the specific partition from 

+ Android to Linux
I have Ubuntu 15.10 and Mint 17.2 

installed on my desktop computer. 

They run perfectly except when I 

connect my Medion tablet via USB, which is 

just not recognised by either OS and vice 

versa, although if I plug a USB in with photos

on it the Linux OSes will all recognise it. I’ve 

phoned the makers and they say it will only 

work with Windows. Since I do not run 

Windows, or ever intend to, can you tell me if

there’s a way round this problem?

John Jackson

Android devices do not mount as 

mass storage devices in the way that 

USB flash drives do. The reason for 

this is that only one OS can mount a filesystem

at a time, otherwise changes made by one OS 

could corrupt the other. Early Android devices 

got round this by forcing you to unmount the 

storage locally before mounting it on another 

computer, which is inconvenient with external 

storage and impossible with internal storage 

This month’s winner is John Jackson. Get in touch with us to claim your glittering prize!Winner!

used by the OS. Android now uses MTP which 

is a sort of network filesystem for USB 

connections, designed especially for mounting 

devices such as smartphones and media 

players. You need to install a filesystem, I have 

had some success with jmtpfs (https://

github.com/JasonFerrara/jmtpfs) then 

connect your device and mount it with

 $ jmtpfs MOUNTPOINT  in a terminal, where 

MOUNTPOINT is an empty directory. Run this 

as a normal user and you can now browse the 

contents of your tablet’s storage from your 

computer, copying and deleting files as you 

wish. When you have finished, unmount the 

table with  $ fusermount -u MOUNTPOINT .

Jmtpfs, and a couple of alternatives, all use 

the FUSE filesystem layer of the Linux kernel. 

You may want to try a couple of others to see 

which works best for you by searching your 

package manager for ‘mtpfs’.

Some people have varying amounts of 

success with the MTP implementations, hence

the suggestion to try the alternatives. One 

alternative is to not use MTP at all but use 

SSH instead. This is also more convenient as 

it uses a wireless connection. Install SSH 

Helper on your tablet and run it, making sure 

the tablet and computer are connected to 

the same network. The SSH Helper 

configuration screen will show both the IP 

address and the port number it is running on 

(the latter defaults to 2222). Set a suitable 

password on this screen. Then install SSHFS 

on your computer and you can now mount 

any computer that you can connect to by 

SSH, eg:

$ sshfs -p 2222 IP-ADDRESS:/storage/

emulated/0 MOUNTPOINT

You may need to change the path to the 

internal storage, the above works for recent 

Nexus devices and make sure the mount 

point you use exists and is empty. Now you 

have your device mounted on the computer, 

just as in the old USB storage days. When 

you are done, unmount it with  $ fusermount 

-u MOUNTPOINT . 

 If you move Grub from your disk’s MBR to a partition, you 

need to set the boot flag on that partition.

one, but keeps all your personal documents. 

Because etc is one of the directories that’s 

erased, any system wide settings you had will 

be lost, along with any extra software.

The alternative is to upgrade from the 

software manager, which basically runs

$ sudo apt-get dist-upgrade.

This will upgrade all packages to the latest 

version for the new distro and also updates the 

distro files to make it the latest version. This 

may not be the fastest option, as it installs 

packages individually, but it is the one that 

preserves most of your previous set up. 

Normally, the update manager will nag you 

when a new version of Ubuntu is available, but 

you are running the Long Term Support (LTS) 

version so it will only tell you when a new LTS is 

available and that will be 16.04 (LTS releases 

are every two years), which is why it’s only 

showing you a few applications – those that 

have been upgraded for 14.04. If you upgrade 

the distro now you will get 15.10, which isn’t an 

LTS release, and you may have to use the first 

method. Whatever you choose to do will 

depend on whether you want the latest 

software or whether a stable system is more 

important to you.

You can use 15.04 on the LXF205 DVD, but 

boot the standard desktop or use the install 

option from the DVD boot menu. As explained 

in ‘Installing Ubuntu remix’ (see p92) installing 

from the remixed desktop isn’t supported. 

Most motherboards have a boot menu that 

enables you to choose which device to boot – 

your manual will tell you which key you need to 

hold down at boot to get this – but it’s usually 
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Help us to help you

What do you do if you think your

computer isn’t running as fast as it 

should? We’re not talking about 

download speeds here but the 

overall responsiveness of the 

desktop. The chances are that 

there’s some process sucking up 

more than its fair share of CPU 

cycles, memory or both. There are 

various tools you can use to look 

at this, including several graphical 

desktop monitors, but the 

standard tool is top. This runs in a 

terminal, so you can use it 

anywhere – including over SSH – 

and it’s part of the toolset that 

you’ll find in every Linux distro.

Run  top  with no arguments 

and you’ll see a list of processes, 

ordered by CPU usage, with some 

system information at the top of 

the display. After some general 

information, the third line shows 

your CPU usage, splits into us

(user processes), sy (system

processes), ni (processes running

with a nice value), id (idle) and

wa.The last shows time spent

waiting, usually for I/O – you can

see this climb when running a disk

intensive process. Even though

you probably have a multi-core

processor, top defaults to

aggregating the usage of the cores

into a single set of figures, press

the 1 key to see separate usage for

each CPU core.

The next lines show memory

and swap usage, then you get the

process list. This is sorted by CPU

usage by default, with the busiest

programs at the top. It shows as

many processes as will fit in your

terminal window. If you ran top to

find out why your system was so

slow, you may well see a process

at the top of the list using masses

of CPU cycles. You can easily kill

this process by pressing k. Then

top will prompt for the PID

(process ID) to kill, these are

displayed in the leftmost column

but top handily defaults to the PID

of the highest process here. Press

Enter and it’ll ask for a signal to

send, the default here is 15, or

SIGTERM, which instructs the

process to shut down cleanly.

If that fails, as can happen with a

locked up process, try substituting

9 (SIGKILL) to kill the process

immediately.

Top sorts by CPU usage by

default, but you can change the

columns displayed and the sort

order. Press f to enter the field

management screen. Here you can

move the cursor over a field and

press the space bar to toggle

whether it’s displayed or press s to

make that the sorted field. Press

Esc to go back to the process

display. You can also change the

order of the displayed columns in

here. There are some quick

shortcuts for sorting on common

fields: M for Memory, P for CPU

and T for Time running.

You can also give the field to

sort as a command line option

when starting top by giving the -o

option followed by the title of the

field, eg:

$ top -o %MEM

Default settings for top in ~/.toprc.

You don’t need to edit this file

directly, pressing W while in top

saves the current arrangement.

UUID. Since the USB stick was no longer

present the /dev/sdX had changed and so

the swap partition was not found. I knew

UUID was the recommended approach in

identifying a drive in fstab but came across

another way: LABEL=#####. A few minutes

later my swap partition was labelled SWAP,

fstab updated to refer to it as LABEL=SWAP

and a restart was completed in the blink of

an eye (SSD’s are great).

Is there a downside to the LABEL=SWAP

approach? It seems much easier to me

especially as I expect to re-organise the

partitioning of the hard drive and so just

need to ensure there’s a swap partition

labelled SWAP somewhere on the system.

Using UUID would mean finding the new

UUID and editing fstab again.

John Parr

I suspect that your problem started

when you used UNetbootin, as you

were then booting from a USB stick

that took the drive node of /dev/sda. There’s

no need to use UNetbootin with most Linux

distros these days as they use hybrid ISO

images. These can be simply copied to a USB

stick with dd , eg:

$ dd if=ubuntu-15.10-desktop-amd64.iso of=/

dev/sdb bs=1M

When you boot from this USB stick, it is

seen as a USB CD/DVD drive and given the

node of /dev/sr0, leaving sda free for your

hard drive. However, you have highlighted the

problem with using device nodes in fstab,

which is why distros tend to use UUIDs to

avoid confusion.

the boot menu so you know it works. 

Otherwise you can remove the bootloader

from the MBR with dd , but be careful as the

partition table is also stored here, so you

should back up the MBR first with:

$ sudo dd if=/dev/sda of=oldmbr.img bs=512

count=1

If anything goes wrong you can restore the

MBR be running the command with the of

and  if  options switched. Then remove Grub

from it with:

$ sudo dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/sda bs=446

count=1

Note the different sizes. The first command

backs up the whole MBR, just in case, the

second only zeroes the part holding the

bootloader. Alternatively, you can just install

Plop or any other bootloader to the MBR to

overwrite Grub. Booting Grub 2 from a

partition is not supported, hence the need to

use  --force , so this is not the most reliable

approach. It may be better for you to install

Plop and let that handle everything.

5  Label or UUID?
 I had a slightly odd experience with

my recent install of Ubuntu 15.10 on

a new solid state drive. I set up

separate partitions for the system and home.

I chose to use an existing swap partition on a

mechanical drive. I used a USB stick created

by UNetbootin to perform the install. All

went well until I rebooted, which took ages.

It turned out the swap partition was

specified in /dev/sdX format in fstab by the

installer when the other two partitions used

We receive several questions each month that we are

unable to answer, because they give insufficient detail

about the problem. In order to give the best answers to

your questions, we need to know as much as possible.

If you get an error message, please tell us the

exact message and precisely what you did to invoke it.

If you have a hardware problem, let us know about the

hardware. If Linux is already running, use the Hardinfo

program (https://github.com/lpereira/hardinfo) that

gives a full report on your hardware and system as an

HTML file you can send us.

Alternatively, the output from lshw is just as useful

(http://ezix.org/project/wiki/HardwareLiSter).

One or both of these should be in your distro’s

repositories. If you are unwilling, or unable, to install

these, run the following commands in a root terminal

and attach the system.txt file to your email. This will

still be a great help in diagnosing your problem.

uname -a >system.txt

lspci >>system.txt

lspci -vv >>system.txt

Frequently asked questions…

Labels are a good alternative, they are more

readable but can cause problems if you move a

drive to a different computer that already has

the same labels. To avoid this I usually add the

hostname to the label, rather than simply using

swap, home or root.

If you look in /dev/disk you will find several

directories, such as by-label and by-uuid, that

contain symlinks from the labels and UUIDs to

the real device paths. You may also find entries

for partlabel and partuuid. You can use any of

these in /etc/fstab and all work equally

effectively. The only real choice between them

is to go for whichever naming scheme you feel

most comfortable with. LXF

Finding resource hogs

Pressing 1 to see each CPU

core separately.
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Distros, apps, games, books, miscellany and more…

On the disc

Fedora Security LabT
here should

has been a

tutorial on

running Linux on a router in this

issue of Linux Format. However,

just as I was finishing it, I did

something I had already warned

against in the tutorial and bricked

the router I was using for testing.

After much searching of forums

and wikis, I found a solution in the

form of a YouTube video. This

explained clearly how to upload

new firmware using the router’s

recovery mode and TFTP. The

author had gone to the trouble of

dismantling a router and

attaching a serial USB adaptor to

the router’s motherboard to show

exactly what was going on, then

intentionally bricking a working

router to show how the fix worked.

It was a nice piece of detective

work, well explained. The author 

clearly has a passion for this sort 

of thing. Of course, we’re used to 

passionate and helpful individuals 

in the Linux communities – but 

this guy was running Windows. It 

meant I couldn’t use the software 

he suggested but finding an 

alternative was simple. What 

struck me was that we feel good 

about our communities and how 

well we help each other, but there 

are people out there equally

as passionate and

helpful, whom we

tend to disregard

because of their 

choice of OS.

Fedora 23 spin for security

Friendly Arch-based distro

This month’s main feature is on security testing,

so we thought you should have a suitable distro, or

two, to work along with it. The Fedora Security Lab

is a respin of Fedora 23 that provides a safe test

environment to work on security auditing, forensics

and system rescue. It’s a Fedora 23 distribution

with the Gnome desktop replaced with Xfce, which

is there to keep it light and fast. It also has a slew of

security, forensic and testing software installed and

ready to use. You can run it directly from the DVD

or copy the ISO image to a USB drive for a pocket-

sized security lab.

Some distros, such as Ubuntu, just appear out of

nowhere and become an almost instant success.

Others build over a long time, gradually maturing 

and evolving until they become more popular, and 

start to attract more developers. 

Manjaro is one of the latter types. It has been 

around since mid-2011 and in the last four years 

has grown into a worthy distro. Manjaro is one of 

a growing number of distros based on Arch Linux, 

rather than the old standbys of Debian or Ubuntu. 

This gives it the benefit of access to the Arch

package repos, allowing for updates to the latest

software versions during the life of the distro, rather 

than having to wait for the next version of the distro. 

Manjaro has grown to the extent it now has its 

own repos, and users have the choice between 

running tried and tested or more bleeding edge 

software. Various desktops are available, we have 

included the KDE version here which, as with many 

distros, looks different to everyone else’s KDE.

Defective discs
In the unlikely event of your Linux Format 

coverdisc being in any way defective, 

please visit our support site at: 

www.linuxformat.com/dvdsupport 

For further assistance. If you would  

prefer to talk to a member of our  

reader support team, email us at: 

linuxformat@futurenet.com.

Important

NOTICE!

Distros

Manjaro KDE 15.12

32-bit

64-bit

The best of the internet, crammed into a phantom-zone like 4GB DVD.
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New to Linux?
Start here

Kali Light 2.0

Are you reading 
this on a tablet?
Download your DVD from 
www.linuxformat.com

Penetration testing distro

Disk partitioning tool

In keeping with this month’s emphasis on security 

we have a second such distribution (distro) for 

you, Kali Linux, which comes from the people 

that previously gave us BackTrack Linux. This is 

a penetration testing distro. The full release has a 

Gnome desktop and many more tools, but there 

was no room on the DVD for it. This is Kali Light with 

Xfce and the most important security programs. 

These include Metasploit, Nmap, Wireshark, John 

the Ripper and several others. If you install Kali 

Linux to your hard drive, you can add the extra 

programs as you need them.

If you want to install more than one Linux distro

on your hard drive, as explained in our multi boot

feature (see p44), you’ll need a way to repartition 

your hard drive. Distro installers include partitioning 

tools, but they are mainly aimed at getting their 

distro onto your drive and aren’t always that 

intuitive. GParted Live is a live CD built around the 

excellent GParted disk partitioning program. While 

most distros include GParted in their repos, if you 

want to modify a system partition, you shouldn’t be 

booting from it, so a live CD is the ideal way to do 

this. With GParted you can create, delete, resize and 

reformat partitions at will, without worrying about 

any interference from the running OS. This is a  

32-bit distro, but works just as well on 64-bit 

systems, so it’s a pretty universal disk management 

tool. This is a lightweight system, booting to a 

minimal desktop with GParted already running. 

Either boot it from the DVD or copy the individual 

ISO image to a CD or USB stick.

What is Linux? How do I install it?
Is there an equivalent of MS Office?
What’s this command line all about?
 How do I install software?

Open Index.html on the disc to find out

And more!

GParted 0.24.0

64-bit

32-bit

System tools
Essentials
Checkinstall Install tarballs with your 

package manager.

Coreutils The basic utilities that should 

exist on every operating system.

HardInfo A system benchmarking tool.

Kernel Source code for the latest stable 

kernel release, should you need it.

Memtest86+ Check for faulty memory.

Plop A simple manager for booting 

OSes, from CD, DVD and USB.

RawWrite Create boot floppy disks 

under MS-DOS in Windows.

Smart Boot Manager An OS-agnostic 

manager with an easy-to-use interface.

WvDial Connect with a dial-up modem.

Reading matter
Bookshelf
Advanced Bash-Scripting Guide  

Go further with shell scripting.

Bash Guide for Beginners Get to grips 

with Bash scripting.

Bourne Shell Scripting Guide  

Get started with shell scripting.

The Cathedral and the Bazaar Eric S 

Raymond’s classic text explaining the 

advantages of open development.

The Debian Administrator’s Handbook  

An essential guide for sysadmins.

Introduction to Linux A handy guide 

full of pointers for new Linux users.

Linux Dictionary The A-Z of everything 

to do with Linux.

Linux Kernel in a Nutshell An 

introduction to the kernel written by 

master hacker Greg Kroah-Hartman.

The Linux System Administrator’s 

Guide Take control of your system.

Tools Summary A complete overview 

of GNU tools.
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